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Preface

Measurements of deep�inelastic scattering have been seminal to our understanding
of hadronic substructure� They have provided us with an insight not only in the
constituents from which the proton is built� but also in the theory of the interactions
between them� The advent of the HERA electron�proton collider� with its center of
mass energy of ��� GeV� has allowed an extension of these measurements to a new
kinematic regime� The structure of the proton is probed with a resolution that is
up to ���� times smaller than the diameter of the proton itself� Even constituents
in the proton that carry only a fraction of ���� of the proton momentum� can
be observed at HERA� Measurements of deep�inelastic scattering in this kinematic
region are essential for a detailed understanding of the proton� as well as for the
theory of strong interactions�

For the last four years� I have been part of the NIKHEF team working on the ZEUS
experiment� which is located at one of the interaction regions at the HERA collider
in Hamburg� In ���� the �rst electron�proton collisions were observed and I stayed
at Hamburg for one year to participate in the initial analysis of the recorded events�
This analysis resulted in the determination of the proton structure function F� in
the kinematic domain accessible at HERA� and it is the main subject of this PhD
thesis�

Stan Bentvelsen� Amsterdam� March �����



Chapter �

Review of

Deep�Inelastic�Scattering

Several experimental methods are available to gain knowledge of Quantum�Chromo�
Dynamics �QCD� in high energy physics� Utilizing electron�positron colliders� for
example� the strong coupling constant and the Casimir factors of the colour gauge
group can be determined from quark and gluon production� Although these exper�
iments allow precision tests� it is not possible to study stable quark con�gurations
like the nucleons�

With hadron colliders� the parton content of nucleons can be studied via for
example the Drell�Yann process or through the production of jets� The cross sec�
tions of these processes are sensitive to the distributions of the parton constituents
inside the nucleon and therefore reveal some of its structure� However� measure�
ments at hadron colliders are di�cult to perform due to the complex nature of both
interacting particles�

An attractive way of studying QCD is by probing the parton content of a nucleon
with a pointlike lepton� In deep�inelastic�scattering experiments a highly energetic
lepton interacts with the nucleon� or� if the resolution is large enough� the lepton
interacts directly with the constituents of the nucleon� Because the electro�weak
interactions between the lepton and the constituents of the nucleon are well under�
stood� this process reveals the internal structure of nucleons� In this chapter we
summarize the ingredients of deep�inelastic�scattering processes�

��� Deep Inelastic Scattering

The study of deep�inelastic�scattering �DIS� is devoted to lepton�nucleon reactions
at high energies� The HERA collider allows the study of high energy collisions
between protons and electrons or positrons� Generally� the proton breaks up during
the interaction� and a number of particles is produced in the �nal state� Two

�
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experimentally di�erent classes of DIS are distinguished�

e� � P � e�X � e� � P ����
� X �����

where X represents the spray of particles that is produced by the break�up of
the proton� In the �rst process the charge of the lepton is conserved� and the
intermediate vector boson is neutral� This is referred to as neutral current �NC� DIS�
In the second process the lepton converts to an �anti�� neutrino by the exchange of
a charged intermediate vector boson� This process is referred to as charged current
�CC� DIS� The two types of interactions are depicted in �gure ����

P �P�

�
X�P� �

P
iP

�
i�

�� Z� �Q� � �q��

e��k� e��k��

�A�

P �P�

�
X�P� �

P
iP

�
i�

W� �Q� � �q��

e��k� ���
� �k��

�B�
Figure 
�
� Deep�inelastic�scattering� Figure �A� represents the neutral�current

DIS� while �gure �B� displays the charged�current variant� The de�nition of

momenta is indicated between brackets�

����� The DIS kinematic variables

The analysis and measurements treated in this thesis are restricted to inclusive NC
DIS� This means that no attempt is made to identify structures or speci�c particles
in the �nal state X� It also implies that in theoretical calculations one integrates
over the complete hadronic �nal state� The analysis is also restricted to collisions
with unpolarized beams� The kinematics of inclusive DIS is� at a given center�of�
mass energy s� described by two independent variables� We introduce a number
of suitable Lorentz�invariant variables and any combination of two is su�cient to
describe the unpolarized inclusive DIS process completely� In the de�nitions of the
variables we neglect the proton and electron masses�

The �rst Lorentz�invariant is the virtuality of the exchanged vector boson� q�

or Mandelstam variable t� This variable sets the scale of the interaction� since
the wavelength or resolution of the virtual boson is proportional to ��jqj� For high
momentum transfer the lepton�proton interaction becomes essentially an interaction
between the lepton and a parton inside the proton� Because the interaction is purely
spacelike� it is convenient to introduce an additional minus�sign in the de�nition of
q�� Following the notation given in �gure ��� we de�ne�

Q� � �q� � ��k� � k�� � ��P�P��� � �t � �� �����
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The value for Q� of the exchanged boson ranges between � and s�
The second useful variable is known as elasticity or Bj�orken�x� It is de�ned as

x �
Q�

�P � q �
�t
u� s

���	�

with the usual de�nition of the Mandelstam variable u � �k� � P��� In elastic
scattering� where the proton does not break up during the interaction� the value
of x equals �� In deep�inelastic scattering� i�e� Q� � � GeV�� x is less than one�
In lowest order perturbation theory with massless quarks� x can be identi�ed as
the momentum fraction carried by the struck quark� The parameter x plays an
important role in the description of the structure of the proton�

The variables Q� and x can be related via y� In the proton rest frame y corre�
sponds to the fraction of the lepton energy that is transferred from the lepton to
the proton� In DIS y ranges from � to �� The Lorentz�invariant expression for y is

y �
P � q
P � k �

Q�

s x
�

u� s

s
� ���
�

The invariant mass of the hadronic �nal state X� denoted by W � is deduced
from momentum conservation at the hadronic vertex and can be related to x and
Q� as follows�

W � � �P��� � �P� q�� � Q��� x

x
� s� t� u� �����

����� DIS cross section and structure functions

We discuss the expression for the DIS cross section in the approximation that a
single virtual gauge boson probes the nucleon� The unpolarized di�erential Born
cross section can then be factorized in a leptonic part� denoted by L�� and a part
that contains all information of the hadronic vertex� W�� ���� The speci�c form
of both tensors depends on the intermediate gauge boson V � Bearing in mind
interference terms between the exchanged boson V � the double di�erential cross
section as function of x and Q� is written as�

d��V V
�

�e�p�

dx dQ�
�

�


�

�P�V V ��

Q� x

�
y

s
LV V

� ��WV V �

�� � �����

The factor P�V V �� represents the propagator term of the boson V and V � in the
cross section� relative to the photon propagator term ��Q��

In the standard model the leptonic tensor can be calculated in perturbation the�
ory� Its explicit form depends on the vector and axial gauge coupling� Parametrizing
the vertex of the boson V as i���gv�ga�

�� �similar for the V ��� the leptonic tensor
in lowest order becomes�

LV V
��� � � �gvg

�

v � gag
�

a�
�
k�k�� � k�k�� � �q����g��

��� �gvg
�

a � g�vga� 	
����k�k���

�����
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The hadronic tensor W���P�q� serves to parameterize the vertex of the proton
and the vector boson� The tensor W���P�q� is symmetric in 
 and � and can only
depend on the metric g�� and momenta p�� q�� In general� such a tensor has �ve
terms� however� after imposing current conservation at the hadron vertex only three
independent terms remain� Current conservation at the lepton vertex implies that
terms proportional to q can be ignored� The most general expansion of WV V �

�� can

be parametrized with the aid of three Lorentz�invariant structure functions FVV �

� �
FVV �

� and FVV �

�
� as�

WVV �

�� � ��g���FVV �

� �

�
p�p�
P � q

�
FVV �

� �

�
	����

p�p�


P � q
�
FVV �

� � �����

Note that the term proportional to FVV �

� violates parity� This immediately indicates
that for photon exchange only the structure functions FV V �

� and FVV �

� survive�
Inserting the expansion of WV V �

�� in the cross section ���� we obtain the general
expression for the NC DIS cross section

d�NC�e�p�

dx dQ�
�


���

xQ�

�
y�xFNC

� � ��� y�FNC
� �

�
y � y�

�

�
xFNC

�

�
�����

with the structure functions for ��exchange� Z� exchange and the interference term

FNC
i � F ��

i � P��Z�� F �Z�

i � P�Z�Z�� FZ�Z�

i � i � �� �� 	 ������

and the propagator terms

P��Z�� � Q��
�
Q� �M�

Z�

	
� ������

P�Z�Z�� � Q��
�
Q� �M�

Z�

	�
�

Similarly we get for the general form of the CC DIS cross section� i�e� exchange of
the virtual W��

d�CC�e�p�

dx dQ�
�

���

�x sin� �W �Q� �M�
W �

� ��
y�xFWW

� � ��� y�FWW
� �

�
y � y�

�

�
xFWW

�

�
� ������

All information of the hadron vertex for inclusive DIS is incorporated in the
structure functions F�� F� and F�� Measurement of the structure functions is there�
fore crucial in the study of hadron substructure� The structure functions FVV �

i

depend on two variables� commonly taken to be x and Q�� The motivation of this
choice becomes clear in the physical interpretation of the structure functions�

�Most oftenW�� is expanded into functionsWi ���� Only after implementing the Bjorken limit

and contraction with the leptonic tensor LV V
��� is identi�cation with the structure functions Fi

made�
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The expression for the ep cross section is modi�ed due to additional higher
order electro�weak interactions� Photon emission of the lepton line realizes shifts of
the kinematic variables� whereas virtual corrections enhance the Born cross�section�
Both these e�ects can be parametrized in the radiative cross section d�RAD�dxdQ

�

as
d��RAD�x�Q

��

dxs dQ�
s

�
d��Born�xh � xs� Q

�
h � Q�

s�

dxh dQ�
h

�
� � r�xs� Q

�
s�
	

����	�

with r�xs� Q�
s� a complicated radiator function� The variables �x�Q��s represent

the shifted variables with respect to the Born variables �x�Q��h� We discuss the
e�ect of the higher order electroweak interactions on the measurement of the Born
cross section in more detail in section ����

��� Partons in the proton

����� A short review of QCD

Quantum�Chromo�Dynamics �QCD� is a gauge �eld theory de�ned by its Lagrange
density� The QCD Lagrangian is� apart from the gauge �xing terms� invariant under
local SU �	� gauge transformations� The Lagrangian provides a description of the
dynamics of quarks� the spinor �elds which� when they act as free �elds� satisfy
the Dirac equation� The quarks appear in nature in three colours and �ve di�erent
�avours� u d s c b� Experimental searches in progress to �nd the sixth �avour� t�
which makes the electro�weak standard model consistent� The extension to mutual
interactions is made in QCD by introducing � coloured gluon �elds� the gauge �elds�
to restore local SU �	� invariance� The non�Abelian nature of QCD is exhibited in
the fact that the gluons carry colour charge and hence interact not only with the
coloured quarks� but also with each other�

The phenomenology of QCD is fundamentally di�erent from its Abelian coun�
terpart QED �Quantum�Electro�Dynamics�� due to the gauge��eld self�interactions�
which are absent in QED� Whereas in the renormalizable QED theory the electric
charge increases as one penetrates the virtual charge cloud of an electron� in QCD
the observed colour coupling of the quark decreases as one penetrates the colour
cloud� This anti�screening e�ect in QCD leads to the notion of asymptotic freedom�
the interaction becomes weaker at shorter distances�

This picture is quanti�ed when renormalization is performed in perturbation
theory� A renormalization scale 
�R inevitably needs to be introduced to regularize
the ultraviolet singularities� At the same time no physical observables �cross sec�
tions� may depend on this arti�cially introduced parameter� From this requirement
it follows� via the renormalization group equation� that the e�ective strong coupling
�s becomes in perturbation theory a function of 
�R� In DIS one chooses this scale
to be equal to Q�� and this means that the couplings at two di�erent values of
Q� are related� The standard expression of the dimensionless �s�Q

�� is given in
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reference to a scale �� In �rst order of QCD perturbation theory it reads�

�s�Q
�� �


�

�� ln �Q�����
�O

�
�

ln��Q�����

�
�� � ��� �nf�	� ����
�

where nf is the number of open �avours of quarks�

The fundamental free scale parameter of QCD� �� sets the scale at which the
interactions become strong� Indeed� the measured value of � � ��� � 	�� MeV
is roughly equivalent to the size of the hadrons� The de�nition of � can however
be controversial� One most often determines its value from measurements of �s
from which one concludes that the value of � depends on the number of �avours nf
involved� Also� multiplying � with a constant factor gives a correction in �s which
is one order higher in perturbation theory and can therefore be neglected� One has
to agree on the actual formula of �s to de�ne a unique value for �� Finally� in
second and higher order of perturbation theory� � also depends on the factorization
scheme �see sect ����	��

Besides the above�mentioned ultraviolet divergences� which appear when the
momenta in the Feynman loop�integrals go to in�nity� calculations in perturbative
QCD su�er from two more types of divergences ���� These are the infra�red �IR�
divergences and collinear singularities�

The IR divergences show up in the calculation of Feynman diagrams when in
real and virtual gluon amplitudes the gluon momenta go to zero� However� the IR
singularities cancel between the virtual and the real gluon graphs� In an inclusive
measurement� which implies that one integrates over all present momenta in the
�nal state� the IR divergency is no longer present�

The collinear divergences or mass singularities appear whenever the momenta of
quarks or gluons become parallel to each other �which is only possible for coupling
between massless particles�� In DIS� the collinear divergences of the �nal state are
also cancelled between the real and virtual graphs� for example in processes like

��q� X � ��g� X ������

there are no collinear divergences in the �nal state� The only collinear divergences
left over are the ones associated with the initial state� These are absorbed via mass
factorization in the parton distribution functions�

The quantities that do not su�er from the soft� long range behaviour of QCD
and hence are not IR or collinear divergent are called infrared�safe� In QCD� only
infrared�safe quantities can be calculated more accurately order by order in pertur�
bation theory� The non�infrared�safe� collinear divergent quantities are absorbed
such that all physical observables are �nite� In DIS this is done in the theoretical
framework of factorization� which we brie�y discuss after the introduction of the
parton model�
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����� Quark�parton model and factorization

Experimentally� the discovery of the ��� predicted by the SU �	� quark��avour
model of Gell�Mann �	� provided con�rmation that hadrons are built of smaller
constituents� At that time however� those constituents �or quarks� were purely
mathematical concepts and not yet considered as a new� underlying form of matter�
This attitude changed after the �rst deep�inelastic�scattering �DIS� experiments�
The famous experiment performed at SLAC �
�� where evidence for structure inside
a single nucleon was obtained� was from a physical point of view very similar to the
one performed by Rutherford much earlier this century� Rutherford found evidence
for the nucleus inside the atom whereas the SLAC experiment found evidence for
partons inside the nucleus� These partons were later identi�ed with quarks� In
���� evidence for the existence of gluons was provided at DESY in Hamburg via
the observation of three�jet events in e	e� annihilation ����

xPk

�A� �B�

xP

k k�

�C�

Figure 
��� Schematic parton model picture in deep inelastic scattering� Figure

�A� is before the hard interaction� and the proton is Lorentz�contracted and

undergoes time dilatation� The �frozen� hadron consists of universal partons

distributions� In �gure �B� the hard scattering takes place between the electron

and one parton� the others are spectators� After the hard collision in �C�

hadronization takes place�

The �QCD�improved� quark�parton model can be applied� with varying degrees
of success� to any hadronic cross section involving large momentum transfer� The
ingredients of this parton model for deep�inelastic scattering can be summarized as
follows�

� All hadrons �including the proton� consist of partons� In QCD the partons
are identi�ed with the quarks and gluons�

� The scattering between the electron and the proton proceeds via the electron
� parton scattering�

� The parton is pointlike� and hence has no form factor�

� The parton stays on�shell during the elastic interaction which means that if
the transverse momentum of the quark can be neglected compared to the
virtuality of the intermediate boson then�
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� Exchange interactions between the struck parton and the spectator par�
tons can be neglected �these higher twist� e�ects vanish like ���Q��i� i 	
���

� The scattering is incoherent between various partons in the proton�

These last two points are an assumption only� They can �heuristically� be justi�ed
with the physical concept of factorization�

Factorization can be understood intuitively by the following picture� In the
in�nite momentum frame the virtual partons are in a state of momentum fraction
xP �see �gure ���A�� This state is characterized by a lifetime � in the proton rest
frame� In the center of mass system the lifetime is larger due to time dilatation�
Combining this with the Lorentz�contraction of the proton �indicated in the �gure
by a disk shape� this means the time it takes the photon to interact with the parton
vanishes in the center of mass frame as s � 
� The photon e�ectively sees the
partons frozen� during interaction ��gure ���B�� and possible long range initial
state� interactions happen too early to a�ect the photon interaction�

After the collision� anything may happen as the electron recedes� Quark pairs
will be created and hadronization takes place ��gure ���C�� Those �nal state� in�
teractions or hadronization happen too late to in�uence the hard parton scattering�

This factorization of hadron cross sections between hard parton interaction and
the soft� long range con�guration of partons inside the hadrons is shown to be valid
in all orders of QCD perturbation theory� However� beyond the leading order� the
notion of long range� and short range� interactions becomes ambiguous� and this
freedom is expressed by the factorization scale� 
�� Factorization implies that if Q�

is large the hadron cross sections can be written in terms of

� a hard� short distance� calculable cross section  �fV �x�Q��
��� which is infra�
red safe� that describes the interactions between the elementary leptons and
quarks� This cross section  � depends on the intermediate electroweak vector
boson V � on the parton f and on a factorization scale� which is denoted by

�� The hard cross section is however independent of all long range e�ects� in
particular it is independent of the hadron to which the parton belongs�

� the soft� long range parton distribution functions qhf �z�Q
��
�� in which the

collinear divergences are absorbed� It is speci�c for the particular hadron type�
however� the parton distribution functions are universal� i�e� independent of
the hard scattering and intermediate vector boson V � The parton distribution
functions qhf �z�Q

��
�� describe the probability that at the scale Q� the parton
f has a fraction z of the momentum of the hadron h�

�For a complete description of scale dependences� the remaining initial state mass singularities
imply an additional dependence on a mass singularity scale ��

S
for the hard parton cross section

and the parton distribution functions� However� this scale is set equal to the factorization scale�
��
S
� ��
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short

V

e��k� e��k��

q

q�

longP �p� n�


�
� current jet


�
� target remnant

Figure 
�� This picture schematically indicates the short and long range pro�

cesses of DIS� The short�distance interaction between the vector boson V and

the quark q is speci�c for the process� It factorizes with the long distance

parton distribution functions� After the hard interaction the hadronization

process takes place�

There is no quantum interference between the long and short range e�ects� The
inclusive hadron cross section is then the convolution between the hard cross section
and the parton distribution functions �PDF�s�� see also �gure ��	�

�h V �x�Q�� �
X
f

�
 �fV �Q��
��� qhf �Q

��
��
�
�x� ������

where the convolution integral is de�ned as

�A� B� �x� �

Z �

x

dz

z
A�z�B

x
z

�
� ������

In lowest order the convolution between the hard interaction  �fV �x�Q�� and the
parton distribution function qhf �x�Q

�� becomes a simple multiplication�
The concept of factorization gives QCD its predictive power� On the one hand

factorization relates various hadron cross sections� When the PDF�s qhf �x�Q
��
��

are known� all hadron cross sections are related via the corresponding hard scatter�
ing  �� For example� by measuring the PDF�s in DIS experiments� the cross section
for the Drell�Yan process in hadron�hadron scattering can be predicted� Also the
various DIS experiments are related by factorization� When the PDF�s are obtained
from electron�proton DIS experiments� the neutrino�proton or muon�neutron DIS
cross sections can be calculated� or vice versa�

On the other hand� QCD predicts the scale evolution in Q� of the PDF�s� This
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implies that measurements of hadron cross sections at a particular value for the
scale Q�

� determine the cross section at a di�erent value for the scale Q��

����� Factorization schemes in DIS

For Deep�Inelastic Scattering �DIS� factorization implies that the structure func�
tions can be written as a convolution of the PDF�s with the hard interactions� The
latter are for DIS denoted by the coe�cient functions CfV V �

i � We restrict ourselves
to the proton structure functions� so that we drop the index h�

FVV �

i �x�Q�� �
X

n
�����

�
�s�Q��

��

�n�� X
f
q��q�G

h
C
fV V ��n�
i �Q��
��� q

�n�
f �Q��
��

i
�x�

������
where the index n represents the order of perturbation theory in the strong coupling
constant �s�Q��� The freedom of the choice of the scale 
� beyond the leading�order
approximation is exhibited in the di�erent factorization schemes� In the literature
several factorization schemes circulate� From a theoretical point of view the MS
scheme is attractive� since constant terms in the dimensional regularization of the
hard scattering are absorbed in the long range PDF�s� by a suitable choice of 
��

The most convenient scheme in deep�inelastic�scattering for F� measurements is
called DIS�scheme�� In this scheme� the coe�cient functions for the electromag�
netic structure function F ��

� � are by de�nition zero for second and higher orders

in perturbation theory� This means that C
f���i�
� � � for i � �� and the expres�

sion of F ��
� in terms of the parton distribution functions is not altered beyond the

leading�order approximation�

����� Short distance NC DIS

For partons with spin �
� � explicit calculation of the hard scattering shows that

the coe�cient function for the electromagnetic structure function F ��
� becomes

C
f�����
� �x� � e�f �x � �� �the coe�cient functions for the gluon are zero�� Hence

F ��
� is the charge�weighted sum of the quark�distribution functions

F ��
� �x�Q�� �

X
f
u�d�s�c�t�b

e�f
�
xqf �x�Q

�� � x!qf �x�Q
��
�

������

Here ef is the electric charge divided to the unit charge for quark �avour f � In
the DIS scheme this expression is by de�nition valid to all orders of perturbation
theory�

The expressions for the structure functions FNC
� � FNC

� and FNC
� � including the

Z��exchange� become in lowest order QCD in terms of the PDF�s�

FNC
� �x�Q�� � FNC

� �x�Q����x ������
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FNC
� �x�Q�� �

X
f
u�d�s�c�t�b

Af �Q
��
�
xqf �x�Q

�� � x!qf �x�Q
��
�

������

xFNC
� �x�Q�� �

X
f
u�d�s�c�t�b

Bf �Q
��
�
xqf�x�Q

�� � x!qf �x�Q
��
�

������

For unpolarized electrons the �avour dependent coe�cients Af and Bf are given
by ����

Af �Q
�� � e�f � �efvevfP��Z�� � �v�e � a�e��v

�
f � a�f �P�Z�Z��

Bf �Q
�� � �efaeafP��Z�� � 
vevfaeafP�Z�Z�� ����	�

where the propagator terms P are de�ned in ������� Note that the ��exchange�
Z� exchange and interference term are included in the de�nition of Af and Bf

�compare with equation ������ The weak coupling constants vf and af de�ned in
the electro�weak standard model as�

vf �
T�f � �ef sin

� �W
sin���W �

� af �
T�f

sin���W �
� ����
�

The third component of the weak isospin operator yields T�f � �
� for neutrino�s and

the up�type quarks �u� c� t� and T�f � ��
� for electrons and the down�type quarks

�d� s� b��
Relation ���� is known as the Callan�Gross ��� relation� and is the consequence

of the spin s � �
� of the quarks� The Callan�Gross relation is however violated in

higher orders of perturbation theory� E�ectively this violation is brought about by a
contribution from longitudinally polarized photons� One quanti�es this contribution
by introducing the longitudinal structure function FL as

FL�x�Q
�� � F��x�Q

��� �xF��x�Q
�� ������

which vanishes in leading order� In second order the longitudinal structure function
can be calculated using the relation

FL�x�Q
�� �

�s�Q
��

��

X
f
q��q�G

h
C
f�����
� � �xC

f�����
�

�
� qf �Q

��
i
�x� ������

The coe�cient functions are calculated from second order perturbative QCD ����
We discuss the full expression and size of FL and its e�ect on the measurement
of F� in chapter �� Rewriting equation ��� in terms of the longitudinal structure
function yields

d�NC�e�p�

dx dQ�
�

����

xQ�
Y	

�
F� � y�

Y	
FL � Y�

Y	
xF�

�
������

with Y� � �� ��� y���
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����� Parton evolution

Neglecting the possibility of heavy quarks� the QCD Lagrangian contains no pa�
rameters with a mass dimension� Only via higher order of perturbation in QCD a
massive regularization parameter needs to be introduced in the theory� From di�
mensional arguments it can therefore be argued directly that in lowest order QCD
the parton distributions do not depend on the massive scale Q�� The experimen�
tally observed scaling� of the structure functions in DIS experiments was the �rst
indication that hadrons consist of pointlike objects� the partons ����

Small violations of this scaling behaviour of the structure functions� which have
been veri�ed experimentally� are generated by radiative QCD corrections� The
dynamics of QCD allows interactions between quarks and gluons via the elementary
processes as gluon emission� q � qg� !q � !qg and g � gg� and creation of sea
quark�anti�quark pairs g � q!q� Calculation of these processes shows that they are
logarithmically UV divergent� These logarithmic divergences� parametrized by a
scale 
�R � Q�

�� are absorbed in the de�nition of the parton distribution functions�
Moving to a di�erent scale Q�� the parton distribution functions are rede�ned to
absorb the logarithmic terms in Q�� Hence the parton distributions at di�erent
values of Q� are related�

To demonstrate this mechanism� consider the coe�cient function C
���
� �x�Q�

���
and let Q�

� be the scale at which the divergences are absorbed into the parton
distributions� If we now consider another scale Q�� a logarithmic term containing
Q� appears in the calculation of the hard scattering QCD diagrams� The coe�cient
function� in which this term appears� can be factored out in a term containing the
logarithmic term explicitly� P �x�� and a �nite term f�x��

C
���
� � "t P �x� � f�x� � "t � ln�Q��Q�

�� ������

The structure function is then expressed in terms of the lowest and leading order
coe�cient functions as �summation over f implied�

F��x� t� � e�fx
n
qf �x� t�� �

�s
��

�qf �t��� �"tP � f�� �x�
o

������

� e�fx
n
qf �x� t�� � "qf�x� t� �

�s
��

�qf �t��� f � �x�
o

where in the second line� the part of the coe�cient function that is proportional to
"t is reabsorbed in the modi�cation of the parton distribution at t�� denoted by
"qf �t�� The relationship between the "qf �t� and qf �t�� can now be deduced�

"qf�x� t� �
�s
��

"t �qf �t��� P � �x� ���	��

This equation states that the scale transition from t� to t can be replaced by an
e�ective t dependence of the parton distribution� From equation ��	� one obtains

dqf �x� t�

dt
�

�s
��

�qf �t�� P � �x� ���	��
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This is the generic form of the Gribov�Lipatov�Altarelli�Parisi ���� �GLAP� integro�
di�erential equations� The scale Q�

� is usually set to ��� In an extensive treatment of
all QCD diagrams� the functions P are split into contributions stemming from each
type of parton interaction and hence the gluon distribution functions come into play�
In e�ect the GLAP equations are coupled for the quark and gluon distributions� In
leading order the complete GLAP equations become�

dqf �x� t�

dt
�

�s�Q��

��
�qf �t� � Pqq �G�t�� PqG� �x� ���	��

dG�x� t�

dt
�

�s�Q
��

��

hP
fqf �t�� PGq �G�t�� PGG

i
�x� ���		�

The functions Pij�z� are the splitting functions� Explicit calculations of the leading
order QCD diagrams show that��

P �
qq�z� � �

�

h
�	z�

��z

i
	

���	��

P �
qG�z� � �

�

�
z� � ��� z��

�
���	��

P �
Gq�z� � �

�

h
�	���z��

z

i
���	��

P �
GG�z� � �

h
z

���z�	
� ��z

z
� z�� � z�

i
�
�
��� nf

�

	
��� z� ���	��

The physical interpretation of the splitting functions Pij is given by the variation
of the parton densities� For a variation in unit t� ��s����Pij�y� is the probability
of �nding a parton i inside parton j with a fraction y of the parent momentum�

z

x

z � x

Pqq
�
x
z

	
PGq PGG PqG

Figure 
��� The lowest order splitting functions� The splitting function

��s����Pqq
�
x
z

	
is the probability that by an increase of unit t a parton q

with momentum fraction z emits a gluon and goes down to momentum x�

The same for the splitting functions PGq� PGG and PqG� The last splitting

function dynamically generates the sea quark distribution�

The GLAP equations express the fact that a quark or gluon with momentum
fraction x could have originated from a parent quark with momentum fraction z�

�The �plus	prescription
 regularizes the divergences of the splitting functions at z � �� It is
de�ned as Z

�

x

dx��x� �F �x��� �

Z
�

x

dx ���x�� �����F �x�� ����

Z x

�

dxF �x� �����
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where x � z � � via the splitting function Pqq
�
x
z

	
� see �gure ��
� Hence in the

GLAP equation one integrates over the momentum fraction z from x to �� One can
interpret the equations as how the momentum distribution of the quark changes as
Q� is increased� due to an increase of the resolution of the photon with which the
partons are probed�

The GLAP equations predict a decrease of the PDF�s at high values of x when
the scale Q� increases� and an increase at low values of x� This can be pictured
physically by a gain�loss competition of the parton distribution at a particular
value of x� For example� increasing the scale Q�� the distribution increases due
to gluon radiation of partons with originally higher momentum z � x via the
splitting function Pqq

�
x
z

	
� or quark�anti�quark production via the splitting PqG

�
x
z

	
�

However� the parton distribution decreases because the partons with momentum
fraction x can resolve into a parton with lower momentum fraction x� � x and a
gluon with momentum x�x�� At high values of x the second process dominates� and
e�ectively the parton distributions decrease as a function of Q�� At low values of
x� more partons are gained by the �rst process and the parton distribution function
increases as a function of Q�� see �gure ����

Figure 
��� The structure functions F��
Y�

Y�
xF�� as function of Q�

� for various

values of x� The structure functions show the scaling violations� In the left and

right plot we compare two di	erent parametrizations of the parton distribution

functions� See for a discussion of the parametrizations section 
���

����� Low x phenomena

At small values of x both the gluon and quark distributions grow rapidly due to
the splitting of partons in the GLAP equations� In this region most quarks are
sea quarks and originate from small�x gluons� The asymptotic growth of the gluon
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distribution for very small x and large Q� is governed by ��	�

xG�x�Q�� � e

r
ln


lnQ����

lnQ�
�
���

�
ln� �x �

���	��

which indicates that the gluon distribution should exhibit an e�ective power increase
for x� ��

However� the gluon splitting function is singular for x � �� see equation ��	��
This indicates that in higher order perturbation theory the terms which contain
singular parts �

x
become important at low x� In fact� for moderate Q�� they con�

tribute more than the leading logarithmic terms in Q�� As an alternative to the
GLAP equations� which resum the leading logarithmic terms in Q�� the Balitsky�
Fadin� Kuraev� Lipatov �BFKL� ���� equation resums the singular �

x terms� The
BFKL equation is in e�ect an evolution equation in x� schematically expressed for
the gluon distribution by

x
dG�x� t�

dx
� K � G � �� G�x� t� ���
��

with K a complicated gluon radiation function� The convolution is an integral over
intermediate values� of Q�� starting at a scale k��� The range of validity of the BFKL
equations is for small x and moderate Q�� The maximum eigenvalue � of the BFKL
equation determines the gluon distribution as x � �� for then xG�x� t� � x��max �
Explicit calculations of the BFKL equation showed that �max � ���s ln ��� �
��� for �xed �s� or ranges between ��
 � �max � ��� for running �s� depending
on the cut�o� scale k��� The BFKL equation is the subject of many theoretical
discussions ����� Numerical simulation shows that for the low x behaviour of the
gluon distribution the BFKL equation gives surprisingly similar results as the GLAP
evolution�

Since at low x the gluon density is large� the gluons start to overlap in the proton
at low x and recombine via the QCD process gg � g� This process limits the growth
of the gluon density and ultimately ensures that unitarity of the DIS cross section
is not violated� Gribov� Levin and Ryskin ��
� have added a non�linear term in the
evolution equations to describe this e�ect� The process of gluon recombination is
not included in the �linear� GLAP or BFKL equations� The starting scale of the
recombination process is not known� It is parametrized with a radius R in which
the gluons recombine� It has been suggested that the proton need not be �lled
uniformly with gluons� but gluon recombination might start locally in the proton�
for values of R smaller than the proton radius� These local high density partons
in the proton are named hot�spots�� For even higher densities towards x � � the
proton saturates and explicit QCD calculation become increasingly di�cult� if not
impossible�

�The dominant process in the BFKL evolution equation is radiation of a ladder of many soft
gluons in successive steps� The BFKL convolution integrates over the intermediate values of Q�

i �
with Q�

i��
� Q�

i
� for each ladder step i�
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We schematically sketch the validity of the various equations in in the �x�Q��
phase space in �gure ����

Non-perturbative

GLR

GLAP

BFKL

SATURATION

ln Q

ln X

2

Figure 
��� A schematic sketch of the validity of various evolution equations

in the �x�Q�� phase space� For a discussion of the various equations� see text�

��� Pre�HERA DIS data

Experimental data for lepton�hadron and hadron�hadron cross sections are used to
measure the parton densities� The lepton�hadron DIS experiments provide the most
accurate determination of the parton densities� although measurements of prompt
photons �e�g� WA�� ����� and lepton pair production �e�g� E��� ����� in p!p collisions
are also used in the determination of the parton densities�

The pre�HERA DIS experiments have been performed at SLAC� CERN and
FNAL� These are all �xed target experiments with either electron� muon or �anti��
neutrino beams�

The SLAC ���� experiments used electron beams in the energy range 	��� �
Ee � �� GeV in collision with hydrogen� deuterium and heavy nuclear targets�
At CERN� a number of �xed target DIS experiments with muon beams have been
performed� These are the EMC� BCDMS� NMC and the presently running SMC
experiments ���� ���� The beam energies range between ��� � E� � ��� GeV� and a
variety of targets is used� The CERN experiments CDHSW� WA�� and WA�� ����
used wide band �anti�� neutrino beams on deuterium� iron and neon targets� At
FNAL� the CCFR ���� experiment also measured DIS with an �anti�� neutrino beam
on an iron target�

The experiments with an electron or muon beam on a hydrogen target measure
the proton structure function F p

� � If in addition data from a deuterium target is ob�
tained� the neutron structure function Fn

� can be determined� Using heavy nuclear
targets� one measures the average of the proton and neutron structure functions�
the nucleon structure function� Using data of the neutrino experiments� the valence
quark distributions can be determined via measurement of the structure function
F�� since this structure function is proportional to q�x�Q��� !q�x�Q���
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The maximum center�of�mass energy reached by the �xed target experiments
is approximately

p
s �

p
�mpE��e � �� GeV� The kinematic range in x and Q�

that is explored by the experiments is limited by the beam energies and by the
requirement that the �nal state is measurable� The region in x that is explored by
the �xed target experiments ranges approximately between ���� � x � ���� and in
Q� between ��� � Q� � ��� GeV�� For a complete overview of the status of the
�xed target experiments we refer to �����

��� Parametrizations of F�

All parametrizations of the structure functions are based on the QCD evolution of
the universal quark�distributions� The boundary conditions for the evolution in Q�

are the parton distributions as a function of x at a particular value Q� � Q�
�� These

PDF�s are evolved using the GLAP equations and thus yield a parametrization
of the PDF�s at all x and Q�� The aim is to chose the parton distributions at
Q�
� such that the predicted cross sections match all measured lepton�hadron and

hadron�hadron data� In practice this means that at Q�
� a functional form for the

quark�distributions is chosen� which contains a number of free�� tunable parameters�
The corresponding hadron cross sections and structure functions are computed� In a
�t procedure the parameters are adjusted to obtain a parametrization of the parton
densities that match the existing data ��	��

There are a number of groups that perform these global �t procedures� They
all use the next�to�leading �NLO� QCD predictions for the evolution and� for DIS�
use the NLO convolutions with the hard parton scattering to obtain the structure
functions� We brie�y summarize the characteristics of three most commonly used
phenomenological �ts�

����� MRS parametrizations

The MRS parametrizations ��
� are obtained from a global next�to�leading order
QCD �t� starting from Q�

� � 
 GeV�� Results from the latest NMC and CCFR data
are included in three sets� the S��� D�� and D�� parametrizations �the parametriza�
tions without primes were obtained using preliminary NMC results�� Special atten�
tion is paid to the Gottfried Sum Rule �GSR�� which has been measured by the
NMC experiment� This sumrule yields a prediction for the integrated di�erence of
the proton and neutron structure functions F p

� and Fn
� as a function of the inte�

grated di�erence between the !u and !d parton densities�

IGSR 
Z �

�

dx

x
�F p

� � Fn
� � �

�

	
�

�

	

Z �

�

dx �!u� !d� ���
��

Experimentally NMC �nds�

IGSR�NMC� �

Z ��

�����

dx

x
�F p

� � Fn
� � � ������ ������ ����
 ���
��
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Figure 
��� Various parametrizations of F� as function of x at Q� � � GeV��

Since the measured IGSR�NMC� is signi�cantly smaller than �
�
� the NMC measure�

ment indicates that !d � !u� The CCFRmeasurement show that roughly !s � �
�
�!u� !d��

hence MRS parametrize the sea�quark distributions at Q�
� as�

�!u � ��
 S �" ���
	�

� !d � ��
 S �"

�!s � ��� S

with S�x� the total sea�quark distribution� With a non�zero "�x� distribution
the NMC measurement of the GSR is incorporated� In their nomenclature this
parametrization is labeled by D� �in D�� and D���� A zero "�x� distribution does
not reproduce the NMC measurement of the GSR� but still provides an acceptable �t
for the other measurements �it should be noted that the measurement of the GSR is
dominated by the low x behaviour of the structure functions�� This parametrization
is labeled by S� �same� as in the S�� parametrization��

At Q� � Q�
� the distributions for the sum of the up and down valence� the down

valence� the total sea� " and the gluon are parametrized with the functional forms

xq�x�Q�
�� � Ax	��� x�
�� � 	

p
x� �x� ���

�

The charm and bottom quark distributions are generated dynamically by the evo�
lution equations taking c�x�Q�

�� � b�x�Q�
�� � �� In total there are ����� free

parameters in the �t procedure�
The low x behaviour of the gluon and sea distributions is parametrized by the

same exponent G� such that xS�x�Q�
�� � x	G and xG�x�Q�

�� � x	G as x � ��
This is justi�ed by the fact that the low x behaviour is driven by the gluon dis�
tribution� With the pre�HERA measurements the parameter G is not restricted�
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Figure 
��� Various parametrizations of the gluon distribution as function of x

at Q� � � GeV��

Hence the MRS group produced two parametrizations with extreme values of G�
One with a �at� sea and gluon distribution� with G � � �the D�� parametriza�
tion�� and one with the extreme singular sea and gluon distributions� G � ��

� �the
D�� parametrization�� The NLO MRSD�� and MRSD�� parametrizations of the
F� structure function and the gluon distribution are shown in the DIS scheme in
�gures ��� and ��� respectively�

����� CTEQ parametrizations

The CTEQ� or former MT� parametrizations are based on NLO QCD evolution of
the PDF parametrizations� In this thesis we use two extreme parametrizations of
the parton distributions� MTB� and MTB� ����� They are the result of a global
analysis of the BCDMS� CDHSW� E��� and E��� data� At Q�

� � 
 GeV� each
quark �avour is parametrized with the functional form

xq�x�Q�
�� � eA�xA���� x�A� lnA�

�
� �

�

x

�
���
��

In the MTB� and MTB� no �avour di�erentiation is assumed� and a SU �	� sym�
metric sea distribution of the !u� !d and !s is enforced� The MTB� parametrization
is characterized by a �at behaviour of the gluon and sea quarks� whereas MTB�
is steeply rising towards low values of x� see �gure ���� These parametrizations
are particularly useful because they set the extremes of the structure function F�
expectations at HERA� We plot the F� structure function of the MTB� and MTB�
parametrization in �gure ����
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The more recent �ts of the CTEQ group ���� include the CCFR and NMC
results� The SU �	� �avour symmetry is no longer imposed� and !u� !d and !s are
evolved separately� In total approximately 	� free� tunable parameters are included�
As a result they found that the best �t to the data is obtained with a !s which is
much softer than the !u and !d distributions� and that !d�!u changes sign as a function
of x� In �gures ��� and ��� we show the NLO F� and gluon parametrization in the
DIS scheme� the CTEQ�D parametrization�

����� GRV parametrizations

A somewhat di�erent approach in the parametrization of the structure functions is
taken by GRV ����� They noticed that the PDF�s become unphysical �i�e� negative�
when the GLAP equations are used to evolve the PDF�s backwards to lower values
of Q� � Q�

�� As an alternative� they postulate that at a low scale Q�
� the nucleon

consists almost entirely of valence�like quarks and valence�like gluons� The region
x� � is not subjected to a parametrization but �xed by demanding xq�x� 
��� �
as x� �� This is achieved by using the functional form

xq�x� 
�� � Ax���� x�� ���
��

with � � �� for the gluon� the valence and !u � !d sea quarks� The remaining sea
quarks are assumed to be zero at Q�

�� The total of approximately �� free parameters
of the PDF�s are �tted to the data� They found a convenient parametrization of
the data when the scale Q�

� was chosen to be Q�
� � ���� GeV� �for the leading order

GLAP evolution equations�� The growth of the PDF�s at low values of x and large
Q� is generated dynamically and the behaviour of the PDF�s is completely deter�
mined by the GLAP equations� The GRV parametrization has no free parameters�
except for the value Q�

�� to describe the low x behaviour�
Analysis repeated with the NLO QCD evolution indicated that perturbative

stability is achieved� despite the fact that the GRV parametrization start the evo�
lution already at Q�

� � ���� GeV�� In �gures ��� and ��� we plot the F� and gluon
distribution in LO QCD evolution� The �gure shows that evolution from Q�

� � ����
GeV� to Q� � � GeV� already predicts a rising of F� towards low values of x�

��� DIS at HERA

HERA extends the lever arm of the measurement of the parton distributions towards
lower values of x and higher values of Q�� During ����� HERA operated with an
electron beam of energy Ee � ���� GeV and a proton beam with an energy Ep � ���
GeV� The center�of�mass energy at HERA is

p
s � �

p
EeEp � ��� GeV� ���
��

For neutral current DIS� the electron will enter the detectors if Q� is above a few
GeV�� The region in x and Q� is bounded by y � �� The measurable region in x is
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Figure 
��� Approximate regions in the �x�Q�� that are covered by the various

DIS experiments� The lines y � 
� y � ��
 and y � ���
 are drawn for the

HERA cms� The �xed target experiments explored the low Q� and high x

region� HERA� with its high cms energy� accesses the region of very small x

and high Q� values�

therefore ���� � x � �� The maximum Q� that can be reached is Q�
max � ���� ����

GeV��
The region in the �x�Q�� phase space that is accessible with the HERA collider

is drawn in �gure ���� We also show the accessible regions for some �xed target
experiments� As will be explained� in the region of low values of y� the determination
of the cross section becomes inaccurate� Hence there is at present no overlap with
�xed target experiments� In order to obtain overlap� it is proposed to lower the
beam energies�

The HERA collider allows exploration of a kinematic region two orders of magni�
tude lower in x and two orders of magnitude higher in Q� than previous experiments�
In the low x region the predictions of the structure function� and hence of the cross
section� become di�erent� In �gure ���� we present the cross sections for the NC
and CC DIS for Q� � �� GeV�� integrated over the indicated bins� In each bin the
upper number corresponds to the high parametrization of MTB�� and the lower
number to MTB�� Whereas in the high x region the two parametrizations predict
more or less the same cross section� in the low x region the predictions di�er by
more than a factor of three� The total cross section for Q� � �� GeV� is ��� nb
for MTB� and ���� nb for MTB� for neutral current DIS� The charged current
cross section is much lower� ����	 pb and ����	 pb respectively� It is in the low
x region that a measurement of the neutral current DIS cross section� even with
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Figure 
�
�� Integrated Born cross sections over the indicated bins in x and Q�

for the neutral current DIS �plot a� and charged current DIS �plot b�� Note

that in plot �a� the cross section is listed in nb� in plot �b� in pb� The �rst

number in each bin is the prediction according to the MTB
 parametrization�

the second number for the MTB� parametrization�

Figure 
�

� The measured Born cross section� integrated over the bins� of the

initial 
�� running period in � x�bins� The four bins�edges for the three bins

in Q� are at 
�� ��� ��� 
�� GeV� respectively� The systematic error �outer

error bar� is added linearly to the statistical error �inner error bar��

limited statistics� provides new information about the structure of the proton�

In an initial series of runs at HERA in summer ����� the ZEUS detector recorded
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its �rst neutral current DIS data� The results have been published in ref �
��� This
data sample corresponded to an integrated luminosity of ��
 nb��� In �gure ����
the measured cross sections� integrated over the bins �indicated in the �gure�� are
compared with the predictions of three di�erent parton distribution parametriza�
tions� The errors are too large to favor any of them� In this thesis we present the
analysis of the F� structure function with a larger data sample in detail� and show
that some parametrizations can be excluded�

��� Radiative corrections

The expression for the cross section of the ep�interaction is modi�ed due to addi�
tional electroweak interactions� Therefore these additional contributions necessary
needs to be separated from the lowest order Born cross section� which contains the
most direct information of the internal structure of the proton� see section ������

ISR Vertex correction FSRSelf energy

Figure 
�
�� The four types of QED radiation to the lepton line�

The corrections originate from the emission of additional real and virtual bosons
from either the lepton or quark line� The quarkonic corrections can be absorbed into
the quark distribution functions� very much like the gluon radiation� whereas cor�
rections from interference between the lepton and quark line proved to be small �����
This leaves the leptonic corrections which can be classi�ed further into virtual cor�
rections and emission of real photons� The dominant contribution to the virtual
corrections originates from the QED vertex correction and fermion contributions
to the � and Z� self energies� In the leading logarithmic approximation the region
in phase space where the emitted� real photon is collinear with the initial ��nal�
lepton is called initial ��nal� state radiation ISR �FSR�� see �gure ����� There is
a third contribution� called Compton scattering �CS��� which can be viewed as a
hard Compton scattering of the lepton on a quasi�real photon originating from the
incoming proton��

In general� when a photon is emitted from the lepton line� the emission of mo�
mentum will shift the kinematics of the event� The kinematic variables with which
the proton is probed� �x� y�Q��h� are de�ned at the hadronic vertex of the scattering

�The Compton scattering is described by the same Feynman diagrams as the ones for ISR and
FSR� and is a result of the approximation to handle the large cross section in the phase space
region where Q�

h
is small�
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Figure 
�
� Radiative corrections for non�detector�smeared kinematic vari�

ables as function of y� integrated over all values of x� In the �gure we plot

the ratio d��RAD��d��Born�� 
� In �a� the variables �x�Q��l are used� The

same in �b� but in addition a cut E� � � GeV is made� Figure �c� gives the

radiative corrections for �x�Q��h�

amplitude� in contrast to the apparent� variables �x� y�Q��l� determined from the
�nal state lepton �without the emitted photon��

Q�
l � ��k � k��� Q�

h � ��P �P��� � ��k � k� � l��

xl � Q�
l ���P � �k� k��� xh � Q�

h���P � �P� �P��
���
��

xh� Q
�
h

k

P
P�

k�

�
l

�� Z� Q�
h � ��k � k� � l��

Figure 
�
�� Notation for radiative lepton nucleon scattering�

The di�erence between the two sets of variables is due to the photon radiation
only� Whereas xh 	 xl �and yh � yl�� the hadronic momentum transfer Q�

h can be
smaller or larger than the leptonic Q�

l � Since the magnitude of the cross section is
determined by the photon propagator ��Q�

h� photon emission that results in Q�
h �
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Q�
l is enhanced compared to the Born cross section ��Q�

l � This is the main reason
that radiative corrections to the cross section as a function of leptonic variables can
get large� whereas corrections as a function of the true hadronic variables remain of
moderate size� Hard ISR shifts the measured value of Qh to a lower value compared
to Ql� This implies that for the unfolding procedure of F� it is necessary to have
knowledge of the structure function for values Q�

h � Q�
l down to Q�

h � �� which
is outside the scope of the experiment� Several parametrizations of the structure
functions exist which extend to low values of Q�

h and have a smooth transition
between the deep�inelastic structure functions and soft photo�production�

The e�ect of radiation is shown in �gure ���	� where the radiative corrections
to the neutral current DIS� d��RAD��d��Born�� �� is drawn� As can be seen� the
correction to the cross section determined with the lepton variables �x� y�Q��l �line
�a�� peaks at high and low values of yl �

However� it is possible to de�ne a cut on experimentally obtained variables� the
�cut as will be described in section 
�
�
� which in e�ect removes events with a
catastrophic initial state photon� E��ISR� � � GeV ����� This cut largely removes
the uncertainty stemming from the structure functions at low values of Q�

h� as it
reduces the corrections at high values of yl considerably ��gure ���	� line �b���

When the variables from the hadronic vertex are used �line �c�� the enhancement
of the cross section due to the purely virtual corrections is visible�

��	 Event generators

To investigate e�ciencies� biases and acceptances of DIS in the experimental envi�
ronment� the need for event simulation is essential� The event generators simulate
with Monte Carlo techniques the DIS events� and produce four�vectors of the com�
plete �nal state� The four vectors are fed into the detector simulation in order to
obtain the detector response functions�

The event generators simulate events according to the factorization scheme�
The cross section for partons involved in the hard interactions are calculated with
the matrix elements� A separate FORTRAN library �	�� is needed for input of the
parton distribution functions� For a satisfactory description of the �nal state� this
simulation is performed in two steps� In a �rst� intermediate step the partons with
large virtuality produce QCD inspired cascades of partons� the parton showers� until
a lower limit on the virtuality is reached� In the second step the hadronization of the
low virtuality partons is simulated� The hadronization includes decays of unstable
hadrons�

HERACLES �	�� is an ep event generator at the parton level� that includes the
complete calculation of �rst order electroweak radiation� It simulates the Born�level
together with the complete one�loop virtual corrections� the initial and �nal state
photon radiation and inelastic Compton scattering� Because the program provides
the radiative photon emission on an event by event basis� the corrections for radia�
tive e�ects� i�e� for example the shifts from �x�Q��l to �x�Q��h� are indistinguishable
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from other detector response e�ects� Hence using the HERACLES event generator�
detector smearing and the e�ect of real photon emission is corrected simultaneously�
HERACLES needs an interface with a program that simulates the QCD cascades and
the hadronization�

LEPTO �	�� is also an event generator at the parton level� The matrix elements
of the �rst order QCD processes� the gluon radiation ��g � qg and boson�gluon
fusion ��g � q!q� can be included optionally� Higher order QCD processes have
been implemented using parton showers� The program does however not include
radiative corrections� LEPTO needs an interface with JETSET for hadronization�

ARIADNE �		� is a program that simulates the QCD cascades or parton showers
using a colour dipole model� In this model� a colour dipole is formed between
the scattered quark and the proton remnant� which acts as an antenna and emits
partons� Since the emitted partons also carry colour� new dipoles are created from
which softer partons are emitted�

HERWIG �	
� simulates initial and �nal state QCD cascades� where angular
ordering in the gluon emission is required� The emission stops if the virtuality of
the gluons becomes low� The programs keeps track of the colour �ow� and forms
colourless objects from the generated quarks and gluons�

JETSET �	�� is the implementation of the LUND string fragmentation model�
The string represents the colour �ow between the partons and fragments into
hadrons� The program contains many phenomenological parameters that control
this process� They are tuned to make the �nal state distribution agree with previous
�xed target DIS data and data from e	e� machines�

From the above it is clear that many combinations of these programs are pos�
sible �even including the fragmentation of the colourless objects in HERWIG using
JETSET�� In this thesis we use the combination of HERACLES with ARIADNE as
default� Other combinations are used to estimate systematic e�ects of radiation
and fragmentation�
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HERA and ZEUS

In this chapter we brie�y discuss the HERA electron�proton collider and its perfor�
mance in ����� We explain the principle of measuring the luminosity of the colliding
beams and discuss the ���� integrated luminosity for the ZEUS experiment� The
ZEUS detector� its properties and general layout� is summarized thereafter� We
review the high resolution calorimeter� the main component used in the subsequent
analysis� in somewhat more detail�

��� The 
Hadron�Elektron�Ring�Anlage� �HERA

date Milestone

jul 
��
 HERA proposal Ee � 
�� � GeV� Ep � ��� ��� GeV�
apr 
��� Approval of HERA
jul 
��� Recommendation to approve H
 and ZEUS by the Phys� research committee
aug 
��� HERA tunnel drilled�
aug 
��� Electrons circulating in HERA�
apr 
��� First proton octant at superconducting temperatures�
nov 
��� Last superconducting dipole installed� HERA �complete��
apr 
��
 Protons injected and stored�
jun 
��
 Superconducting cavities for e�beam� � GeV reached�
oct 
��
 First collision 
� and �� GeV Ee � ��� GeV Ep�
sep 
��
 Cosmic runs for the detectors�
may 
��� First HERA collisions with ����� ��� GeV� Beginning of physics runs�
sep 
��� Observation of ��� transverse electron polarization�

Table ��
� Milestones in the completion of HERA �����

HERA �Hadron�Elektron�Ring�Anlage� is an electron proton colliding beam ma�
chine with the design center�of�mass energy of

p
s � 	�
 GeV� which is more than

	�
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779 m

360 m

H-Linac

Protons

Electrons

Experiment Hall
       NORTH

H 1

Experiment Hall
        EAST

Expriment Hall   SOUTH

ZEUS

HERA
820 GeV  protons x 30 GeV electrons

L= 1.5 . 1031 cm-2s-1

200 bunches, 29m spaced

Ecm = 314 GeV
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e-Linac

Experiment Hall
WEST

PETRA

Figure ��
� The HERA accelerator complex at DESY� Hamburg�

an order of magnitude higher than is reached by the �xed target experiments� Its
construction was approved in April ���
� and eight years later� in ����� the �rst
collisions between colliding electrons and protons were observed in the two detec�
tors� ZEUS and H�� The most important historical milestones in the construction
of HERA are listed in table ����

The HERA ring is located partially on� partially around the DESY �Deutsches�
Elektron�Synchrotron� laboratory in Hamburg� Germany� HERA consists of a tun�
nel in the form of an approximate circle with circumference of �		�m �see �gure �����
Inside the tunnel the electron and proton beams are stored in two separate beam�
pipes� The proton�ring has ��
 cells of superconducting magnets for bending and
focus� One of the straight sections contains a �� MHz and a ��� MHz RF cavity
system� that accelerates the protons up to ��� GeV� The electron ring consists of

�� normal magnet modules� Acceleration to about �� GeV is achieved by �� nor�
mal cavities and the additional 	 GeV to reach the design energy of 	� GeV for the
electrons� is achieved by �� additional superconducting cavities� The proton and
electron rings intersect at four points to allow for ep interactions�

The electrons and protons are preaccelerated before injection into the HERA
machine� Two LINAC�s �LINear Accelerators� accelerate electrons or positrons up
to ��� and 
�� MeV respectively� The electron synchrotron DESY II preaccelerates
the electrons to the injection energy for PETRA of � GeV� PETRA� a ring of �	��
m circumference� is an injector for electrons or positrons in HERA at Ee � �� GeV�
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parameter typical value in 
��� design value

proton energy Ep ��� GeV ��� GeV
electron energy Ee ���� GeV � GeV
number of bunches 
� �
�
time between crossings �� ns �� ns
P injection energy �� GeV �� GeV
E injection energy 
� GeV 
� GeV
P current�bunch ��� mA ��� mA
E current�bunch ��� mA �� mA
E bunch length 
�� cm ��� cm
P bunch length �� cm 

 cm
max luminosity 
�� � 
��� cm��s�� 
�� � 
��� cm��s��R
year

dt L � nb�� 
�� pb��

Table ���� For some HERA parameters the typical values of 
�� are compared

with the design values�

The protons are accelerated to an energy of 
� GeV in the same PETRA ring before
they are injection into HERA� A new proton synchrotron of 	�� m circumference�
DESY III� was constructed to reach the ��� GeV proton energy which is needed for
injection in PETRA�

The H� and ZEUS experiments are located in two of the intersection regions�
the north and south hall respectively� In �gure ��� we show a layout of the DESY
accelerator complex�

HERA operates with ��� electron and proton buckets� separated in time by
�� ns� According to the design� ��� buckets are �lled with particles� and these
bunches contain approximately 
 � ���� electrons or ���� protons� With these num�
bers an instantaneous luminosity of ��� � ���� cm��s�� can be reached� leading to
the integrated design luminosity of � ��� pb��#year� The high rate of the bunch
crossing� ���
MHz� has profound implications on the technical requirements of the
two detectors�

����� Performance of HERA in �		�

In May ����� operation of HERA started for physics with electron energy Ee � ����
GeV and proton energy Ep � ��� GeV� Every ��	 hours a new electron �ll took
place� The lifetime of the proton beam was generally much larger� typically ��
hours� The time consumed between the electron beam dump� re�lling of electrons�
stabilization and beam focus was typically several hours� The total electron current
in the �� bunches was ��� mA� the proton current �� mA� A comparison between
the design values and the typical values reached in ���� for the most important
HERA parameters are listed in table ����
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Figure ���� In �gure �a� we show the electron�proton bunch structure of HERA

in 
��� The bunches are hatched and the buckets without particles are left

blank� The unpaired e� and p�bunches are the pilot bunches� used for beam

related background studies�

In �b� the C� counter histogram for a typical run in 
�� is plotted� The

proton and electron arrival times are clearly visible� The electron satellite

bunch is shifted by approximately � ns with respect to the electron arrival

time� The time o	set on the x�axis is arbitrary�

During most of the ���� running period� �� electron and proton bunches were
accelerated� separated in time by the design value� Nine pairs of electron and proton
bunches were used for ep collisions� In addition one proton and one electron bunch
was left unpaired� These so called pilot��bunches allow studies of beam related
backgrounds� A schematic view of the bunch con�guration is shown in �gure ���a�

Figure ���b shows a timing distribution from a scintillator counter �C��� placed
at approximately 	 m from the intersection point� At this position two clear sepa�
rated signals can be observed� one originating from the halo particles accompanying
the proton bunch� and one from the electron bunch� The distribution of the electron
bunch shows a separate structure� the satellite peak�� It is due to not fully e�cient
containment inside the nominal RF bucket� Approximately ��$ of the electron
beam current is therefore delayed by � ns� This delay is equivalent to a shift in the
nominal interaction point of ��� m� and hence these events did not enter our data
sample� Implications on the luminosity measurement from these satellite events is
discussed in the next section�
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����� Coordinate system

In the global HERA and ZEUS coordinate system the initial state protons move
towards the positive z�axis� The origin of the ZEUS coordinate system is de�ned at
the nominal interaction point� The coordinates x and y are de�ned in �gure ��	�

y

up

proton
z x

machine
centre

electron
ρ

ϕ

Figure ��� Global HERA and ZEUS coordinate system�

��� Luminosity measurement

For the measurement of the luminosity at ZEUS� two separate detectors� LUMI��
and LUMI�e� are installed at z � ���� m and z � �	
�� m respectively� They
are used to measure the rate of small angle� hard photon bremsstrahlung that is
produced in the Beithe�Heitler �B�H� �	�� process

ep� e�p�� �����

The theoretically predicted value of the cross section for this process is large and
known to a high precision� The radiative corrections are calculated to be small�
���	$ �	��� At full HERA luminosity the rate of this process is of the order of ��
kHz� This indicates that this Bethe�Heitler process provides an excellent way of
determining the luminosity at HERA�

A schematic view of the two LUMI detectors is given in �gure ��
� Via a thin
beam�pipe exit window the hard photons pass a carbon�lead �lter shield ��X��� that
removes the softer synchrotron radiation� and deposit their energy in the ��counter�
The LUMI�� counter is a lead�scintillator calorimeter� The energy�resolution of the
��counter is measured to be ��E� � � ����

p
E� under test beam conditions� The

position of the photon can be determined with a resolution better than 	 mm� The
acceptance of this detector� for photons with E� � � GeV emitted collinearly to the
electron at the event vertex� is ��$�

The LUMI�e calorimeter measures the Ee� spectrum for electrons with a scatter�
ing angle �e � �mrad� The electrons with decreased energy are bent by the machine
bending magnets� leave the electron beam pipe and hit the lead�scintillator calorime�
ter� The acceptance of the LUMI�e is around ��$ for electrons in the energy range
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Electron beam γ
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Figure ���� Plot �a� shows a schematic view of the luminosity detectors� In

the interaction point �IP� the Beithe�Heitler reaction takes place� The photon

� is detected at z � �
�� m in the ��counter� The electron e� is bend due to

energy�loss in the reaction and detected in the e��detector� The proton beam

line is not drawn in this �gure�

Plot �b� shows the measured energy in the LUMI�e counter versus the energy

deposit in the LUMI�� counter� The line Ee� � E� � ���� GeV is drawn�

��	�Ee � Ee� � ����Ee GeV� The sum of the energy�depositions in the LUMI��
and the LUMI�e for the bremsstrahlung events is equal to the initial electron beam
energy� A sample of this type of events is shown in �gure ��
b�

Because the acceptance is less well understood in the LUMI�e� in ���� the lumi�
nosity was determined using the LUMI�� only� The coincidence rate of the LUMI�e
and LUMI��� R�� � e�� served only as a cross check in the determination of the
luminosity�

The luminosity is determined from the measured rate R��meas� of hard pho�
tons� Ee � � GeV� in the LUMI��� The measured rate su�ers from a number of
backgrounds� which need to be subtracted� The �rst source of background is the
bremsstrahlung of electrons with residual gas in the beam�pipe� This type of back�
ground is estimated using the pilot bunches� The number of bremsstrahlung events
from the pilot bunch is scaled with the ratio of the total electron current Itote and the
pilot current Ipilote to obtain the estimated total electron�gas bremsstrahlung rate�
The second background stems from the satellite bunches� The rate�fraction that
belongs to these satellite bunches� � �$� is determined from the current fraction
in the satellite and the known variation of speci�c luminosity as a function of the
vertex position� This rate is also subtracted� Finally� an overall factor f is applied
that corrects for multiple B�H processes in a single bunch crossing�

R� �corr� �

�
Rtot
� �meas�� Itote

Ipilote

Rpilot
� �Rsatellite

�

�
f �����

This corrected rate is then converted to a value for the luminosity using the ob�
served B�H cross section that is corrected for detector response� �MC

� � The detector
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Figure ���� The luminosity as determined o�ine for the year 
���

response function� r�E��� is obtained with a Monte Carlo simulation�

L � R� �corr���
MC
� ���	�

�MC
� �

Z
d��B�H�

dE�
r�E��dE� �

����� Luminosity in �		�

HERA delivered luminosity for physics analysis to the experiments during two pe�
riods in ����� The �rst period started on May 	� ���� and coincided with the �rst
HERA collisions� This so called summer��period ended on august� �nd� The second�
fall��period started on September ��th and lasted until November �th� Consider�
able improvements in the HERA operation were made between the summer� and
fall�periods� Better beam tuning and larger beam currents increased the instan�
taneous luminosity with approximately a factor of ��� The proton bunch length
decreased from � m to �
� cm� Figure ��� show the integrated luminosity#day
collected in the ZEUS detector versus the day in ����� These data are based on
on�line luminosity measurements and are accurate to approximately ��$�

During the summer period� ZEUS collected ��� nb�� of useful data� The DIS
events from this period have been analyzed and published in �
��� The luminosity
that ZEUS collected during the fall period in ��� useful runs was�Z

fall period

dt L � �
�� nb�� � �$ ���
�

Main sources of error�

����
���

�$ electron�gas subtraction
	$ ��energy calibration
	$ ��acceptance
�$ satellite bunch subtraction

�����
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The error on the luminosity measurement is mainly due to the systematic uncer�
tainties that we list� The statistical error is negligible�

The determination of the proton structure function F� from this running period
is published in ���� and is the main subject of this thesis� Note that the total
collected luminosity in ���� is still more than three orders of magnitude below
the design luminosity#year �the ���	 running period showed already an increase in
luminosity of one order of magnitude��

��� The ZEUS detector

Approximately 
�� physicists from �� institutes and �� countries participate in the
ZEUS collaboration� The ZEUS detector� one of the two experiments at the HERA
collider� is located in the south hall of the HERA ring� thirty meters underground�
The ZEUS detector measures approximately �� by �� by �� meters and has a total
weight of about 	��� tons� A cross section of the detector along the beam line
is shown in �gure ���� Figure ��� shows a cross section of the ZEUS detector
perpendicular to the beam line� In this section we brie�y describe the detector
components� proceeding outwards from the interaction point� For a full and detailed
overview we refer to ���� ����

The Inner Tracking System consists of the vertex detector �VTX�� the central
drift chamber �CTD�� the forward and rear tracking detectors �FDET and RTD�
and the magnet coil �MAGNET�� This system enables the accurate reconstruction
of the direction and momentum of charged particles with a coverage of almost 
� sr�
The tracks are also used for particle identi�cation and for the determination of the
primary and secondary vertices�

� VTX� The purpose of the vertex detector is to measure the event vertex and
possibly secondary vertices� to improve the momentum and angular resolution
of charged particles and to contribute in pattern recognition� It is a cylindrical
drift chamber with ��� m long wires parallel to the beam line� The spatial
point resolution in the r � � plane ranges between 	� and �� 
m�

� CTD� Information from the central drift chamber is used to reconstruct the
direction and momentum of charged particles with high precision� and to
measure the energy loss dE�dx that is used for particle identi�cation� The
CTD jet chamber consists of �� cylindrical drift chamber layers organized into
nine superlayers� Five superlayes have wires parallel to the beam line� four are
stereo layers which have wires with a small angle with respect to the beam line�
The z positions of the hits are measured with a resolution between ��� and ��

mm using the stereo layers� and 
 cm using the z�by�timing information of the
remaining superlayers� The design hit resolution in the r�� plane is ��� 
m�
giving a momentum resolution of the CTD ��p��p � ������p� ������ for a
charged particle that traverses all superlayers� Particles with polar direction
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Figure ���� Cross section of the ZEUS detector along the beam line�
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Figure ���� Cross section of the ZEUS detector perpendicular to the beam line�

in the range ��o � � � ��
o cross at least one CTD superlayer� Information
of both the VTX and the CTD leads to a vertex resolution in x�y between
	� and �� 
m�

During the ���� runs� superlayers one� three and �ve �numbering superlayers
from inside out� were instrumented with z�by�timing readout only� This re�
sulted in the vertex resolution of approximately 
�� cm in z� and � � mm in
r � ��

� FDET andRTD� The measurement of tracks in the very forward or backward
region is completed with the forward and rear tracking detectors� The FDET
in the forward region consists of three planar chambers� each with three layers
of drift cells� and modules of transition radiation chambers positioned between
them� The FDET covers the range ���o � � � ��o� The RTD in the rear
direction� consists of a single chamber with three layers of drift cells� and
covers the polar region ���o � � � ���o�

In ���� the FDET and RTD were not instrumented with readout electronics�
and are therefore not used in the present analysis�

� MAGNET� A superconducting solonoid� positioned around the CTD� sup�
plies the magnetic �eld that bends charged particles in the r � � plane and
hence allows a momentum measurement� The in�uence of the magnetic �eld
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on the beams is compensated by a special magnet �Compensator� with an
opposite magnetic �eld� In ����� the MAGNET produced a magnetic �eld
of ��
� Tesla�

The Calorimeters surround the inner tracking devices and consist of the high
resolution uranium calorimeter �CAL� and a backing calorimeter �BAC�� Inside the
CAL the hadron electron separator �HES� is mounted� The calorimeters measure
the energy of charged or neutral particles by total absorption�

� CAL� The depleted�uranium scintillator calorimeter is divided into an elec�
tromagnetic and hadronic calorimeter� with a total depth varying between �
and � interaction lengths �int� We describe this important subdetector in
more detail in the next section�

� BAC� Energy leakage of the uranium calorimeter is absorbed and detected in
the backing calorimeter� which consists of iron plates and aluminium propor�
tional tubes� The iron plates are also used as a return path for the magnetic
�ux�

� HES� Separation between hadronic and electromagnetic energy deposits in the
CAL is enhanced with the hadron electron separator� It provides information
about the shower development in the CAL� The HES consists of a plane of
	� 	 cm� silicon diodes� which are placed in the CAL at a depth of 	�	 X��
In ����� the HES was partially installed in the RCAL only�

The MUON detectors consist of rear �RMUON�� barrel �BMUON� and for�
ward �FMUON� muon chambers� They are positioned at the inside and outside
of the iron yoke and measure� with information of the inner tracking devices� tracks
of muons that traverse the calorimeter�

The VETO wall and C� counter signal particles that enter the detector from
the rear direction� The VETO wall is a large iron wall �� � ���� ��� m� covered
on both sides with scintillation counters� positioned � m from the interaction point
in the upstream proton direction� It shields the detector against particles from the
proton beam halo and provides a veto of the beam�gas interactions that induce a
trigger in the main detector�

The C� counter is positioned around the beam�pipe at 	�� cm from the IP in
the upstream proton direction� near the C� collimator� It consists of two planes
of scintillator separated by � cm of lead� The time information of the C� counter
is crucial to measure the beam arrival times �see also section ������ and to reject
proton beam�gas events�
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hadron elect ron muon

Figure ���� The di	erent types of shower shapes in the calorimeter� The

scintillator�uranium sandwich structure is drawn for three towers with the

wave�length shifters on the right side� The penetrating hadrons produce a

large shower� The electron shower is small� The light signal of minimum

ionising muons is equally spread over the depth of the tower�

��� The ZEUS calorimeter

The ZEUS calorimeter is a sampling calorimeter which consists of layers of depleted
uranium �DU�� which act as the absorber� and scintillator as the active material�
Highly energetic neutral or charged particles that enter the calorimeter interact
with the uranium� and create in a cascade large numbers of secondary particles� the
particle showers� The ionization energy loss of the shower particles in the active
layers is measured in the form of light� The light propagates by internal re�ection
to wave�length shifters� The wave�length shifters transport the accumulated light
to photo�multipliers �PMT�s�� which convert it to electric pulses� The pulse height
in the PMT�s is proportional to the number of shower particles� and hence is a
measure for the incoming particle energy�

The shower shape inside the sandwich uranium�scintillator structure is deter�
mined by the cascade process� The origin of the cascade process for impacting
hadrons is di�erent from impacting leptons and photons� Whereas the latter un�
dergo only QED type of interactions like bremsstrahlung� Compton scattering and
pair production� the hadrons undergo predominantly nuclear interactions� The
electromagnetic showers are small� ��$ of the energy is contained laterally within
two times the Moli%ere radius� which is typically RM � � cm� The electromagnetic
shower penetrates the ZEUS calorimeter to a maximum depth of about �� radiation
lengths X��

The hadron shower shape is spread more laterally and penetrates deeper in
the calorimeter� A parametrization of the hadronic shower development �
	� shows
that for an �� GeV hadron ��$ of the transverse energy is contained in a cylinder
with radius of approximately �� cm� and penetrates up to an equivalent of ���
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Figure ���� Layout of the ZEUS uranium calorimeter�

X�
�� Highly energetic muons behave as minimum ionizing particles� They loose

only a small amount of energy� which is proportional to the number of uranium
layers they traverse� The di�erence in the shower development for electromagnetic
showers� hadron showers and muon penetration is used for particle identi�cation�
We picture the di�erence of the various types of showers schematically in �gure ����

An important feature of the ZEUS calorimeter is the fact that it is compensat�
ing� This means that the amount of light that is produced� and hence the signal that
is measured� is equal for the electromagnetic and hadronic component of showers�
Since each hadron shower has an electromagnetic component with large energy �uc�
tuations� compensation considerably improves the energy resolution of impacting
hadrons� Compensation in the ZEUS calorimeter is achieved by a suitable choice of
relative thickness of the uranium and scintillator planes� After an extensive research
program �
	� 

� ���� compensation is realized with an accuracy better than �$�

����� Mechanical layout

The sandwich structure for the ZEUS calorimeter consists of ��� mm thick scin�
tillator planes� which are made of SCSN�	�� a material that is very stable against
aging and radiation damage� and planes of depleted uranium �DU�� The DU planes
are wrapped in stainless steel� and actually consist of an alloy of ���
$ ��U � ��
$
Nb �to make the alloy harder�� and � ���$ ���U �

The calorimeter consists of three main parts� These are the forward calorimeter
�FCAL�� the barrel �BCAL� and rear calorimeter �RCAL�� shown in �gure ���� All
three parts of the CAL are designed similarly� which guarantees an uniform response

�For the ZEUS calorimeter the mean free path of the hadronic interactions �interaction length
�int�� corresponds roughly to �int � ��X�
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Figure ��
�� Regions in �x�Q�� phase space that are covered by the FCAL�

BCAL and RCAL for the electron scattering angle 	 �left� and the quarks

scattering angle � �right�� The hatched areas correspond to the beam holes�

to impacting particles in ����$ of the solid angle� Only the small �but important�
beam�pipe hole in the FCAL and RCAL� which measures �� � �� cm�� spoils the
complete hermeticity of the CAL�

For lowest order DIS events� we plot the regions in electron scattering angle �
and quarks angle � that are covered by the FCAL� BCAL and RCAL in the �x�Q��
phase space� The beam hole is indicated by the hatched area� We discuss the
consequences for the �x�Q�� measurement in detail in the next chapter�

The mechanical layout for the FCAL and RCAL is very similar� Both the
FCAL and RCAL consist of �	 separate modules� each with a width of �� cm and
a height varying between ��� and 
�� cm� that are mounted vertically next to
each other� The fronts of the modules form an approximate circle facing the IP�
The �rst �� layers of scintillator and DU� closest to the interaction point� form the
electromagnetic calorimeter �FCAL�EMC and RCAL�EMC�� This calorimeter has
a depth of ���� X�� and absorbs all electromagnetically showering particles� The
hadronic calorimeter� following the EMC section� is segmented in one unit in the
RCAL �RCAL�HAC�� and two units in the FCAL �FCAL�HAC� and FCAL�HAC���
Each HAC section has a depth varying between 
� and �� layers� The cell size for
the hadronic sections is ��� �� cm�� The granularity of the EMC cells is larger in
the FCAL ����� cm�� compared to the RCAL ������ cm��� Hence the HAC� and
HAC� cells in the FCAL are preceded by 
 EMC cells �except for regions that are
shadowed by the BCAL�� whereas each HAC� cell of the RCAL is preceded by only
� EMC cells �also with the exception of regions that are shadowed by the BCAL��

The BCAL consists of 	� wedge shaped modules� placed symmetrically around
the beam axis� as can be seen in �gure ���� In order to prevent particles penetrating
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Figure ��

� On the left plot the pro�le of the original PMT signal pulse� On

the right plot the same pulse after analogue shaping�

in cracks� the modules are not pointing to the beam axis exactly� but are tilted
by ���o� The inner radius of the modules is ��� cm� The EMC section of the
BCAL consists of �	 BEMC cells� ����� �	�
 cm�� in one BCAL module� each of
which is projective in polar angle� The BCAL�EMC section consists of �� layers of
uranium#scintillator� The HAC section of the BCAL �BCAL�HAC� is segmented
in two units of 
� layers� and is non�projective�

Each calorimeter cell is equipped with wave�length shifter bars on two sides� and
hence each cell is read�out by two PMT�s� In total the ZEUS calorimeter has ���	�
PMT�s for ���� calorimeter cells�

����� Readout and calibration

The electronic signal of the PMT�s is sent to the analogue cards� mounted on the
endbeam of each module� These electronics shape the pulse signal of the PMT� as
shown in �gure ����� and the shaped pulse is sampled with a �� ns clock and stored
in an analogue pipeline� When the event is accepted by the �rst level trigger� the
samples are digitized� The digitizing electronics reconstruct the PMT pulseheight
and calculate the energy and arrival time �

� from these pulseheights at times t�
and t� �see �gure ������ The sample at time t� gauges the baseline and allows
correction for possible pile�up�

There are several methods to calibrate the reconstruction of energy and time
of the PMT signals� For example� a charge injection system simulates precisely
de�ned charge deposits of the PMT� which are fed into the analogue cards� In this
way the shaping and sampling of the PMT signals are calibrated� In a di�erent
calibration system� the laser �ash system� laser light is injected just in front of
the PMT�s� Since the laser is able to produce a large range of light intensity� the
system tests the linearity of the PMT and readout electronics� This system is also
very important in calibration of the PMT time� and individual time o�sets for each
channel are determined�

One additional important tool in the calibration of the uranium calorimeter is
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Figure ��
�� Spectra of the cell energy noise� In the left plot for the EMC cells�

in the right plot for the HAC cells� A Gaussian �t through the histogram is

plotted to guide the eye�

the natural radioactivity of the uranium itself� The natural radioactivity induces
a very stable� small readout signal� the uranium noise �UNO�� A large number
of systematic uncertainties� such as cell and wave�length shifter imperfections� are
cancelled in the ratio of the shower signal to the UNO signal� The gains of all PMT�s
is set such that the UNO signal for all equally sized cells is equal� The short term
variation of the UNO signal is below ���$ �
��� and hence the short term calibration
�uctuations are small� Longer term variations �a few days� on the UNO signal are
larger� �	$� which are due to the PMT gain variations� With the UNO signal this
e�ect can be corrected� Also very long term e�ects� such as radiation damage of
the CAL� are monitored with the UNO signal�

The absolute energy scale� i�e� the conversion between reconstructed pulse
heights and corresponding particle energies� has been obtained for a subset of
the FCAL� BCAL and RCAL modules from test beam data at CERN �
�� and
FNAL �
��� The module to module variations were in general less than �$� so there
was no problem in transferring the energy scale to other� not calibrated� modules�

����� Performance of the calorimeter

In the test beam con�guration� the resolution of the ZEUS calorimeter was measured
to be ��E��E � �����

p
E for electromagnetic showers and ��E��E � ��	��

p
E for

hadronic showers� with E in units of GeV� The contribution from noise to the
resolution is small� The angular resolution of the impact position is in �rst order
determined by the cell sizes� However� the resolution improves considerably when
using information from both the PMT�s for each cell� As will be shown in chapter 
�
a resolution for impacting electrons of ��
���� cm is achieved using information from
the calorimeter�

The signal of the UNO produces a small amount of noise in the calorimeter�
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Figure ��
� Dead material in front of the calorimeter as a function of the polar

angle 	 and the azimuthal angle 
� The units are radiation lengths X��

The UNO calibrated cell energies for empty events �i�e� no impacting particles�
are shown in �gure ���� for EMC and HAC cells separately� The �gure shows the
�uctuation of the calibrated cell energies due to the UNO signal� The �uctuation
is larger in HAC cells because these are bigger in size and accumulate more UNO�
A zero�suppression on the cells is applied to remove the UNO signals� Detailed
study ���� showed that the requirement

E�EMC� � �� � E�HAC� � ��� MeV �����

gives the best separation between UNO and the signal of impacting particles�
The excellent performance of the CAL under ideal test beam conditions is some�

what degraded in the presence of material between the interaction point and the
surface of the CAL in the experiment� In the ZEUS experiment� the amount of
material in front of the CAL �uctuates strongly� In �gure ���	 we plot the present
best estimate of the amount of material� in units of X�� as a function of the polar
angle � and azimuthal angle � as seen from the interaction point� Especially for
large values of �� the amount of material is large and �uctuates strongly�
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Chapter �

Reconstruction of �x�Q�� in
neutral current scattering

An accurate reconstruction of both x and Q� is of vital importance for structure
functions measurements at HERA� In this chapter we present various methods to
reconstruct x and Q� for inclusive neutral current deep inelastic scattering� The
conventional reconstruction methods either use detector information of the �nal
state electron or the hadron �ow only� We utilize the redundancy of the electron
and hadron system to generate a number of additional methods to obtain x and Q��
The properties of the most promising reconstruction methods are discussed� The
Monte Carlo simulation of the ZEUS detector is used to investigate the accuracy of
these methods�

��� Suitable variables for �x�Q�� reconstruction

For measurement of the Lorentz�invariant variables x� y and Q� for inclusive NC
DIS we have the �nal state electron and hadron �ow at our disposal� The four�
momentum vectors of the initial and �nal state electron are denoted by ke and k�e
respectively� The initial state proton is denoted by Pp� and the �nal state hadron
�ow by P�

p� In the ZEUS coordinate system �see section ������� these four�momenta
can be written as�

ke �

�
BB�

A
�
�
�A

�
CCA � k�e �

�
BB�

E
E sin � cos�
E sin � sin�
E cos �

�
CCA � Pp �

�
BB�

P
�
�
P

�
CCA � P�

p �

�
BB�

Eh

Pxh
Py h
Pz h

�
CCA �

�	���
where for P�

p a summation is assumed over all particles h that are produced in the
�nal state X�


�
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For a general� model independent description of ep scattering� we require that
the measured kinematic variables x� y and Q� have the following two important
properties�

� The extracted variables should be independent of �nal state fragmentation�
For an inclusive measurement it is irrelevant whether the hadron �ow pro�
duces jet�like objects or not� The jet mass is a consequence of e�ects of
fragmentation and gluon radiation� and hence an inclusive determination of
the kinematic variables should be independent of fragmentation mass�e�ects�

� The extracted variables should be insensitive to particle losses in the dead
area along the forward beam direction� the beam�pipe� This means that the
contribution to the extracted variables of particles that originate from the
diquark should e�ectively be suppressed�

It is clear that the four�momentum of the �nal state electron satis�es these require�
ments and that therefore the energy E and polar angle � are suited to describe the
kinematics of the event�

For the hadron �ow P�
p� we show that the transverse momentum Pt h and the

di�erence of the hadron��ow energy and z�momentum� �E�Pz�h� where we assume
summation over h� also satisfy the above requirements� Consider therefore the
case where a massless parton with momentum fraction x interacts with the virtual
photon� and the case where a parton with modi�ed momentum fraction � generates
a jet�mass M�� see �gure 	���

xPp

q � k� k�

�xP�
p�

� � �

�Pp

q � k � k�

��P�
p M �� � M�

Figure �
� The hadron vertex for massless particles �left� with �nal state P�

p

and for creation of a jet�mass M� �right� with �nal state P�

pM �

From energy conservation in both cases� x is related to � as follows�

�q � xPp�
� � �xP�

p�
� � �

�q � �Pp�� � ��P�
pM �� � M�

�
� � � x

�
� �

M�

Q�

�
� �	���

Momentum conservation at the vertex yields a relation between the energy� trans�
verse momentum and longitudinal z�momentum of the massless case and the massive
jet�like� case�

q � xP � P�
p

q � �P � P�
pM

�
�

���
��

EM � E � xP M�

Q�

PtM � Pt
PzM � Pz � xP M�

Q� �

�	�	�
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From the right hand side of equation 	�	 we conclude that besides the transverse
momentum Pt h� also the combination �E�Pz�h is independent of the jet�mass M��
These two variables are in addition insensitive to energy losses in the forward beam�
pipe� since then the transverse momentum is approximately zero and the energy
almost equal to the z�momentum� They are therefore well suited to reconstruct x�
y and Q��

��� The conventional reconstruction methods

The most straightforward method to reconstruct �x�Q�� uses information from the
scattered electron� The energy E and angle � of the �nal state lepton are con�
verted to �x�Q�� using the relations ��	 and ���� This method of extracting �x�Q���
which we call the electron�method�� is used in all �xed target experiments and is
summarized brie�y in section 	�
���

θ
E

Electron method
A

P

Jacquet-Blondel method
(E-P )z Pt,

Figure ��� The kinematic variables from the electron side or the hadron �ow�

The other possibility for almost completely hermetic detectors in neutral�current
ep scattering is� as we saw� the determination of x and Q� from the hadron �ow
measurement� see �gure 	��� In charged�current DIS� where the electron is converted
to a neutrino in the �nal state and escapes detection� the hadron �ow is the only
handle to reconstruct the kinematic variables� The method that e�ectively uses
the variables �E � Pz�h and Pt of the hadron �ow� is the Jacquet�Blondel �JB�
reconstruction� ���� ���� For HERA kinematics it is more suitable to express y and
Q� in terms of laboratory variables and then to deduce x� From relations ��	 and
��� for the hadron side follows�

yJB �
�Ei � Pz�h

�A
�

Q�
JB �

P �
t h

�� yJB
�

xJB �
Q�
JB

s y
JB
�

�	�
�
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Reconstruction of xJB and Q�
JB

is performed with summation of the complete
hadron �ow� without any jet identi�cation or hypothesis on the proton structure�
Particles of the hadron �ow that are emitted in the forward direction contribute
only little�

Before discussing the two reconstruction methods in more detail� we �rst rewrite
the hadron �ow quantities �E�Pz�h and Pt h in terms of an angle � and an energy
F �

��� Parametrization of the hadron �ow

In the naive quark model� the hadron �ow originates from the fragmented struck
quark and remaining diquark� It is the fragmented struck quark� the current jet� that
determines the kinematics of the event on the hadron side� whereas the contribution
to the hadron �ow stemming from the diquark �the target remnant or spectator jet�
can obscure this measurement� For this reason we introduce a notation of the hadron
�ow that describes the hard electron�quark interaction in a more direct way� To
this end the hadron �ow is split and the current jet momentum is described by an
energy F and polar angle �� In the naive quark model these are the energy and
polar angle of the scattered quark� In this notation the kinematics of inclusive DIS
electron�proton scattering is replaced by the kinematics of the �nal state electron
and struck quark� denoted by the four parameters fE� �� F� �g as follows�

E Energy of the 	nal electron
	 Polar angle of the 	nal electron
F Energy of the scattered �struck� quark
� Polar angle of the scattered �struck� quark
A Energy of the initial electron ����� GeV�
P Energy of the initial proton ������ GeV�

� �
� ��

�
��u

� ��� �

A P

F

E

�

�

Figure �� De�nition of the variables fE� 	� F��g

From the requirement that the extracted variables x� y and Q� should be insen�
sitive to fragmentation e�ects and particle loss in the forward beam�pipe we argued
that the quantities �E � Pz�h and Pt h have to be used in the determination of the
kinematic variables� It is very useful to construct from the quantities �E�Pz�h and
Pt h an energy F and direction cos � of a massless object� that describes the hadron
�ow completely and satis�es the above de�ned requirements ��	�� We de�ne�

F  P �
t h � �E � Pz��h
��E � Pz�h

� �	���

cos �  P �
t h � �E � Pz�

�
h

P �
t h � �E � Pz��h

� �	���
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were summation of the hadrons h is assumed� In this construction of F and � we
have made no assumption on the structure of the scattering process� Therefore� the
inclusive ep DIS can be described by� without any assumptions or approximations�

the scattering between the electron and a massless object� parametrized by the above

de�ned quantities F and ��
The quantities F and � are related to the hadron �ow energy and z�momentum

as follows�

F  �
�

�
P �
th

�E � Pz�h
� �E � Pz�h

�
� Eh � W �

��E � Pz�h
� Eh � ��� x�P�

F cos �  �
�

�
P �
th

�E � Pz�h
� �E � Pz�h

�
� Pz h � W �

��E � Pz�h
� Pz h � ��� x�P�

We observe that e�ectively for F and F cos � the energy and z�momentum of the
diquark� ��� x�P � is subtracted from the hadron �ow energy and z�momentum� In
the naive quark model F and � correspond to the energy and direction of the struck
quark�

Beyond the naive quark model the quantities F and � cannot be related to the
energy and polar angle of the struck quark� but still provide an exact description of
the kinematics of ep inclusive scattering�

With the above de�nitions of F and � we can rewrite the Jacquet�Blondel re�
construction method as�

yJB �
F

�A
��� cos ���

Q�
JB �

F � sin� �

�� y
JB

�

�	���

A useful property of the construction of cos � is the fact that the extracted value
for cos � is in �rst order stable against energy �uctuations of the hadron �ow� If a
fraction fmis of the energy is lost� the measured values of Pt h and �E � Pz�h are
shifted by a factor ���fmis�� Because cos � is constructed from a ratio of these two
quantities� the factor ��� fmis� cancels in the expression for cos �� So to �rst order
the angle is independent of energy loss and� what is more interesting� this means
that it is independent of �uctuations on the energy measurement of the hadron �ow�

��� Multiple reconstruction methods

The determination of kinematics with the electron�method or the Jacquet�Blondel
method will lead to identical values for both x and Q� for non�radiative ep�scattering
in a perfect detector� In other words� the �nal state lepton and hadron �ow are not
independent� This can be demonstrated with the polar diagram in �gure 	�
� in
which lines of constant �x�Q�� y� �isolines� are drawn in the longitudinal and trans�
verse momentum plane of the �nal state lepton and current jet� The longitudinal
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Figure ��� Polar diagram of longitudinal momentum Pl and transverse mo�

mentum Pt for the �nal state lepton �upper half of plots� and current jet �lower

half of plots� for ep kinematics with A � ���� GeV and P � ��� GeV� Plot

�b� is a blow up of the low momentum region�

The isolines of x are drawn with a straight line ��a�� x � ��
� 
 step ��
� �b��

x � ����
� x � ���
 � 
 step ���
�� The dashed lines are the isolines in Q�

��a�� Q� � 
 � 
��� � � 
�� step 
 � 
�� GeV�� �b�� Q� � 
��� Q� � 
���� 
����

step 
��� GeV��� The dotted lines are the isolines in y �y � ��
� ��� step ��


for �a� and �b���
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Figure ��� Isolines of fE�F� 	� �g in �x�Q�� phase space for colliding ep beam

kinematics with initial electron energy of ��� GeV and initial proton energy

of �� GeV�

In plot �a� the isolines for the energy of the �nal state electron� The range of

values for the isolines is given� In addition the isoline Ee � A � ���� GeV is

drawn which contains no information on Q��

In plot �b� the isolines for the angle of the �nal state electron� In �d� for the

energy F of the hadron system� or� in the naive quark model� of the quark

energy� In �d� the isolines for the hadron angle �h which corresponds to the

quark angle in the naive quark model�
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momentum of the current jet is given by Pl � F cos � and the transverse momentum
by Pt � F sin �� Connecting a speci�c choice of �x�Q�� with the origin gives the
momentum vector Pt and Pl in the laboratory frame of the �nal lepton �upper half
of the two plots�� as well as the momentum vector of the current jet �lower half of
the two plots�� It is clear that this over�determined system provides redundancy for
the reconstruction of the kinematic variables�

����� Isolines

The measurement errors on fE� �� F� �g a�ect the kinematic variables as determined
from the lepton or hadron side for non�radiative DIS events� The detector e�ects
dictate the uncertainties on the determination of the variables fE� �� F� �g�

The speci�c reconstruction method of �x�Q�� determines the propagation of the
measurement uncertainties on fE� �� F� �g to the reconstructed values of �x�Q���
Properties of the transformations from fE� �� F� �g to

�
x�Q�

	
can be derived from

the polar diagram of �gure 	�
� In regions where the isolines in x �or Q�� are
close together� a very precise measurement of the momenta is needed to limit the
uncertainty on x �Q��� In regions where the isolines are distant� a larger error on
the measurement of the momenta brings about only a small uncertainty in x or Q��

It is more instructive to invert the polar diagram� In �gure 	�� we present the
isolines of the basic set fE� �� F� �g in the

�
x�Q�

	
phase space� We give the values

for the equidistant isolines in the �gure� The isolines provide an understanding of the
e�ect of measurement errors on fE� �� F� �g in the

�
x�Q�

	
phase space� In contrast

to the polar diagram of �gure 	�
� the isolines of fE� �� F� �g in the �x�Q�� phase
space of �gure 	�� imply a good intrinsic resolution if they are close together� For
these dense isolines� measurement errors on fE� �� F� �g lead to small uncertainties
on x and Q�� The intrinsic resolution is worse for isolines that are far apart because
then a small measurement error on fE� �� F� �g corresponds to a large volume in the
�x�Q�� phase space�

In �gure 	��a we have drawn the isolines of the energy of the �nal state electron�
The energy E � A divides the phase space in x at x � x� � A�P � At this value
for x the electron�quark CM frame coincides with the laboratory frame� The quark
energy also equals A and the directions of the electron and quark are opposite �the
value for Q� is determined from these directions�� For lower values of x the electron
always loses energy during the hard interaction� For the energy of the quark one has
also F � A in this case �plot 	��c�� due to the fact that the center of mass energy of
the quark�lepton interaction �

p
s�lq is less than �A� In the region x � x� both the

energy of the �nal state electron and the quark energy are larger than the incident
electron energy� The electron energy isolines E are very distant to each other in the�
x�Q�

	
phase space for E � A� at low values of y� In this region of phase space the

electron energy needs to be measured with high precision to reconstruct �x�Q���
In plot 	��b we show the isolines of the polar angle of the �nal state electron� ��

From this plot we conclude that the electron angle measurement is powerful for the
determination of Q�� since these isolines are almost perpendicular to the Q� axis�
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The intrinsic resolution on Q� from � deteriorates at low values of �� Only at high
values of y the angle � bears information on the value of x�

For the hadron �ow or quark kinematics� we present in plot 	��c and 	��d the
isolines in F and � respectively� The quark energy discriminates between values
of x� especially at high x� but contains hardly any information on Q�� Due to the
curved isolines for F � A� a measured quark energy in the vicinity of ���� GeV
corresponds to a very large value of y or the speci�c value of x � x�� The isolines of
the quark polar angle � are evenly spread in the entire phase space� except at low
values of �� For � it should be noted that at very low values of x the quark points
towards the rear part of the detector� at very high angles�

����� Novel reconstruction methods

To obtain the ultimate accuracy for both x and Q� it seems logical to use both
the �nal state electron and hadron �ow� Using the electron method one combines
the measurement of E and � to obtain a unique point in the

�
x�Q�

	
phase space�

The JB�method uses F and �� However� it is also possible to combine two other
quantities from the set fE� �� F� �g because any combination of two of these de�nes

a unique point in the
�
x�Q�

	
plane �except for ambiguities due to two possible

solutions when one combines �E� �� or �F� �� for x � x��� In this way it is possible
to obtain six di�erent reconstruction methods� each with its own dependence on
kinematical variables and detector e�ects�

A�� Q� � Q��E� �� x � x�E� �� y � y�E� ��
A�� Q� � Q��E� �� x � x�E� �� y � y�E� ��
A�� Q� � Q���� �� x � x��� �� y � y��� ��
A�� Q� � Q��E�F � x � x�E�F � y � y�E�F �
A�� Q� � Q��F� �� x � x�F� �� y � y�F� ��
A�� Q� � Q��F� �� x � x�F� �� y � y�F� ��

In addition to the electron method �denoted here by A�� and the JB�method �A��
four new reconstruction methods for x and Q� are possible ��	� �
�� We obtained
these relations from momentum conservation in electron�quark scattering� The
corresponding formulae are given in appendix A�

We investigated these reconstruction methods� They all respond di�erently to
detector e�ects and it turns out that not all methods can compete for the most accu�
rate reconstruction of

�
x�Q�

	
� The electron method A�� Jacquet�Blondel method

A� and double�angle� method A� are the most promising� In this double�angle�
method the angles � and � are used to reconstruct x and Q��

In �gure 	�� we present the error ellipses for these three methods� It is clearly
visible that the reconstruction methods behave di�erently in phase space� At Q� �
�� GeV� for example� the electron method measures x with good resolution for very
low values of x� This corresponds to the low electron energy region� as viewed in
the previous isoline plot 	��a� Moving to higher values of x� we observe in the same
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Figure ��� Error ellipses for three reconstruction methods� The dashed line

for the electron method� the dotted line for the Jacquet�Blondel method and

the full line represents the double�angle method� The central value is denoted

by the black square� We assumed �E � ��� �
p
E � ���
 � E� �� � � mrad�

�F � ��� �
p
F � ���� � F and �� � 
�� mrad as error estimation� Besides the

error ellipses� the lines y � 
� y � ��
 and y � ���
 are drawn�

�gure that the energy isolines become very distant to each other� A small error in
the electron energy E has a large e�ect on the determination of x when the angle �
is �xed� This translates to large error ellipses in the x direction in �gure 	��� The
resolution in Q�� determined from the electron angle �� is stable as a function of x
and becomes somewhat better as Q� increases�

The Jacquet�Blondel method shows the opposite e�ect� The resolution in x is
good at high values of x� and becomes worse at low values of x� But especially the
resolution in Q� is poor compared to the electron method� First of all this is due to
the fact that the measurement errors on F and � of the hadron �ow are larger than
the errors on E and �� But on top of that� for high values of y� F and � isolines are
parallel which implies a large intrinsic uncertainty in both x and Q��

The double�angle� method has the smallest error ellipses for large parts of phase
space and therefore has a good intrinsic resolution� The isolines of � and � are almost
perpendicular and equidistant in a large fraction of the phase space� Only at high
values of y these two isolines become parallel and the determination of x and Q�

deteriorates�
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The reconstruction methods can also be combined� Particularly useful is the
method that uses the Q��E� �� from the electron variables and y�F� �� from the
hadron �ow� while x is computed with the relation Q� � sxy� This is called the
mixed� reconstruction� Another useful mixture of combinations is the y�� method�
which uses the Q��F� �� and y�F� �� variables�

For each method we determine the expression for the relative error in x and Q��
These expressions serve to point at parts of phase space where the corresponding
reconstruction method is less accurate� The ultimate test to determine the accuracy
of the method will be done with the Monte Carlo simulation including electroweak
radiative corrections� in the next section�

Electron method

In our notation the formulae for the kinematic variables for the electron method
are�

�� yelec �
E

�A
��� cos ��

Q�
elec �

E� sin� �

� � yelec

xelec �
Q�
elec

s yelec
� x�

E�� � cos ��

�A�E�� � cos ��
�

�	���

with

x� � A�P� �	���

These relations follow directly from equations ���� ��	� ��
 and 	���

The dependence of the reconstructed xelec and Q�
elec on measurement uncer�

tainties of the laboratory variables E and � can be expressed analytically by the
following partial derivatives that represent the relative errors on x and Q��

Q�

Q�

���
E

� dE
E

Q�

Q�

���
�

� � tan����� d�

x
x

��
E

� �
y

dE
E

x
x

��
�

�
h
x
x�
� �
i
tan����� d�

�	����

From these relative errors we conclude that the resolution in Q�
elec is very good�

except for small scattering angles �i�e� � � ���o�� where the angular precision is the
dominant term� The resolution in x however� is very poor at low values of y� due
to the factor ��y�

In the electron�method� we can relate the angle � to yelec as follows�

�� yelec
yelec

� �xelec
x�

tan������� �	����
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Jacquet�Blondel method

We summarize the Jacquet�Blondel method reconstruction method for the variables
�E � Pz�h and Pt h ����� and for the parameters F and ��

yJB �

P
h�E � Pz�h

�A
�

F

�A
�� � cos ��

Q�
JB �

�
P

h Pxh�
� � �

P
h Pyh�

�

�� yJB
�

F � sin� �

�� y
JB

xJB �
Q�
JB

s y
JB

� x�
F �� � cos ��

�A� F ��� cos ��
�

�	����

where the sum runs over the all observed �nal state hadrons�
The relation between the angle � and y

JB
can be written for the Jacquet�Blondel

method as�
�� y

JB

yJB
�
x
JB

x�
tan������� �	��	�

The resolution of
�
x�Q�

	
can also be expressed as a function of the resolution on F

and � by partial derivatives� The error propagation from �F� �� to �x�Q��JB reads�

Q�

Q�

���
F

� ��y
��y

dF
F

Q�

Q�

���
�

� � x
x�


y

��y

�
d�

x
x

��
F

� �
��y

dF
F

x
x

��
�

�
h
x
x�


��y
y

�
� �
i
tan����� d��

�	��
�

The resolution in Q�
JB

is worse compared to Q�
elec near y � �� as a result of the

term ���� � y�� The same conclusion holds for the resolution in x� At low values
of y the resolution depends on dF�F solely� The angular resolution only a�ects the
precision on Q�

JB
at very low values of �� Both very low and very high values of �

result in a poor determination of xJB �

Double�Angle method

The double angle method only uses the angles � and � to reconstruct
�
x�Q�

	
� This

implies immediately that this novel reconstruction method does not depend on the
energy scale intrinsically� This feature will turn out to be of fair importance� The
double�angle method reads�

yDA �
sin ��� � cos ��

sin � � sin � � sin�� � ��

Q�
DA � 
A� sin ��� � cos ��

sin � � sin � � sin�� � ��

xDA � x�
sin � � sin � � sin�� � ��

sin � � sin � � sin�� � ��
�

�	����
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This reconstruction method is mathematically exact since � is obtained in a model
independent way from the hadron �ow and is insensitive to hadronization�

We obtain for the relative errors on x and Q� for this reconstruction method
the following relations�

Q�

Q�

���
�

� y��
sin � d�

Q�

Q�

���
�

� �y
sin � d�

x
x

��
�

� ��
sin � d�

x
x

��
�

� ��
sin � d��

�	����

Both at very small or very large scattering angles for the electron or hadron �ow the
resolution in xDA and Q�

DA degrades� Low values of � correspond to low values of
Q�
DA� The resolution on Q�

DA at low values of � is increased due to the suppression
by the y term in the numerator� The relation between the two angles and yDA for
the double angle method can be written as�

�� yDA
y
DA

�
tan�����

tan�����
� �	����

Mixed method

The mixed method utilizes the redundancy between the electron and hadron �ow
in a more direct way� and uses the well measured kinematic variables of the electron
and Jacquet�Blondel method� The value of y is extracted with the Jacquet�Blondel
method and Q� from the electron information� hence this method does not depend
on the transverse momentum of the hadron �ow� The value for x is then deduced
from these� One then has�

ymix � y
JB

Q�
mix � Q�

elec

xmix �
Q�
elec

s yJB
� x�

E

F

�� � cos ��

��� cos ��
�

�	����

We write the relative errors on x and Q� as follows�

x
x

��
E

� dE
E

x
x

��
�

� � tan����� d�

x
x

��
F

� �dF
F

x
x

��
�

� tan����� d�
�	����

These relations show a remarkable behaviour when they are compared with the
electron or JB method� The factor ��y� present in the electron method� is absent
in the relative error �x�x from the mixed method� Also the factor ����� y�� which
is responsible for large uncertainties in the reconstruction of x in the JB method at
high values of y� is absent� So indeed the intrinsic resolution in x is better compared
to both the electron and the Jacquet�Blondel method�
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The y��method

The y��method is constructed with yet another mixture of the electron and hadron
�ow� The method uses the angle � of the electron� which determines Q�� and y

JB
as

the two independent variables� Also this method is independent of the transverse
momentum of the hadron �ow� Compared to the mixed method� the electron energy
E is eliminated here� The y� reconstruction method reads�

yy� � y
JB

Q�
y� � 
A���� yJB �

�
� � cos �

�� cos �

�

xy� �
Q�
y�

s yy�
� x�

�� yJB
yJB

�
� � cos �

�� cos �

�
�

�	����

We write the relative errors on x and Q� as functions of �� � and F as�

x
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� Q�
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��
�
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The intrinsic resolution of the y� method becomes poor for high values of y in both
xy� and Q�

y�� At low scattering angles � the reconstruction of xy� and Q�
y� also has

a larger uncertainty�

����� The current jet mass

The current jet mass is not a measure of the quark mass� but a consequence of the
e�ects of fragmentation� gluon radiation and jet �nding algorithms� Current jet
masses are generally larger than �� GeV and can well exceed 	� GeV� The jet mass
should not be confused with the mass of the ��p system� which is denoted by W �
In practice� the jet mass Mc is obtained by a jet �nding algorithm� We will not
do this� but we present the visible invariant hadronic jet mass� MX � For a perfect�
completely hermetic detector without beam pipe hole� this mass MX equals the
mass of the ��p system� W � In the other case� when the target remnant remains
completely undetected �in the beam pipe of the detector� and the event produced
one current jet� the visible jet mass equals the mass of this current jet�

The expression for cos � in terms of the visible mass MX becomes�

cos � �
P �
t h � E�

h � P �
z h � �EhPz h

P �
t h � E�

h � P �
z h � �EhPz h

�
�EhPz h � �P �

z h �M�
X

�E�
h � �EhPz h �M�

X

�	����

If we neglect the current jet mass MX we end up with�

cos � �
Pz h
Eh

�

P
hEh cos �hP

hEh
�	��	�
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which is just the energy weighted average of the cosines of the particles in the
detector� If we do not neglect the invariant mass MX � it can be constructed with
equation 	��� as follows�

M�
X � 
A y

JB
Eh

�cos �h � cos ��

��� cos ��
� cos �h �

Pz h
Eh

� �	��
�

with the sum running over the visible part of the complete �nal state hadron �ow h�
that is� the sum running over all particles in the �nal state that enter the detector�

����� Radiative events

In the previous sections we have ignored radiative corrections� A large contribution
of initial state radiation from the electron can be expected� It is clear that the
extraction of the kinematic variables using any of the measurements of the outgoing
electron will be more sensitive to the e�ects of initial state radiation than the
extraction using hadron variables only�

So far we have only used two of the four measured quantities at a time� If we
ignore the jet energy for the time being as it is less accurate and more di�cult to
de�ne we are left with the electron energy E and the two angles � and ��
Using energy and momentum conservation and the three measured quantities �� E
and � it is possible to eliminate the initial electron energy or� equivalently� it is
possible to compute the radiative photon energy E� � We get�

E� � A �E
sin � � sin � � sin�� � ��

� sin �
� �	����

such that the reconstruction method� insensitive to initial state radiation �RC�
becomes�

yRC �
sin ��� � cos ��

sin � � sin � � sin�� � ��
�	����

xRC �
E

P

sin � � sin � � sin�� � ��

� sin �
�	����

Q�
RC � E� �sin � � sin � � sin�� � ����� � cos ��

sin �
�	����

We have thus developed a method of extracting x and Q� which is independent of

initial state radiation� It turns out that this method shows a marked increase in
accuracy over the traditional methods of extracting the kinematic variables�

In �gure 	�� we present a selection of initial state radiation events that deposited
the photon energy in the LUMI�� detector� The histogram represents the full ZEUS
Monte Carlo simulation and the points the fall ���� data�� In the left plot� we show
the distribution of the calculated energy E��E� �� ��� It can reach values up to ��
GeV and although the statistics is limited� the distribution of data and Monte
Carlo tend to agree� In the right plot we show the di�erence between the energy
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Figure ��� In the left plot we present the calculated photon energy E� from

the MC simulation �histogram� and the data� In the right plot we show the dif�

ference of the calculated photon energy and the energy deposit in the LUMI��

counter�

measured in the LUMI�� detector and the calculated photon energy E��E� �� ���
The distribution peaks at zero for both data and Monte Carlo� This result gives
con�dence that the kinematics� especially the angle �� is determined correctly�

��� Resolution of the reconstruction methods

To investigate the accuracy with which the above formulae extract the x and Q�

variables we used both a simple smearing model and the full ZEUS detector sim�
ulation� The smearing model covers the region of high Q� and high x values� the
region in phase space where the cross section is small� The DIS event signatures
are very clean and the need for high statistics is more urgent than detailed detector
simulation� We reported results of this smearing model earlier in ��	��

The full detector simulation is performed for the region of low x and low Q� val�
ues� At large values of Q� the resolution functions are approximated well by simple
Gaussians� and the correlations between fE� �� F� �g are negligible� In contrast the
resolution functions at low Q� are dominated by detector imperfections such as
poor granularity and energy losses due to dead material in front of the detector�
and leakage when the electron impacts the detector near the beam�pipe� At low
values of x� reconstruction is further hampered by the fact that the hadron �ow
can overlap with the electron and so becomes critically dependent on the details of
the electron identi�cation� To investigate these e�ects a full detector simulation is
necessary�
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Figure ��� Reconstruction of x and Q� according to the four di	erent recon�

struction methods� Indicated are the rms �bars in x and Q� direction� and

bias �deviation from center of bin� of the �x and �Q� distributions�

����� Smearing model

We have used the DIS event generator LEPTO �	�� to simulate the equivalent of
��� pb�� non�radiative NC ep scattering events� The Eichten�Hinchli�e�Lane�
Quigg �EHLQ� ���� parton distributions� served as input with x � ����� and Q� �
��� GeV�� These events were then smeared� as follows� All particles entering the
beam hole were removed� Subsequently the energy of electrons and photons were

�The somewhat outdated EHLQ parametrization is still in reasonable agreement with the
present data in this part of the phase space� It is used since the resolution does not depend
strongly on the structure function parametrization and it is implemented in LEPTO�
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Figure ��� Rms of distribution �x�x for each bin in phase space� In bins

without hatching the rms is less than ��
� cuts for di	erent styles of hatching�

from light to intense� were made for rms values from ��
 to ���� ��� to ��� and

� ����

smeared with a resolution ��E� � ��$
p
E and the hadrons were smeared according

to ��E� � 	�$
p
E� The polar angles of the hadrons were smeared with ���� � 	�

mrad �approximately the resolution as determined by the cell size of the ZEUS
calorimeter�� The scattered electron was treated separately in that the expected
resolution of the tracking detectors was taken into account�

In �gure �	��� we show the �x�Q�� phase space with a logarithmic binning for
both x and Q�� For high x as well as high Q�� the bins are large because of the low
statistics in this part of phase space� In each bin the distributions "x �de�ned as
xrec�xMC� and "Q� �de�ned similarly� were determined� In the �gure deviations
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from the center of the bin re�ect the bias of those "x and "Q� distributions�
The error bars� in both directions represent the root�mean�square� �rms� of the
distributions� Hence the ideal reconstruction would give a point in the center of the
bin�

We left out the low�y part �y � ����� for all four reconstruction methods because
there the rms becomes too large and would make the �gure unreadable�

As one observes the Q� reconstruction is almost always quite accurate except
for the Jacquet�Blondel method and for very high y values in the double angle
reconstruction� However� it should be noted that for large parts of the phase space
the double angle method is superior to the other methods�

Perhaps more interesting is the reconstruction of x� Figure �	��� shows that
the electron reconstruction of x is poor for low y values� in accordance with equa�
tion 	���� The double angle and mixed reconstruction are the most accurate� al�
though the x reconstruction with Jacquet�Blondel at low y values is also good� To
illustrate the di�erences of the x reconstruction for the four methods more clearly�
we show �gure �	��� where now the rms of the relative error in x� "x�x� is plotted�
One observes that compared to the conventional electron reconstruction one gains

more than one order of magnitude in y using a mixture of hadron and electron
measurements� For very low y�values the double angle reconstruction is somewhat
better as compared to the mixed reconstruction and vice versa for high y�values�

����� Full ZEUS detector simulation

To investigate the resolution at low Q� values� we generated ��k NC DIS events with
Q�
l � 
 GeV�� with the event generator HERACLES that simulates photon radiation

of the lepton realistically �see also section ����� together with the ARIADNE colour
dipole model for the hadronic fragmentation� The structure function parametriza�
tion used was MTB�� This sample of � �	� nb�� was then passed through the
detailed ZEUS detector simulation� The reconstruction of the kinematic variables
was done with the central tracking and calorimeter information� for which the actual
con�guration during the ���� data taking runs was incorporated� and deviates in no
respect from reconstruction of kinematics for real ZEUS data� In the next chapter
we discuss the use of this detector information to obtain the event vertex� the �nal
state electron energy and angle� and the hadron �ow at length� As it turns out� a
number of selection criteria are needed to suppress the non�DIS background events
in the data sample� and the Monte Carlo simulated events are subjected to the same
criteria to obtain realistic acceptance corrections� Also a number of criteria are used
to increase the accuracy to reconstruct �x�Q��� We explain all selection criteria in
the next chapter� but the e�ects on the reconstruction of �x�Q�� are investigated
already here� A summary of the selection cuts can be found in section 
���

In �gure 	��� we present the resolutions in � and F � as obtained from the
calorimeter cell information� In both graphs the di�erence of the reconstructed
and the generated values are shown� The dashed lines correspond to the complete
sample� that is� those events that leave an electron signal in the detector which
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Figure �
�� Resolution of � and F � In plot �a� we show the resolution of

�� � �reco � �gen for Q�
h � 
� GeV� �dashed line�� and in the same plot the

resolution �� after applying the selection �lters �shaded histogram�� In �b�

the same for �F � log�Freco�� log�Fgen��

is recognized as such� The distributions are biased towards higher reconstructed
angles � and lower energies F � In the same �gure we plot the distributions after the
selection criteria have been applied� The bias in � disappeared and the width of the
distribution also decreased� The bias in F becomes less but has not disappeared
completely� which indicates that a fraction of the energy is lost due to the dead
material in front of the calorimeter�

Together with the reconstruction of the electron variables� the kinematic vari�
ables x and Q� are determined according to the various methods� In �gure 	���
we show the mean migration of the events in the �x�Q�� phase space for four re�
construction methods� In these plots� where we suppressed the events with large
photon radiation� the phase space is binned and for each bin an arrow is drawn
from the mean value of the generated to mean value of the reconstructed x and
Q�� Hence the direction and length of the arrow indicate the mean migration of the
events in the phase space�

For the electron method� the migration is small for large values of y� whereas
for low y�values the events migrate to lower values of x� The resolution in Q� is
good for the complete phase space� In the Jacquet�Blondel method the value of
Q� is reconstructed too low� due to the shift in F � For the events which have the
current jet in the beam�pipe� at low values of y� the events migrate to the isoline of
� that corresponds to the edge of the beam pipe� The double�angle method shows
a large increase in accuracy in x for lower values of y� if one compares it to the
electron method� The resolution in Q� is similar to the electron method� since both
use information of the electron polar angle �� In the y� method the resolution in x
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Figure �

� Migration of the reconstructed kinematic variables� The base of

the arrow is positioned at the mean generated values of x and Q� and it points

at the mean reconstructed value for x and Q�� Events that radiated a photon

from the lepton line with E� � 
 GeV are removed in this plot�

is the best at low values of y� but is worse at high values of y� in the region where
y and � isolines become parallel�

A di�erent way of presenting the resolution of the kinematic variables is given
in the plots of �gure 	���� For the �ve reconstruction methods the generated versus
reconstructed values of x� y and Q� are plotted�

The behaviour of the resolution in Q� is already discussed� it is accurate for the
methods that use the electron angle information and is somewhat poorer for the
Jacquet�Blondel reconstruction� The reconstruction of y is interesting� since in all
methods the value of x is constructed via x � Q��sy� Note that this reconstruction
of y is identical for the JB� MIX and y� method�

The reconstructed yelec is most often larger than the generated y� due to electron
energy�loss in the dead material and photon energy radiation� Reconstruction of
yelec is hardly possible below yelec � ����� and this is the origin of the enormous
spread and migration in xelec� The spread of y

JB
is smaller� but also the value of
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Figure �
�� Resolution of x� y and Q� for the �ve reconstruction methods�

On the horizontal axis we plot the generated values� on the vertical axis the

reconstructed values for x� y and Q�� A line that corresponds to perfect

reconstruction is drawn to guide the eye� No selection criteria are applied�
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Figure �
� Resolution of x� y and Q� for the �ve reconstruction methods�

The same plots as in the previous �gure are drawn� but now with all selection

criteria imposed� The selection criteria are listed in section ����
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yJB does not end up below yJB � ������ For these very low values of y the current
jet disappears in the forward beam pipe� and the Jacquet�Blondel method picks up
calorimeter cell noise which is interpreted as real energy deposits� The cell noise of
an empty� calorimeter corresponds to a mean y

JB
� ����� �see also section ��
�	��

Due to the speci�c algorithm to obtain �� the cell noise of an empty� detector is
e�ectively weighted with �E�Pz� and pulls the angle � towards the rear direction�
This is equivalent to large values of yDA � This is indeed visible in the resolution
plot of the y

DA
where the low generated values of y are reconstructed at high

reconstructed values y
DA

�
The reconstruction of x is most accurate for the double�angle� MIX and y�

methods� All these methods are decreasingly accurate for higher values of x in this
region of phase space�

In �gure 	��	 the same resolution plots are shown� but now with all selection
�lters imposed� Although many events are rejected� the resolution of the remaining
sample is much better compared to the complete sample� The typical resolution of
Q�
DA is ��$� independent of Q�

DA� The relative resolution in xDA varies smoothly
with xDA� and is ��$ for xDA � ����� ��$ for xDA � ����� and ��$ for xDA �
����� Where the smearing model and the full simulation overlap� the results are in
agreement�

��� Summary

In this chapter we presented the reconstruction of the kinematic variables for inclu�
sive neutral current ep scattering� Via introduction of F and �� the quantities that
describe the hadron �ow� together with the �nal state electron energy and angle� six
reconstruction methods for x and Q� are possible� Two of them� the electron and
Jacquet�Blondel method� have been proposed and used earlier� Of the novel meth�
ods� the one that uses the electron and hadron angles only �double�angle method�
is very promising� We showed that the success of the double angle reconstruction
is also due to the fact that the hadron angle � is stable against energy losses in
the direction of the jet� Since x is reconstructed from the relation Q� � sxy� the
methods can also be combined� and all in all �ve methods were discussed in detail�

The methods were tested and compared with Monte Carlo simulation in the
high Q� region with a simple smearing model and with the full ZEUS detector
simulation in the low Q� region� The new methods� especially the double�angle�
method� show a marked increase in accuracy when compared to the conventional
methods� in particular in the low y region whereas in the high y region comparable
results are obtained�
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DIS data selection

Only very few of the huge number of triggers that were recorded during the initial
running periods in ���� actually correspond to genuine neutral current DIS events�
For these events the electron is de�ected through the interaction with the proton
such that it strikes the calorimeter and deposits its energy there� The bulk of
triggers� however� are due to of background events of various types which have to
be recognized and removed from the sample�

In this chapter the general selection procedure is described� A short summary
of the ZEUS on�line trigger system is given� The de�nition of the Data Summary
Tape �DST�� used to store the results of the �rst step in o��line data reduction� is
discussed�

Further background rejection on the DST sample� as well as the requirements
to improve the accuracy of the kinematic reconstruction of the DIS events� are
discussed at length� The reduction factors of the various selections are listed� Finally
an estimate of the remaining background in the sample is given�

��� Selection procedure

The selection of gold plated neutral current events� is formulated in terms of a
number of criteria for recognizing and rejecting background events� To this end
we catalogue the various backgrounds and discuss signatures for recognizing each
category�

The �rst requirement is simply that all components of the ZEUS detector which
are used in the analysis are active and functioning� Events which were recorded
when this requirement was not ful�lled were rejected and the luminosity was cor�
rected accordingly�

The second requirement� most obvious but di�cult to achieve� is to actually
select colliding�beam interactions� that is� interactions between a ���� GeV electron
and a ��� GeV proton� The non
colliding beam interactions give rise to the highest

�	
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rates in the ZEUS detector� In particular� the cross section for collisions between
protons of ��� GeV and restgas molecules in the beampipe is huge� The rate of
this type of interactions is estimated to be approximately ��� kHz�m� The spray
of particles that is produced during these proton�gas interactions� or products from
secondary interactions with accelerator elements such as magnets and collimators�
can enter the calorimeter and deposit energy� thereby producing a trigger signal� It
is important to recognize the beam�gas interactions in order to remove them from
the sample� In general� the proton�gas interactions occur all along the proton beam�
line� but the signatures in the detector depend on their vertices� First� the particles
emanating from proton�gas interactions that have the vertex downstream �positive
z position� of the main detector do not enter the calorimeter and apart from the
fact that they reduce the proton beam life time� are completely harmless� Second�
the interactions can occur inside the detector� Those background events can deposit
a large amount of energy in the forward calorimeter FCAL� in the direction of the
incident proton� whereas the rear part� RCAL� remains empty� This type of events
is recognized with the help of energy�momentum conservation� The event is rejected
if the visible momentum is inconsistent with DIS �see section 
�
�
�� The third class
of proton�gas interactions occurs upstream of the detector and the spray of particles
can hit both the RCAL and the FCAL� Monte Carlo studies show ���� that beam�
gas interactions with vertices up to z � O����� m� are visible in the calorimeter�
The total rate seen in the detector is of the order of O��� kHz�� approximately �ve
orders of magnitude larger than the rate for beam�beam collisions� This large class
of proton�gas interactions is rejected with the beam monitor time counter C� and
the calorimeter timing information� The vetowall is also used to reject this type of
background�

A source of the electron beam induced background is the collinear synchrotron
radiation from the electrons� However� most of this type of radiation occurs at large
curvature of the HERA ring� far away from the experiments� Shielding with a set
of masks and collimators in the electron beam reduces the remaining fraction of
this type of background considerably� The electrons can also collide with nuclei of
remaining rest�gas in the beampipe� The collisions of such background events are
analogous to the �xed target events with s � ���� GeV� and need to be rejected�
This type of background events is especially dangerous when they occur inside the
main detector close to the nominal event vertex� When the electron is de�ected
such that it enters the main detector� the signatures of these events are di�cult
to distinguish from nominal DIS events� However� the rate of these electron�gas
events can be estimated with the electron pilot bunches� and proved to be small
�see section 
����

Separate classes of non�colliding beam background are the cosmic muon and
beam halo muon events� They are discussed in section 
�����

Requirement three� applied after rejecting beam�gas background� has the pur�
pose of recognizing other than neutral current DIS events� Most important is the
background from photo
production� Here the electron scatters only little during
the interaction and disappears down the beampipe� The background originates
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from the fact that occasionally the electron �nding algorithm wrongly identi�es a
scattered electron in the hadronic activity of the event� Although this happens
rarely� the total cross section for photoproduction as measured by ZEUS �
�� is
��	����	� 
b� approximately ��� ���� times the anticipated cross section for DIS
events with Q� � �� GeV�� and hence photoproduction background is a serious
problem� Most of the photoproduction events are rejected by selecting only the
events in which the �nal state electron is identi�ed� Also momentum conservation
is used to reject this type of events� But� as it turns out� this type of events even
contaminates the �nal sample of DIS events and the amount has to be estimated
�section 
����

After the selection of DIS neutral current events� the kinematics has to be recon�
structed reliably� For this the electron has to be well contained in the calorimeter�
for which a �ducial cut around the beampipe is de�ned and applied� Also at very
low values of yh� the noise of the calorimeter cells dominates hadronic signal� and
a cut on the value of the estimator of y� y

JB
� is applied� These last types of �lter

reduce phase space and statistics of the sample but the quality of the measurable
quantities increases so that the structure function can be determined reliably�

��� Trigger� event reconstruction and DST

����� On�line trigger setup

The data were accumulated with the ZEUS on�line trigger system� The trigger sys�
tem aims at a rejection factor of ��� while maintaining full e�ciency for DIS events
and other interesting physics events� The design ZEUS trigger system operates on
three levels� that reduce the beam crossing rates ���MHz� to accepted trigger rates
of � kHz� ���Hz and � Hz respectively �
�� ��� ��� ���� Besides triggers induced by
tuned selection algorithms� each trigger level accepts scaled down random triggers
for test purposes�

� First Level Trigger �FLT For each beam crossing a FLT decision is made�
The analogue signals of the components are pipelined to allow a trigger de�
cision time of 
�
� 
s� For the ���� runs the calorimeter and C��counter
were used for the FLT� For the FLT the calorimeter was divided into 

�
non�overlapping trigger towers for both the EMC and HAC sections� Each
trigger tower was typically formed by a pair of adjacent cells� Whenever the
energy deposit in one of the towers exceeded a programmable threshold� listed
in table 
��� a FLT�accept was issued� The thresholds generally decrease with
increasing distance to the beampipe� The C� counter was used to veto trig�
gers that were inconsistent with the beam arrival times� The experimental
dead�time due to trigger and read�out was less than ���$�

� Second Level Trigger �SLT The SLT has acces to the digitized data�
which implies that the calculations on the SLT are more precise compared to
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CAL section Number of EMC HAC
towers thres thres

FCAL beampipe 
 �� ��
inner �� �� ��
outer �� �� ��

RCAL beampipe 
 �� ���
other ��� � �

BCAL ��
 ��� �

Table ��
� The calorimeter FLT thresholds in units of GeV� The thresholds and

the number of towers with that threshold are listed� The CAL is divided into

towers next to the beampipe �beampipe�� a ring surrounding them �inner��

and the remaining towers �outer��

the FLT� For the calorimeter SLT� timing information is available� In ����� the
SLT was commissioned and tested for the most part� although a rejection of
background events based on the timing information was implemented towards
the end of the running period� A detailed discussion of background event
rejection using the time information of the CAL is given in section 
�
���

��

� Third Level Trigger �TLT The TLT has access to the full data of all
components� The TLT rejected clear spark� events� A discussion of these
spark� events follows� The rejection using the timing information of the CAL
was tightened� Several algorithms were implemented to reject cosmic muon
events and beam halo muons� The events that were accepted by the TLT
decision� were written to tape�

In the fall period of ����� a total of 
�� � ��� triggers were recorded on tape�

����� Event reconstruction

The ZEus PHYsics Reconstruction program �ZEPHYR� organizes the raw data into
ADAMO ���� data structures with ZEBRAmemory management for further analysis�
In a �rst phase� ZEPHYR reconstructs the calibrated energies and track segments
for each detector component separately�

In the calorimeter �rst phase event reconstruction� the variations of the PMT
gains are repaired using the UNO �uranium noise� signals� During the running
period� the UNO signal is measured regularly� The variation of the the latest
measurement of the UNO ImeasUNO from the nominal UNO current InomUNO is used to
correct the PMT raw energy� The calibrated energy of each calorimeter cell is
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obtained by adding the corrected energies of the two corresponding PMT�s�

Ecell �
InomUNO

ImeasUNO

EPMT �left� �
InomUNO

ImeasUNO

EPMT �right� �
���

For each cell the energy imbalance is determined as the di�erence of the two cali�
brated PMT energies� The requirement on the minimum energy of the cell in order
to remove noise� described previously in equation ���� is applied at this stage�

Since each cell in the calorimeter is read�out by two PMT�s� the system provides
some redundancy� If one of the PMT signals is lacking� due to failure of the front
end electronics� a correction is made� The cell energy is then obtained by doubling
the PMT energy of the remaining PMT� and the imbalance is set to zero� The
number of these bad� channels is required to be below ���$ of the total number of
PMT�s� For a larger fraction of bad� channels� access to the detector was made to
repair the front end electronics� The probability that both PMT�s of one cell fail�
which means a hole� in the detector� was very small �� ���$��

Also o�sets in the measured time of the cells are included o��line� We discuss
the calorimeter timing in detail in section 
�
���

For the CTD and vertex detector� ZEPHYR identi�ed in the �rst phase track
segments from the calibrated hits� The track reconstruction code is able to �nd
tracks using standard techniques of seed �nding� pattern recognition and track
�tting� At least four hits were required to create a track� The e�ciency of track
�nding was shown to be high in the region of good acceptance�

In subsequent phases the information of detector components are connected
to identify global quantities� The global track matching extrapolates the track
segments of the CTD� vertex detector and muon chamber over the sub�detector
boundaries� and matches the track segments to each other� The global tracks are
used to identify the position of the event vertex� The information of the tracking
devices and the calorimeter are connected� In the calorimeter� calorimeter cluster
algorithms merge cells to identify single particle� showers� It is also aimed to merge
fragmentation results of single partons in global clustering algorithms� These jets
play an important role in the global event reconstruction�

The ultimate aim of the event reconstruction is to reconstruct the 
�vectors
of the produced particles in the interactions� Due to limited information of the
tracking devices in ����� and the complicated structure of the ep collisions� this
goal was not fully reached� However� this did not prevent an accurate measurement
of inclusive ep scattering� as will be shown in this and the following chapters�

����� Data Summary Tape

After full reconstruction of the recorded events� a Data Summary Tape �DST� is
created for each physics analysis at ZEUS� The physics groups supply appropriate
routines that �ag the interesting events �additionally� events are �agged for testing
purposes i�e� scaled down triggers etc�� All events that are �agged by at least one
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of the groups de�ne the DST� The aim of this �lter stage is to reduce the recorded
sample by a large fraction via rejection of the de�nitely non�interesting triggers�

The DST for the NC structure function group ��	� selected approximately ���$
of the recorded triggers� It resulted from the following tests on the events�

� Trigger bit� The characteristic of NC is that the �nal state electron enters
the CAL and deposit its energy in the EMC section� Therefore the event had
to be triggered by either the RCAL�EMC� or the BCAL�EMC� trigger on the
�rst level� Events that were triggered by the FCAL only� were rejected�

� Minimum energy� It was required that the calorimeter parts contain a cer�
tain minimal amount of �calibrated� energy� For the BCAL�EMC� triggers
the energy should be EBCAL�EMC� 	 � GeV� and for the RCAL�EMC� trig�
gers ERCAL�EMC� 	 � GeV� If both sections �red only one of the minimum
energy conditions had to be ful�lled�

� Timing� The requirement on the calorimeter timing� as mentioned in the
discussion of the on�line trigger� is tightened again� Also the beam monitor
counter C� is checked again�

� Muons� Clearly identi�ed muons in a calorimeter section were rejected�

After this �lter stage� the DIS DST sample contained ���
�� events �approx�
imately � 
b� for the fall ���� period� They were subjected to detailed o��line
analysis�

��� Monte Carlo simulation

The complete chain between the ep collisions and reconstruction of the events is
duplicated in Monte Carlo simulation programs� These are indispensable for a cor�
rect understanding of the detector response and background events� The simulated
events are used to understand the background events and to correct the data for
acceptance and detector smearing� Event generators produce four�vectors accord�

HERA

Event
generator

collider

ZEUS

ZEUS 
detector

Event
reconstruc-

tiontrigger

trigger
3 level

simulation simulation

physics
analysis

programs
display

Figure ��
� Overview of the data and simulation chain�

ing to the desired type of ep scattering� The four�vectors are fed into the GEANT
based� ZEUS Monte Carlo simulation program� It provides an accurate descrip�
tion of the complete ZEUS experiment� which include a detailed con�guration of all
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sub�detectors with both active and dead material� and it simulates the response and
read�out on the deepest level possible� The simulation of the sub�detectors took into
account their status in ����� For the calorimeter� the shower routines were adapted
and modi�ed such that the results of the ZEUS test data were reproduced by the
simulation� The calorimeter simulation also includes the uranium and electronic
noise� An overview of the data and simulation chain is presented in �gure 
���

In principle� the output of this simulation program is indistinguishable from the
data and is processed by the next module� the one that simulates the ZEUS trigger
system� Here the Monte Carlo events that would have been rejected by the trigger
system are identi�ed and marked�

The ZEUS simulation software provides a complete and realistic sample of DIS
events with a desired structure function parametrization� including radiative e�ects�
It also provides samples of background events� Both the data and the simulated
events can be examined and compared with help of display programs� For ZEUS�
the two�dimensional LAZE ��
� �see for example �gure 
��	� and three�dimensional
GAZE ���� �see �gure 
���� display program were developed�

��� Background rejection

A number of algorithms have been developed to recognize background events� The
most important ingredients used were recognition of apparatus failure� calorimeter
timing� conservation of four�momentum and presence of an electron� They will be
discussed here�

����� Apparatus failure

In the �rst year of data taking� not all of the ZEUS subdetectors were always op�
erational� For inclusive DIS measurement functioning of the central drift chamber�
the calorimeter� the magnet and the luminosity system is essential� For each run
the status of the subdetectors was examined� The CTD should be at full high volt�
age� the magnet should be switched on� the calorimeter had to be operational and
luminosity information had to be available� Triggers that were recorded while these
requirements were not ful�lled were excluded from the sample� The luminosity
recorded during these periods of detector failure was then also removed�

During the fall period the DST event selection rate went up drastically for
some runs due to some overe�cient �hot�� readout trigger channels in the BCAL�
The reason for this was that occasionally the calorimeter photo�multipliers su�ered
sudden discharges between the �increasing� static charge on the PMT and PMT
shielding� These sparks� occur mostly in the BCAL�EMC section� The discharge
induces a large signal in the a�ected PMT that is interpreted as an energy deposit�
This &energy' is then large enough to ful�ll the trigger requirements� In the RCAL
and FCAL sections this e�ect was anticipated and the shielding was put on high
voltage to avoid such discharges� Spark events are characterized by a large energy
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imbalance of a calorimeter cell� because only one of the two cell�PMT�s discharge�
while all other calorimeter cells remained empty� The spark events are not beam
correlated and occur random in time� Spark events are easily recognized and spark�
rejection algorithms were implemented in the trigger �the TLT as well as the SLT�
in the latter part of the running period�

����� Timing

Besides the energy deposit itself� the time the particle enters the calorimeter cell
is extracted from the pulse of the PMT� The resolution of this timing measure�
ment improves with increasing energy deposit as ��t� � ��� � �����

p
E ps� which

translates to approximately one nanosecond for a few GeV� Time o�sets on the
individual PMT�s are adjusted such that for interactions originating from the nom�
inal interaction point and at the nominal bunch crossing time� the calorimeter cell
time equals zero� These o�sets are determined through a combination of laser runs�
charge injection runs and geometrical considerations� During the running period
they are constantly monitored and adjusted if necessary�

The PMT time is used to construct a time of the global sections of the calorimeter
�the R#B#FCAL� by calculating an energy weighted average of the individual PMT�s
in the corresponding sections� This is done at the trigger level already� but in the
o��line selection �lter the most stringent PMT time weight calculation is made�

tR�B�FCAL �

P
iPMT �R�B�FCAL�

wi tiP
iPMT �R�B�FCAL�

wi
�

wi � min fEPMT � � GeVg �
wi � ��� GeV�

�
���

with the additional requirement that at least two PMT�s contribute to the time
measurement� Events that do not satisfy this requirement do not have a time
measurement in that particular calorimeter section�

In contrast to the FCAL� the energy deposit in the RCAL from an upstream
proton�gas interaction occur early compared to the interactions originating from
the z � � vertex� The time di�erence equals two times the distance traveled from
z � � to the RCAL� approximately �� ns� and is well measured� However� this
picture is somewhat complicated by the size of the proton bunch length �the size of
the electron bunch length can be neglected�� The proton bunch length broadens the
time distribution of the particles that enter in the FCAL� For ep�interactions the
time width of the RCAL is insensitive to the proton bunch length since it depends
on the electron bunch length only� But for upstream proton�gas interactions both
the FCAL and RCAL time distributions are a�ected by the proton bunch length�
This can be seen in �gure 
��� where we plot tRCAL versus tFCAL � tRCAL for
the DST accepted events� The two peaks separate clearly between events that
occurred upstream and inside the detector� The peak located at the origin �tRCAL �
�� tFCAL � tRCAL � �� of the graph represents the ep interactions� The signal of
the ep�interactions is tilted compared to the upstream proton�gas interactions due
to the di�erent e�ects of the proton bunch length in ep�interactions for tRCAL
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Figure ���� The calorimeter time distribution� In the left plot� the interactions

with upstream vertices are clearly separated from the interactions with vertices

inside the main detector� In the right plot� the RCAL time distribution for the

DST sample is drawn� denoted with a dotted line� The histogram represents

events that pass all� except timing� selection �lters� The cut values on tRCAL
are denoted with lines�

and tFCAL � tRCAL� It should be noted that the distribution of the proton�gas
interactions is already reduced considerably by the �somewhat looser� timing cuts
performed at the trigger level�

A second complication to the timing distributions are the run to run di�erences
of the HERA proton and electron bunch crossing times� This time di�erence is due
to a shift of the bunch position with respect to the HERA machine RF� The electron
and proton bunch o�sets are measured with the C� beam counter monitor for each
run� The o�sets can therefore not be corrected on�line� In the o��line analysis
a run�dependent time�o�set for the three calorimeter sections is made� Because
the FCAL�time is sensitive to the proton arrival time� the o�set for tFCAL equals
the proton arrival time� For the tRCAL the o�set of the electron arrival time is
incorporated� The BCAL is a�ected by both and tBCAL is shifted by the average
of the two�

Events were rejected if they have a time measurement in a calorimeter section
and correspondingly�

j tFCAL j � � ns� �
�	�
j tRCAL j � � ns�

j tFCAL � tRCAL j � � ns�

Timing was not simulated in the ZEUS Monte Carlo� Hence acceptance corrections
are not made for lost ep�events that occur inside the main detector� The fraction
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Figure ��� The ��distribution for DIS events� In the �gure the correlation

between � and the radiated photon energy E� is plotted�

of wrongly rejected events is estimated from a Gaussian �t of the events inside the
main detector� The tail of the �tted Gaussian� cut by the time �lter� contains only
a fraction of � ���� of the accepted events�

The BCAL time is used to reduce cosmic muon events� For this purpose we split
the BCAL into an upper and lower half and we compute the times separately� A
time�di�erence between the two halves signals cosmic muon events that penetrate
the detector from above or below� We then rejected the events for which�

� �� � tBCAL � �� ns � j tBCAL�up�� tBCAL�down� j � �� ns� �
�
�

����� The vetowall

The vetowall signals particles that enter the detector from the upstream direction�
If a coincidence of the inner and outer vetowall counters is measured� a particle
has penetrated through the vetowall which signals beam gas events� These events
were removed from the sample� There was a large overlap between the events that
were rejected with the vetowall signal and the events failing the requirement on the
timing of the calorimeter�

����� Momentum conservation

An important property of the ZEUS detector� is its almost complete hermetic en�
closure with respect to both electromagnetic and hadronic energy deposit� Never�
theless� for DIS a large fraction of the proton remnant energy is lost in the forward
beampipe� Hence the visible energy or longitudinal momentum are not conserved
separately� But the e�ect of energy loss in the forward direction can be minimized
by taking the di�erence of the energy and longitudinal momentum� We de�ne  as
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Figure ���� The ��distribution for photoproduction events compared with DIS�

The dashed histogram shows the distribution for photoproduction events be�

fore any cut is applied� In the solid histogram the events are shown which

survive the electron identi�cation algorithm �EF�� see the next section� with

Ee � � GeV� The solid line is the DIS MC sample and the events in the shaded

histogram survive the electron �nding algorithm�

this di�erence�

  E � Pz �
X
i

Ei��� cos �i�� �
���

where the sum runs over all calorimeter cells and �i is the angle with respect to the
incoming proton� For an absolutely hermetic detector�  should equal two times the
energy of the electron beam� �A� as can be deduced from the conservation laws of
E and Pz� Particles lost in the beampipe in the proton direction contribute only
little to  since �i is small for them� in particular�  is very insensitive to the proton
remnant which clusters around the proton beam direction�

Since  is a global quantity it is independent of any electron �nding routine�
For DIS however� where the scattered electron is recognized� the sum over the
calorimeter�cells can be split into cells which belong to the electron and cells which
belong to the hadronic �nal state� We can rewrite � using the formulae of sec�
tion 	�
��� as a sum of contributions from the electron and hadron �ow�

 � elec � hadron � �A���"y�� "y � yelec � y
JB
� �
���
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Hence�  measures the di�erence in y of the electron and hadron system� To reject
ill�contained DIS events or background events we required

	� �  � �� GeV� �
���

In general� QED radiation from the electron spoils the equality of the kinematic
variables for the electron and hadron system� This cut on  is therefore a very
powerful tool to remove hard initial state radiation ����� because  is reduced by
any energetic loss down the beampipe in the electron direction� Thus� for DIS
events with emission of hard photons collinear with the initial electron �ISR� that
disappear in the beampipe�  is lowered�

ISRmeas � ��A� E��� �
���

In �gure 
�	 we plot the correlation between  and the photon energy� deduced
from the MC simulation� The sharp correlation between the low values of  and
hard photon radiation is entirely due to ISR where the photon disappears down the
beampipe� The hard photon radiation that does not alter the value of  appreciably�
originates from �nal state radiation� The selection requirement  � 	� GeV is
equivalent to a cut on the unobserved photon of EISR

� � � GeV� We have explained
the importance of this cut in section ����

Secondly� a cut on  is utilized to reduce the photoproduction background� For
these events the value of  is lower� because the scattered electron remains unde�
tected in the rear beampipe� In �gure 
�
 the  distribution for photoproduction
MC events is compared with DIS MC� Most of the photoproduction is removed by
the requirement that an electron be found �see the next section�� The majority of
remaining events are rejected with  � 	� GeV�

The third type of unwanted events that are rejected with the cut on  are the
proton beam�gas events that have the vertex inside the main detector� They deposit
energy in the forward direction only� and are also characterized by low values of �

In �gure 
�� we show the �distribution for the data� Besides the full DST and
the DST after applying timing cuts� the  distributions for two electron �nding
algorithms� discussed in the next section� are shown� The peak at �A� containing
DIS� is clearly visible and is more pronounced after a �nal state electron is required�
Note that we used a logarithmic scale here� Beam�gas events populate the histogram
at very low values of �

����� Electron 
nding

A neutral current DIS event is primarily characterized by a scattered electron in the
detector� For high Q��events the high energetic electron�signal in both the tracking
devices and the calorimeter is very clear and separated in space from the hadronic
activity� The electron �nding algorithms are therefore very e�cient for this part
of phase space� However� for low�x events �with high values of y� the scattered
electron is less energetic and a possible overlap between the generally broad current
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Figure ���� The ��distribution for data� In the open histogram the distribution

on the DST level is drawn� The light hatched histogram is the � distribution

for the events that pass the timing criteria� We also plot the � distribution

for events in which a �nal state electron is identi�ed� Two electron �nding

algorithms are used� EF� and EF�� that show a di	erent distribution at low

values of �� which is the region that is dominated by photoproduction and

beam�gas events� The electron �nding algorithms will be discussed in the next

section�

jet and the electron signal can occur� which makes the identi�cation more di�cult�
Because electron identi�cation is further complicated by photoproduction events�
we use in this analysis two algorithms� which we call EF� and EF��

The two electron identi�cation algorithms are based on calorimeter information
only� The electron produces a shallow and narrow� pure electromagnetic shower in
the EMC section� generally distant from other energy deposits� The calorimeter is
unable to distinguish between electrons� positrons and photons� but these can be
disentangled with information from the tracking devices� Hadrons� such as pions�
generally deposit energy in the HAC sections of the CAL and are spread lateraly�
whereas �minimum ionizing� muons deposit a small amount of energy and the pulse
height is proportional to the traversed CAL depth� Therefore the calorimeter is
searched for EMC cells that have EEMC � � GeV� These cells are de�ned to be
the seed� cells for further electron identi�cation� Various cones around the seed
cell are constructed and the purpose of the cones is to measure the probability that
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Cell type Cone EF� cone �mrad� EF� cone �mrad�

EMC inner ��� ���
EMC outer 
�� 	��
HAC� inner 	�� ���
HAC� outer ��� 
��
HAC� inner 	�� ���
HAC� outer ��� 
��

Table ���� Table of the cone sizes used for the EF� and EF� electron �nding

algorithms� For an explanation� see text�

the energy deposit originated from the impact of an electron� If so� in addition the
cones are used to obtain all calorimeter cells that acquired energy from the electron�

For this purpose� the calorimeter was mapped onto a sphere� Only seed cells
with the highest energy are kept when the seed cells are adjacent or less than ���

apart� The energy imbalance of the seed cell is used to reject spark�cells in the
event� The unnormalized probability or quality�factor�� that indicates whether the
seed cell is hit by an electron or hadron c�q� muon� is the product of probabilities
that are de�ned by the energy distribution in the cones� The following combinations
of cones are used to de�ne these probabilities�

� Energy weighted radius of the EMC�inner� cone�

� Ratio EMC�outer�#EMC�inner� cones�

� Ratio HAC��inner�#EMC�inner� cones�

� Energy in HAC��outer� cone�

� Ratio HAC��inner�#EMC�inner� cones�

� Energy in HAC��outer� cone�

with the values of the cone�angles given in table 
�� for the two algorithms� The
reason to use two concentric cones with di�erent radii in the determination of the
quality�factor is because the electron�signal is narrow compared to the hadron signal�
Therefore the di�erence of energy contained in the inner and outer cones cannot be
too large for electrons� In fact this implies that the electron signal is isolated� the
degree of isolation being determined by the opening angle of the outer cone�

The value of the quality�factor was used to discriminate between incident elec�
trons and hadrons or muons�

The energy deposit is said to have originated from an electron if it passes a
certain cut on the quality�factor�� The cut on the quality�factor is determined

�In fact� the EF� algorithm in addition required that the number of cells that belong to the
electron is not too big and that the ratio of HAC to total energy is small�
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from both calorimeter testbeam data� recorded at CERN �
�� 
��� and Monte Carlo
samples�

The cells that belong to the electron are subsequently de�ned as all cells that lie
inside the corresponding cones �EMC�inner��EMC�outer��HAC��inner�� HAC�
�inner��� and the energy of the electron is de�ned to be the accumulated energies of
these cones� If more electrons were found in a single event� the one with the highest
quality�factor for EF� and the one with highest pT for EF� was de�ned to be the
scattered beam electron�

Due to the di�erent sizes of the cones the two algorithms are complementary
with respect to the e�ciency and purity of the identi�ed electron sample� We de�ne
these quantities for MC events as�

E�ciency � dN �correctly identi�ed�
dN �generated� with FLT trigger�

�
���

Purity �
dN �correctly identi�ed�

dN �identi�ed�

and the argument with FLT trigger� indicates that the event is triggered by the
First Level Trigger simulation� Figure 
�� shows the e�ciencies for the two electron
�nding algorithms for DIS events� generated with HERACLES and ARIADNE as
functions of the generated electron energy and angle� as well as Q�

h and xh� To
remove the hard initial state radiation� we required that  � 	� GeV� For both
�nders� the low energy electrons are problematic to select� as is seen in �gure 
��a�
The EF���nder is more e�cient in this low Ee region� This is at the same time
the region of high y values� where the hadronic activity is close to the scattered
beam electron� The cone sizes of the EF���nder are smaller and hence the isolation
criterion� that is mentioned before� is easier to ful�ll in this region� Both �nders
show the same behaviour as a function of polar angle � ��gure 
��b�� The e�ciencies
as a function of the kinematic variables xh and Q�

h are shown in �gure 
��c and

��d� At very low values of xh the electron �nding algorithms e�ciency decreases�
especially for EF�� whereas the e�ciency is �at as function of Q�

h�

The purities for both electron �nding algorithms are comparable and close to one
when applied to DIS Monte Carlo events� To study purity it is therefore more mean�
ingful to investigate the number of �wrongly� recognized electrons in the hadronic
activity of photoproduction Monte Carlo events� As it turns out� the EF� algorithm
�nds fewer electrons in this sample� This is explained by the fact that the cones
of EF� are bigger than those of EF� and the electromagnetic cluster� if existent at
all in the hadronic activity� has to be more isolated to be de�ned as originating
from an electron� Therefore EF� has a somewhat higher purity� This can also be
observed in the  distribution of the data� �gure 
�� of the previous section� where
EF� �nds less electrons than EF� in the photoproduction region  � 	� GeV� We
postpone a detailed discussion of the remaining photoproduction in the sample after
all selection cuts are applied to the end of this chapter�

As mentioned above� the e�ciency of the electron identi�cation decreases for
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Figure ���� E�ciencies for the two electron �nding algorithms EF� �open boxes�

and EF� �closed circles�� In these plots we imposed a the requirement � � �

GeV� In �a� the e�ciency is shown as a function of the generated electron

energy Ee� in �b� as a function of the generated 	e� The e�ciency as function

of log�Q�
h� and log�xh� is plotted in �c� and �d� respectively�

low electron energy� We therefore require that

Ee � � GeV� �
����

for both algorithms� This cut on Ee also increases the purity of the electron sample�

��� Reconstruction accuracy improvements

In the main part of the analysis� we reconstruct �x�Q�� with the double angle
method� This brought about a large e�ort to reconstruct the vertex of the event
and impact point of the scattered electron as accurately as possible�
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Figure ���� Resolution of the scattered electron in 	 and � The vertex recon�

struction is assumed to be perfect�

����� Electron position reconstruction and box cut

Only information from the calorimeter is used to reconstruct the impact position
of the scattered electron� Of all the electrons that enter the calorimeter� approxi�
mately �$ impact either the BCAL or FCAL� the remaining ��$ the RCAL� Impact
position reconstruction in the RCAL is therefore of special importance� where the
cell�sizes are ����� cm� in the x and y direction respectively� In the determination
of x we use the energy deposit in each of the two PMT�s� Eleft and Eright� Cell
energy�sharing of the cell with highest deposit energy Ehighest and neighbouring
cell Eneighbour is used for the position reconstruction in y� The functions

ximpact � X

�
Eleft �Eright

Eleft �Eright

�
�
����

yimpact � Y

�
Eneighbour

Ehighest � Eneighbour

�

depend on the transverse and longitudinal electromagnetic shower shapes� The
functions ximpact and yimpact are tuned with the CERN test beam data� Since the
con�guration of dead material in front of the calorimeter is not precisely known�
determination of these functions in the ZEUS environment from Monte Carlo data
is di�cult� The functions for the impact position were therefore tuned with the
HES� 	 � 	 cm� silicon diodes at a depth of 	�	 X�� that is installed in part of the
RCAL� In ���� the HES was installed in � RCAL modules only� The comparison of
the HES position and the reconstructed CAL position gives a resolution of about
��� cm in x and ��
 to ��� cm in y�

We show the resolution of the generated and reconstructed polar and azimuthal
angles for DIS Monte Carlo events in �gure 
��� We included no vertex position
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Figure ����Motivation for the box�cut� The top two �gures show the fractional

energy leakage 
 � Erec�Egen as function of the generated impact positions

x and y respectively� Below the same for the di	erence between the recon�

structed and generated azimuthal �	 � 	rec � 	gen�

uncertainty in this plot� The resolution in � is ���� � ���o without bias whereas
���� � ���o with a bias of ���o� The larger resolution and bias in � is consistent
with the magnetic �eld of ��� Tesla�

If the impact point is close to the beampipe� a fraction of the electron energy is
lost through leakage� The shower is not fully contained in the uranium calorimeter�
In the top half of �gure 
�� the leakage factor ��Erec�Egen is drawn as a function
of x and y respectively for the cells immediately surrounding the beampipe� Note
that in x the scan from �� to �� cm covers only a half EMC cell� whereas the scan in
y covers the complete EMC cell� Below �� cm the energy leakage increases rapidly
for both x and y�

The reconstruction of the polar angle � in these regions is plotted in the same
�gure� lower half� The reconstruction of x� as given in equation 
���� is not very
sensitive to the energy leakage because it does not use information from cells other
than the one with highest energy� The resolution of � is fairly constant as function
of x� As stated in formula 
���� neighbouring cells supply the information to re�
construct y� Since the neighbouring cells are lacking for the cells adjacent to the
beampipe� the reconstruction in y becomes worse in this region� In fact� for elec�
trons that enter the cells adjacent to the beampipe in the y direction� the impact y
position is put at the center of the cell for ygen � �� cm� Hence the angle resolution
decreases linearly in y from the cell center to the edge of the beampipe for these
cells�

To circumvent the large energy leakages and poor determination of the angle
of the scattered electron� we made a symmetric �ducial cut around the RCAL
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Figure ���� The acceptance as function of z�vertex� In the �gure both the

acceptance for the calorimeter FLT and the acceptance for the �nal selection

is drawn� The DIS Monte Carlo is generated with Q�
l � � GeV�� The FCAL

is towards the left side� the RCAL towards the right side�

beampipe� The motivation for this �ducial beampipe cut is further justi�ed by the
fact that the amount of dead material in front of the RCAL is very high in this region
�see also �gure ���	�� and a slight mismatch between the amount of dead material
simulated in the Monte Carlo and in the ZEUS detector causes large di�erences in
energy and position determination for data and Monte Carlo� We therefore chose
the �ducial cut�

jxj � �� cm � jyj � �� cm �
����

����� Vertex determination

It is important to measure the position of the event vertex� not only because it
in�uences the angles of the emanating particles and hence the reconstruction of
�x�Q��� but also because it in�uences the acceptance of DIS events� The acceptance
dependence of Monte Carlo DIS events as function of the generated vertex is shown
in �gure 
��� Both the acceptance of the calorimeter �rst Level Trigger �CAL
FLT� and the acceptance of the complete set of selection �lters are shown� Due
to the cross�section propagator term� the events with low values for Q� or small
electron scattering angles occur most frequently� This implies that the CAL FLT
acceptance for DIS events �generated with Q�

l � 
 GeV� drops for vertices towards
the RCAL� because there the electrons with small scattering angles are more likely
to disappear in the beampipe� After all selections are imposed� the acceptance for
DIS events changes approximately with �$ for a change in the z�vertex position of

 cm� Therefore the Monte Carlo z�vertex distribution� with which corrections for
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acceptance are made� should correspond closely to the z�vertex distribution of the
data�

For events that leave tracks in the tracking devices� the event vertex position
can be reconstructed using this information� During the ���� running period� the
central tracking device �CTD� was instrumented only partially� only superlayers
one� three and �ve were instrumented with z by timing readout electronics �see
section ��	�� The vertex detector was fully equipped� The individual hits from both
the CTD and vertex detector are �tted to obtain tracks� The well reconstructed
tracks� obtained with a ���cut on the tracks� were then used to �t the z�position of
the vertex� Also on this vertex �t a requirement on the quality is made� The ��vertex
is required to be ��vertex � ��� In addition the number of tracks that participate
in the vertex��t should be two or more� For events that have a reconstructed
vertex� the resulting resolution of the vertex z�position is approximately 
�� cm�
The e�ciency of �nding a vertex from tacking information is given in the �rst row
of table 
�	 for the data and the DIS Monte Carlo�

Data �Q�
DA � �� GeV� DIS MC �Q�

DA � �� GeV�

Tracking vertex ���
$ ����	 $� ���	$ ����� $�
CAL time vertex ���$ ���	 $� 	��$ �	�� $�

No vertex 	��$ ���
 $� ���$ ���� $�

Table ��� The e�ciencies for �nding an event vertex from tracking information

and timing� In the left column the data and in the right column the DIS Monte

Carlo e�ciencies are listed� both after having imposed the �nal selection cuts�

In parentheses the e�ciencies with the additional restriction that Q�
DA � 
�

GeV�

The z�position of the vertex can not be reconstructed with the tracking devices
for all accepted DIS events� The probability that charged particles cross the active
volume of the tracking device changes with the kinematics of the event� For example�
the �nal state electron hits the �rst superlayer of the CTD only when � � ���o�
which corresponds to Q� � �� GeV� �at low values of y� see the isolines��plot 	��b��
The particles of the hadron �ow have an decreased probability of passing the CTD
at low values of the hadron angle �� as the jet points in the direction close to the
FCAL beampipe� Hence especially at low values of y the e�ciency of �nding a
tracking vertex is low�

For the events that do not have a tracking vertex� the calorimeter timing infor�
mation is used to obtain the event vertex� The time information of the calorimeter
PMT�s is already used to reject proton beam�gas events but can be utilized even
further to determine the vertex position� As mentioned� the electron interacts with
a proton at the center of the proton bunch at z � � in the nominal case� In this case
the emanating particles from the collision arrive at the calorimeter at time t � �
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Figure ��
�� Schematic view of the detector with the electron and proton

bunches� The ep interaction can take place in di	erent depths in the pro�

ton bunch� In this case the interaction occurs at t � �L�c � �� before both

bunch�centers arrive at the nominal IP� For particles that hit the FCAL� the

shift L of the vertex results in addition to a di	erence of travel distance� The

nominal travel distance d �for which the PMT times are adjusted to t � ��

becomes d�� The total time di	erence between the average interaction and the

interaction in this case is then t � �L�c� �d� d���c� This time di	erence is

used to extract the shift L of the nominal vertex�

for all cells�

Deviations from the nominal vertex are re�ected in the FCAL PMT time� mea�
surement� This is explained in �gure 
��� for a shift L of the vertex in the direction
of the FCAL� In this case the arrival time of the particles in the calorimeter cells
is early because of the shorter path length� Moreover the time of the cells close to
the FCAL beampipe is earlier compared to the time of the calorimeter cells further
away from the beampipe because the di�erence in the distance traveled �d� d�� is
smaller in the latter case� Taking this e�ect into account� each cell with an energy
deposit estimates the vertex shift L from the nominal interaction point� The event
vertex was then calculated by taking the energy weighted average of the vertices
calculated from each cell�

Only cells with more than 
�� MeV energy deposit were included in the calcula�
tion of the average event vertex� The resolution of the vertex from the calorimeter
timing depends on the total energy in the FCAL� For EFCAL � � GeV� the resolu�
tion of the di�erence of the tracking�vertices and timing�vertex equals ��ztrack �

�The electron bunch length is assumed to be pointlike in contrast with the proton bunch length�
As explained in section ������ only the FCAL time measurement is a�ected by the proton bunch
length�
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Figure ��

� In the �gure above the z�vertex is compared with the FCAL

timing tFCAL� Below for the full sample the z�vertex is compared for the data

with the DIS Monte Carlo sample�

ztime� � �� cm� The average FCAL time correlation with the z�position of the
tracking vertices is shown in the top plot of �gure 
���� For those events that do
not have a tracking vertex but have EFCAL � � GeV� the calorimeter timing is used
to calculate the event vertex position� The fraction of events that have the vertex
from CAL timing information is listed in table 
�	�

In order to obtain realistic acceptance corrections� the input �generated� vertex
distribution of the Monte Carlo events should correspond with the true vertex distri�
bution of the data� However� as stated above� the acceptance for DIS events depends
on the vertex position and hence the vertex distribution as obtained from the data
DIS events will be biased towards large z and so cannot be used as input for the
Monte Carlo simulation� But the data sample that contains the photo�production
events is less dependent on the vertex position� For these events the electron disap�
pears in the beampipe by de�nition and therefore the acceptance does not decrease
for events with their vertex close to the RCAL� The less�biased vertex distribution
of the data photo�production sample is therefore used to supply the input vertex
distribution of the DIS Monte Carlo� The mean z position of this input distribution
is at �� cm� After the �nal selections are imposed� the reconstructed vertex for
the data and the Monte Carlo are compared in the lower half of �gure 
���� The
input mean z position of �� cm� that correspond to the mean vertex position of the
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Figure ��
�� Motivation for the cut on yJB � Left the mean value of

�yDA � ygen��ygen on a log�scale� as function of yJB � At the right side the

resulting RMS of ��rec � �h� as a function of the value of the cut on yJB �

photo�production data sample� is shifted for the selected DIS MC events to � cm�
The vertex distribution of the selected DIS MC events agrees with the observed
vertex distribution of the DIS data�

Of the events that pass all �lter selections� 	��$ do not have a tracking vertex or
timing vertex� as seen in table 
�	� whereas this fraction is only ���$ for the Monte
Carlo� This di�erence is due to the di�ractive��type events that are observed in
the data and are not anticipated in the Monte Carlo� They will be discussed in
section ���� No events were rejected based on the lack of an event vertex� since for
those events the vertex is set to zero� the nominal interaction point�

����� Hadronic activity

At very low values of y� where the current jet is close to the FCAL beampipe or even
disappears in it completely� the remaining uranium noise in the calorimeter signif�
icantly contributes to the measurement of y

JB
�or hadron  �Ay

JB
�� Especially

noise energy in the rear direction contributes to yJB due to the large corresponding
angles� Besides the calorimeter cell noise� energy of the scattered electron that was
deposited outside the cones which are used in the electron �nding algorithms� con�
tribute to yJB � Therefore the measurement of yJB is di�erent for the two electron
�nding algorithm� Also the hadron angle �� de�ned as

cos � �
P �
t had � ��AyJB �

�

P �
t had � ��Ay

JB
��

�
��	�
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is a�ected by noise energy� At low values of yJB the second term of the nominator
and denominator is small� Hence� as Pt had �the hadron transverse momentum� is
also small� � is determined inaccurately from a division of two small numbers with
poor resolution� Since the value of y

JB
increases due to uranium noise� the hadron

angle shifts towards the rear direction�
From a data sample of random triggers� resulting in empty� events without

impacting particles� the visible calorimeter cell noise was parametrized� see sec�
tion ��
�	� This cell noise translates to yJB � ������ The cell noise was then simu�
lated accordingly in the ZEUS Monte Carlo to study the e�ect of noise on the recon�
struction of kinematic variables� Figure 
���a shows the resolution log�yDA�yh��yh
as function of y

JB
� For low values of y

JB
the resolution of y

DA
is very poor� This is

also seen in �gure 
���b� where we plot the RMS of the ��reco � �gen��distribution
in the complete phase space as function of the value of the cut on yJB � If only the
events with

y
JB

� ���
 �
��
�

are kept in the sample� the mean error on reconstructed � is less than ��o� We
therefore imposed this requirement on the events�

����� Fake FCAL electrons

A cut on the variable yelec� the value of y that is reconstructed with information of
the scattered electron� is added to remove electrons in the FCAL� Occasionally the
electron �nding algorithms identify electrons in the debris near the FCAL beampipe�
at �e � �o� The phase space for DIS events with the electron in the forward direction
is very small and therefore the identi�ed electrons are most probably fake� Primarily
photoproduction events generate those fake events� To remove these events we
required

yelec � ����� �
����

From the electron energy isoline plot in the �x�Q�� phase space ��gure 	��� one
observes that this cut does not a�ect electrons in the RCAL� Indeed for those
electrons the requirement that Ee � � GeV already implies that yelec � ���
�

����� Selections with the eye

To judge events� one very important tool is the human eye� With help of visualiza�
tion of events it is possible to detect background that is not recognized as such by
computer programs� With the display programs GAZE or LAZE the events can be
scanned and examined� All events that passed the previously de�ned selection cuts
and have Q�

DA
� �� GeV� were scanned� A few cosmic muon events were found that

were not recognized by the programs� A beautiful example is shown in �gure 
��	�
where four cosmic muons penetrate the detector� For this �gure the LAZE event
display was used� Another type of unwanted events are the penetrating muons of
the beam halo� They are characterized by the fact that the energy deposits in the
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Figure ��
� A cosmic muon triggered event� In this case four muons penetrate

the detector� On the left side the RZ view of the ZEUS detector is shown�

On the lower plot of the other side the transverse view is drawn� The FCAL

energy depositions are shown in the top right �gure�

Figure ��
�� The ZR view of a beam halo event�

calorimeter are lined� parallel to the beam� In �gure 
��
 we show an example of a
beam halo muon�

A third type of unwanted events are the elastic Compton� events� They are not
simulated in the Monte Carlo and therefore have to be removed from the sample�
These elastic Compton� events are recognized via scanning of events that have
EFCAL � � GeV� In total� 	� such events were found in the preselected data �les�
They are characterized by only two electromagnetic clusters in the calorimeter�
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Figure ��
�� The ZR view of an elastic Compton event with two electromag�

netic deposits only� The energy of the two hit cells are 
� and ��� GeV

respectively�

The energy of the two clusters is approximately the electron beam energy� They
are explained as radiative events that are described by the Compton�peak� The
momentum of the exchanged virtual photon is too low to break the proton which
escapes undetected in the forward beampipe� Figure 
��� is an example of such an
event�

��� Reduction factors

The �lter selections discussed above� were applied to the ���
�� DST events� The
�lters are not implemented at once on this large number of triggers� but� in order
make the sample more manageable� were performed in two stages� The �rst �ltering
stage is the so called preselection�� and its e�ect is listed in table 
�
�

In the preselection a loose cut of  � �� GeV was applied� The value of this
cut on  was chosen such that it reduced the sample considerably but still allow for
photo�production background studies after the preselection�

On the sample that passed the preselection �����	 events�� we describe the ef�
fect of the �nal selection� in �gure 
���� Only in this �nal selection was it required
that an electron be found� Hence the number of events that pass this �nal selection
depend on the electron �nding algorithm� The sample of events that pass the pres�
election and are subjected to the �nal selection is small enough to allow �exibility�
The �nal selection represent the reconstruction quality improvement cuts� From �g�
ure 
��� one reads that the number of events for which �x�Q�� can be reconstructed
reliably equals ���� for the EF� and �

� for the EF� electron �nder�

��	 Acceptances in �x�Q��
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Number of events Rejected Filter stage

Recorded 
�� � ��� Trigger
DST ���
�� �
�� $ DST selection
Apparatus failure ������ 
�� $ Preselection
Spark cut ����
	 
��� $
Final timing �����	 ��� $
Vetowall ����
� ��� $
 � �� GeV ��
�� ���� $
Remaining muons ����	 ��� $
	� �  � �� GeV �	�� ���� $ Final selection

Table ���� This table shows the background rejection cuts� The �rst column

states the name of the �lter� the second the number of events that survive

this and all preceding �lters� The third column gives the rejection percentage

compared to the previous �lter and the �lter stage is given in the last column�

For the �nal selection only the �electron identi�cation independent� cut on �

is listed�

Figure ��
��Table for the �nal selection� The left histogram for electron �nding

algorithm EF�� the right one for EF�� The �rst entry shows the number of

events that passed all cuts� The second entry gives the number events that are

rejected by requiring an identi�ed electron� Thereafter each entry represents

a cut for which the number of rejected events is plotted� with the requirement

that an electron is identi�ed�

The events that are removed from the data sample after the preselection level are
plotted in �gure 
���� The e�ect of the main selection cuts on the preselected data
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Figure ��
�� The e	ect of the important selection cuts in �x�Q��DA phase

space� for data after the preselection� In �a� the events that fail the electron

energy cut Ee � � GeV� in �b� the events with � � � GeV� The events that

do not pass the box cut are plotted in �c� and the ones that have yJB � ����

in �d��

is displayed in the �x�Q�� phase space� We used the double angle reconstruction
method� In the �gure� the events that are rejected by a particular cut� described
below the �gure� are plotted� The Ee � � GeV requirement removes events at high
values of y� the box cut events at low values of Q�

DA and the cut on  in both
regions� The cut on y

JB
rejects events with low value of y

DA
� as well as medium or

even high values of y
DA

with very little had� For those events the direction of the
angle � is shifted towards the RCAL due to the calorimeter noise�

From the DIS Monte Carlo the acceptances of the selection �lters can be esti�
mated� In �gure 
��� the acceptance is plotted as a function of Q�

h and xh respec�
tively� for both the CAL FLT trigger and the complete� �nal selection for Monte
Carlo� Note that these plots depend strongly on the minimum Q� and x with which
the events are generated� As a function of Q�� the acceptance is integrated over
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Figure ��
�� In the �gure above the acceptance as a function of Q�
h is given

for both the calorimeter FLT and after the �nal selection� Below the same for

the xh�distribution�

x and vice versa as function of x� As is seen from the �gure� the FLT acceptance
drops drastically for low Q�

h �Q�
h � �� GeV��� Therefore this region is potentially

dangerous for the determination of the structure function� It is in this region where
the experimental uncertainties on the values of the trigger�thresholds become non�
negligible�

The acceptance for the �nal selection shows a strong correlation with Q�
h� mainly

due to the cut on yJB � ���
� This acceptance curve is therefore well understood
and in the determination of F� corrections will be made accordingly� The stability
of this acceptance curve is studied extensively� The low values of the acceptances
in xh are caused by the integration of Q�

h� As a function of xh the FLT acceptance
shows a �at behaviour over almost the complete range in xh� However� after the
�nal selections are applied� the acceptance in x is small for high values of x� The
structure function can therefore not be measured at these high values of x� Also
for very low values of x the acceptance curve drops� This is due to the requirement
that the electron possesses a certain minimum amount of energy�
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��� Remaining background in the sample

After applying all selection cuts� an estimate of the remaining background events
in the sample is needed� Almost by de�nition this remaining background cannot be
recognized on an event by event basis for then these events would have been rejected�
In each bin where the structure function will be determined� the background will
be subtracted statistically�

The non�colliding beam background is estimated using the information of the
bunch crossing number� There were no events originating from the proton pilot
bunch after the selection is applied� but four stemming from the electron pilot
bunch� These remaining electron gas event are weighted by ���	 when doing the
background subtraction� This factor was obtained from the ratio of the electron
current in the ep bunches to the current in the electron pilot bunch� Only one of
them has Q�

DA
� �� GeV� and enters in the �x�Q�� structure function bins�

The major source of background one has to take into consideration is photopro�
duction� The amount of photoproduction background can be estimated with Monte
Carlo or extracted from the data itself� using the  distribution in the �x�Q�� bins�
We will use this last method for the photoproduction subtraction in the bins� but
we postpone this discussion to section ��	� For a Monte Carlo estimate of the
photoproduction the PYTHIA event generator is used�

We used a sample of minimum bias PYTHIA resolved photoproduction events�
with generated Q� up to � GeV�� We determined the visible photoproduction back�
ground cross section� �vis� for the EF� and EF� electron �nding algorithms� In
PYTHIA� the Weizs�acker�Williams approximation� with pt of the electron zero� is
extended for resolved processes to generate non�zero electron pt� A parametriza�
tion of the total ��p cross section down to Q� � � GeV� was used to generate the
scattered electron� Hadrons were generated using the minimum bias �p interac�
tion scheme of PYTHIA� We reweighted the events to the fall ���� luminosity and
subjected them to the nominal selection cuts� We obtained for the visible pho�
toproduction background cross section� integrated over the bins where F� will be
determined�

�vis�EF�� � ��

� ���� nb � �vis�EF�� � 
���� ��	� nb� �
����

The contribution due to direct photon processes was estimated with the HERWIG

Monte Carlo and was about ���� nb� for both �nders�
As mentioned before� the photoproduction background depends on the electron

�nder� and is somewhat higher for EF�� This is the reason that we choose the EF�
�nder as the nominal one in the remaining analysis�

��� Summary

The main challenge at the outset of the measurement of the proton structure func�
tion at the HERA ep collider is to select the tiny fraction of well measurable DIS
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events from the huge number of beam crossings� At ZEUS� a sophisticated� three
level layered trigger system is used for a �rst step on�line reduction� The accepted
triggers are passed to the o��line analysis� where the DST sample is created�

We analyzed carefully the ���
�� events that belong to the DST sample� This
resulted in the invention of a number of selection criteria� The nominal selection
cuts are summarized as�

� Apparatus failure� All events are rejected for which parts of the subdetec�
tors were malfunctioning� Also the spark� events are rejected�

� Timing� Events are rejected if they possess a calorimeter time measurement
with j tFCAL j � � � j tRCAL j � � � j tFCAL � tRCAL j � � ns�

� Vetowall� Events with a vetowall hit are rejected�

� Momentum conservation� Only events in the range 	� �  � �� GeV are
accepted�

� Identi�ed electron� Only events are accepted in which the EF� �nder iden�
ti�es an electron with Ee � � GeV�

� Hadronic activity� The hadronic system should have y
JB

� ���
�

� Box cut� Events are only accepted if the impact position of the electron
satis�es jxj � �� � jyj � �� cm�

� Fake FCAL electrons are removed with yelec � �����

� Scanning� Identi�ed cosmic muons� beam halo muons and elastic Compton
scattering are removed�

When applied to the DST triggers� a very pure sample of DIS events is selected�
In the ���� fall period this DIS sample contained ���� events� Only four events
of this selected sample originate from the electron pilot bunch and none from the
proton pilot bunch� which indicate that the beam�gas events are removed e�ectively�
The photoproduction background that remained in the sample is estimated with a
photo�production Monte Carlo simulation�
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Figure ��
�� A picture of a DIS event with the �D display program GAZE�

The outline of the CTD is drawn� including the hits and track segments� The

calorimeter cells with an energy deposit above threshold are drawn� The result

of the ZEPHYR cluster �nding in the calorimeter is draw with circles�
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Characteristics of the DIS

events

In this chapter we examine the DIS candidates� In the �rst section ����� we take two
events from the sample and examine their kinematic variables� In the next section
we show elementary distributions� that should indicate that the sample consists of
DIS events� Using the redundancy of the electron and hadron system� we observe a
problem concerning the energy�scale� Since the double angle method is insensitive
to the energy�scale� the kinematics of the events can still be reconstructed reliably�
This is done in section ���� In the last section we describe a new class of DIS events
that is found in the sample �����

In many �gures the data is compared with the full Zeus Monte Carlo� Un�
less stated di�erently� we use the HERACLES event generator with the ARIADNE
fragmentation model �see also 
�	� to generate DIS events� The two extreme in�
put structure function parametrizations MTB� and MTB� are used for comparison
with the data� We normalize the cross sections of the Monte Carlo events to the
luminosity of the data� The overall normalization uncertainty stemming from the
luminosity measurement is not included�

��� Two 
typical� events

In this section we o�er a closer look at two examples of candidate DIS events� i�e�
events that pass all selection cuts� The �rst one� displayed in �gure ���� is a typical
low Q�� low x event� The electron hits the calorimeter close to the RCAL beam
pipe �r��	�
 cm� with energy Ee � ���� GeV� The hadron energy as a current jet is
clearly visible we reconstruct the hadron energy F � 	�� GeV at angle �h � ����o�
The vertex position is located at z � ���� cm�

We show the �x�Q�� reconstruction with the electron� Jacquet�Blondel and dou�
ble angle method in the left plot of �gure ��	� Besides the �x�Q�� points� the error�

���
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Figure ��
� An example of a typical DIS event� The double angle method

measures Q�

DA
� 
�� GeV�� xDA � �� � 
���� yDA � ��� � 
���� We draw the

error�ellipses of this event in the left plot of �gure ����

Figure ���� An example of a beautiful high Q� event� The double angle method

measures Q�

DA
� ��� GeV�� xDA � ��
�� yDA � ��� We draw the er�

ror�ellipses of this event in the right plot of �gure ����

ellipses of the reconstruction methods are drawn� We use �E � ���
p
E � ����E�

�� � ���	� �F � ���
p
F � ����F and �� � ���� as a crude estimate of the errors��

�In the error estimate of fE� �� F� �g all detector e�ects have to be taken into account� The
estimate of the energy resolution is especially di�cult in the presence of dead material in front of
the CAL and we did not correct for energy losses� The errors are therefore estimatedconservatively�
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Figure ��� For two events the error�ellipses are drawn in the �x�Q�� phase

space on the same logarithmic scale� The electron reconstruction is denoted

with a black circle� Jacquet�Blondel with a black square and the double�angle

method with an open triangle� The lines y � 
 �straight� and y � ��
� y � ���


are drawn �dotted�� The isolines in Ee �dashed�� 	e �straight�� F �dotted� and

� �dashed�dotted� of the events are drawn�

From this �gure one concludes that the double angle method is powerful in
this region of phase space since it has the smallest area covered by the error�
ellipse� Overlap with the Jacquet�Blondel error�ellipse implies that the hadron
energy measurement is consistent with the two angles� But the electron method
does not overlap� which means that the electron energy is too low� Only after
an addition of 	�
 GeV to the electron energy do the three ellipses overlap� The
LUMI photon counter is silent� but as it has limited photon acceptance� this event
might have radiated o� an initial state photon �using formula 	��� of chapter 	�
one obtains E� � 	�
 GeV�� An alternative explanation is an underestimate of the
dead material in front of the CAL� We investigate the possibility and consequences
of this explanation in the next section�

The second example is one of the highest Q� events recoreded in ����� and
is displayed in �gure ���� This beautiful event has Ee � 
��� GeV� �e � ����o�
F � �
�� GeV and �h � 
���o with vertex position z � ���� cm� The error ellipses
of the three reconstruction methods overlap� as is seen in the right plot of �gure ��	�

��� Energy deposits in the calorimeter
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Figure ���� Energy deposit in the calorimeter� The points are the data� the

full histogram the ARIADNE DIS Monte Carlo and the dashed histogram the

HERWIG�SUE Monte Carlo� Here we normalized the Monte Carlo to the num�

ber of data points� In �a� deposit in FCAL� �b� for BCAL� �c� for RCAL HAC

section and �d� RCAL EMC section�

The calorimeter plays an essential role in the analysis of the ���� selected DIS
events� In �gure ��
 we show the energy distributions in the FCAL� BCAL� RCAL�
HAC and RCAL�EMC sections respectively� In all sections the cell�noise cut� ��
MeV for EMC and ��� MeV for HAC cells� is imposed on data as well as on the
Monte Carlo�

The FCAL generally has large deposits� up to � 	�� GeV� that originate from
the proton remnant� The precise energy �ow of the proton remnant is described
by the fragmentation process� Since in general the remnant carries large fractions
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of the proton beam energy the FCAL energy is very sensitive to the fragmentation
process �
��� In the �gure we compare two MC fragmentation models with the data�
The ARIADNE Monte Carlo underestimates the FCAL high energy distribution
slightly� The HERWIGMonte Carlo� with the soft underlying event �SUE� included�
overestimates the high energy behaviour� Clearly the data seem to lie in the range of
expectations and further detailed study is needed to tune the MC event generators
with the high energy distribution of the FCAL� But� more interestingly� both models
completely underestimate the events with very low energy in the FCAL� We will
discuss this class of events� that is not described by the Monte Carlo�s� in section ����

The BCAL is hit most often by the current jet �besides a few electrons as we
showed in �gure ����� and the bulk of events deposit energies around a few GeV� The
cell noise smoothly clouds the signal at very low energies� The di�erence of the two
event generators for the BCAL energy distribution is less pronounced compared
to the FCAL� This is explained by the fact that for hadron �ows to the central
direction of the BCAL� energy is contained� For these events the current jet energy
is measured inclusively and depends only little on fragmentation�

Only very low�x events� at high values of y with the current jet in the direction
of the RCAL� deposit hadronic energy in the RCAL�HAC� The RCAL�EMC has a
characteristic peak around the electron beam energy� due to the impact of the scat�
tered electron� The di�erence between the two fragmentation models is negligible
in this region� but the position of the energy peak seems to be somewhat lower in
data compared to Monte Carlo simulation �see also section ��	����

We showed that the hadron energy deposits depend on the fragmentation pro�
cesses� especially in the forward direction� For an inclusive measurement however�
fragmentation should not a�ect the result too drastically� Indeed� the Jacquet�
Blondel prescription to obtain the kinematic variables from inclusive measurements�
show that the important quantities of the hadronic system are not energies them�
selves� but either transverse energies or di�erences of energy and longitudinal mo�
mentum �had �

P
h Eh �Eh cos �h��

The scalar sum of the transverse energy� Et� should be large for DIS events and
well described by the Monte Carlo� We show in �gure ���a the Et distribution of
the complete event� We compare with the ARIADNE fragmentation model for two
di�erent structure function parametrizations MTB� and MTB�� The cross sections
of those distributions is normalized to the luminosity of the data� We also show
the distribution for the HERWIG�SUE� but now normalized to the number of data
points� The Et distribution of the selected DIS events is consistent with the DIS
Monte Carlo prediction� The Et typically has a value of a few tens of GeV�s� with
the tail up to � ��� GeV� The Et distribution shows only a small dependence to
the fragmentation models�

The distribution of the vector sum of the transverse energy of the hadron system�
Pt�hadron�� is shown in �gure ���b� The hadron system consists of all cells in the
calorimeter that do not belong to the scattered beam electron� We make the same
comparison with the Monte Carlo as in plot ���a�

We plot the polar diagram for the selected DIS events in �gure ���� Compare
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Figure ���� In plot �a� the Et distribution of the complete event� In plot �b�

the Pt distribution of the hadron system� The full histogram is the MTB


parametrization for the ARIADNE fragmentation� The dashed line for the

MTB� parametrization� The dotted line represents the HERWIG fragmenta�

tion� normalized to the number of data points�

Figure ���� The longitudinal and transverse momentum of the electron is plot�

ted in the top half of this �gure� The edges of the R�B� and FCAL are indi�

cated� For the same events the momenta of the hadron system are plotted in

the lower half� For the hadron system one has Pt � F sin�h and Pl � F cos �h�
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this polar diagram with �gure 	�
b� where we plotted the polar diagram with the
isolines in x� y and Q�� In both �gures we use the same scale� In this �gure� the
edges of the CAL sections are indicated� As mentioned earlier� most of the electrons
end up in the RCAL and only one electron is found in the FCAL� This is observed
from the top half of the �gure� the electron side� In the lower half of the �gure
we plot the Pl and Pt of the hadron system� We computed the longitudinal and
transverse momentum of the hadron system� like we did in �gure 	�
� as if one
deals with two body kinematics �to resume� they are de�ned as Pl � F cos �h and
Pt � F sin �h� with F and �h reconstructed by inversion of the Jacquet�Blondel
relations� as described in chapter 	�� The distance of the points to the origin of
the polar diagram is equivalent to the energy of the electron or hadron system� As
one observes� the hadron system often has a smaller energy compared to that of
the electron� This hadron energy is mostly deposited in either RCAL or BCAL�
The requirement that y

JB
� ���
 removes events with the hadronic energy�deposits

close to the FCAL beam pipe�
With the exception of events with very low energy deposit in the FCAL� all

distributions show the characteristics of DIS� as anticipated in the DIS MC�

��� The �nal state electron

The electron �nder assigns a number of CAL cells to the identi�ed electron� The
total amount of energy deposit in those cells is de�ned to be the energy of the
scattered electron� For a large part of the phase space the scattered electron energy
di�ers only little from the incident electron beam energy� see for example in the
isoline �gure 	��a� This e�ect results in the electron energy�peak� Since the prop�
agator term of the cross section� ��Q�� suppresses events with high values of Q��
or large �nal state electron energy �a electron energy E � 	� GeV implies already
that Q� � ��� GeV��� the high energy end of the energy peak is� apart from detec�
tor resolution� sharply cut� On the other hand� the low energy tail of the electron
energy represents DIS events with very low values of x� In this region the cross
section predictions are uncertain due to the unknown proton structure function at
small values of x� Hence the measured shape of the electron energy distribution
discriminate between various structure function predictions�

In �gure ���a we compare the energy distribution of the electron with MC
predictions� Besides the normalization di�erence of the two structure function
parametrizations MTB� and MTB�� the high tails of the MC energy peak pre�
dictions overlap� The left� low energy� side of the energy peak however� di�er in
shape for the two structure function parametrization predictions� We therefore
claim that the high tail of the energy peak provides a good test for the under�
standing of the energy scale� This is important because the distribution of the data
shows a broadening and shift of the energy�peak that can not be explained by the
structure function� We studied this e�ect extensively and it is believed to be due
to an incorrect simulation of the con�guration of the dead material in front of the
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RCAL� It will not shift the impact position of the electron� The angle of the scat�
tered electron� �e� is well described by the Monte Carlo� as is seen in �gure ���b�
We show the reconstructed impact position of the electron on the face of the RCAL
in �gure ���d� The �ducial cut of �� cm on the impact position of the electron�
symmetric in x and y position� is clearly visible�

The energy of the electron E can be determined alternatively via the double
angle method in the following manner�

E��� �� � �A
sin �

sin � � sin � � sin�� � ��
�

Q�
DA

�A�� � cos ��
�����

For this method we have to rely on the determination of the hadron angle �h� In
�gure ���c we compare the calculated electron energy� E��� ��� with the Monte Carlo
predictions� The E��� �� is well described by the Monte Carlo and the shape of the
distribution bears information of the structure of the proton�

����� The electron energy

We observed that the measured electron energy for the complete sample of selected
DIS events is shifted and broadened compared to the MC predictions� This serious
problem can be investigated further with the ratio

r�E� �
Ee �measured�

E ��� ��
� �����

This ratio measures the ratio of the observed electron energy in the calorimeter and
the calculated electron energy� using the double angle method� The ratio r�E� is
independent of the structure function and luminosity uncertainties and is a suitable
variable to study the energy scale in the ZEUS detector� The ratio r�E� generally
is less than � since the dead material in front of the CAL degrades the energy
measurement� This e�ect is present in data as well as in MC� but� as seen from
�gure ���a� much stronger in the data� In this �gure we plot the ratio r as function
of the azimuthal angle of the electron �� The ratio r�E� depends on � for the
data� whereas the MC shows almost no dependence on �� This implies that the
MC does not follow the data in parts of the detector� The scale problem�� that is�
the di�erence of the ratio r�E� for data and MC prediction� is most pronounced at
either small or large values of � which translates in the positive x�position on the
RCAL�

In �gure ���b we inspect the ratio r�E� on the face of the RCAL further� In
this �gure the RCAL is binned in areas of � � � cm�� In each area the ratio r�E�
is determined for the data and MC� The hatching in the �gure correspond to the
mismatch between the ratio rdata�E� for data and rMC�E� for the MC� We have
de�ned the hatching as follows�

dark hatching�
rdata�E�

rMC�E�
� ���� light hatching�

rdata�E�

rMC�E�
� ���� ���	�
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Figure ���� Electron kinematics� The points are the data� the full histogram the

DIS Monte Carlo �MTB
 parametrization�� the dashed histogram the MTB

parametrization� In �a� the electron energy� �b� the polar angle 	elec� In �c�

the energy calculated with the double angle� E�	� ��� is plotted� The electron

impact point in the RCAL is drawn in �d�� The grid represent the EMC cell

structure�

� �
jrdata�E�� rMC�E�jp

��stat�rdata�E�� � ��stat�rMC �E��
� ��

The requirement that � � � ensures that the e�ect is not a statistical �uctuation�
We have not implemented the �ducial cut on the impact position of the electron in
this �gure� Besides a few bins� the ratio rdata�E� for the data is smaller compared to
rMC�E� for MC on the face of the RCAL� The di�erence is not symmetric for positive
and negative values of the x�position of the impact point and it is concentrated close
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Figure ���� Comparison between the calculated electron energy E�	� �� and

measured electron energy Ee� In the left plot the ratio r � E�	� ���Ee as

function of the polar angle 
 is shown for Monte Carlo and data� In the right

plot the face of the RCAL is binned �� � � cm��� For an explanation of the

hatching� see text�

to the RCAL beam pipe on the right side and above it� The shape seems a half
spherical projection on the RCAL� This e�ect hints at the presence of material in
front of the RCAL that is not simulated in the MC�

Generally� the electron produces a shower in the presence of dead material�
This implies that the electron signal can deteriorate and broaden due to the dead
material� The number of CAL cells that are assigned to the electron should increase
in this case� In �gure ���a we plot the distribution of the number of electron cells�
In this plot the MC prediction is normalized to the number of data points� The
number of CAL cells that is assigned to the electron is larger for the data compared
to the MC prediction� In �gure ���b we show the energy distribution of the electrons
that have 
 or less cells assigned to it� The next �gure� ���c� for the electrons that
have � or more cells assigned� The distributions for the two structure functions
predictions� MTB� and MTB�� are normalized to the number of events in the
data� For electrons of 
 or less cells� the shape is reasonably reporduced by the MC
distributions� For electrons that have more than 
 cells however� the data show an
excess of events with energy around �� GeV�

In the next plot� ���d� we identify the cell with the highest energy deposit that
belongs to the electron� E�cell�high�� In this �gure we plot the ratio of this cell
to the total electron energy E�measured�� We observe that for this variable� which
ranges between � and �� the data agrees with the MC prediction� In the distribution
of E�cell�high� itself however� we encounter the electron energy scale problem again�
see ���e� The energy that is not contained in the highest cell� which we can write as
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Figure ���� In �gure �a� we compare the number of cells assigned to the scat�

tered electron with the MC prediction� In �b� we plot the electron energy

distribution for electrons with less than � cells� In �c� the electrons with � or

more cells are plotted� In plot �d� we show the ratio of the CAL cell energy

that has the highest energy� E�cell�high�� and the total electron energy� In �e�

we plot the energy distribution of E�cell�high� itself� The last plot� �f�� is the

distribution of electron energy that is not contained in E�cell�high��

The distributions in b�� c�� e� and f� are compared with the MTB
 �hatched

histogram� and MTB� �dashed histogram� MC predictions�

Figure ��
�� In �a� the ratio of the electron energy�distributions with im�

pact point in the right side of the CAL �x� � cm� and left side of the CAL

�x� � cm�� In �b� the same ratio for the electron angle 	 distributions�
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Ee�E�cell�high�� is plotted in �gure ���f� This energy seems again to be reproduced
by the MC�

We conclude that the electron shower in the data is broader than the MC pre�
diction� as we observed from the number of cells that is assigned to it� Especially
for electrons with a large number of cells the electron energy is degraded� The scale
problem is more prominent in the cell that contains the highest energy� All this
hints at an excess of dead material in front of the calorimeter in the data� However�
we can draw no �rm conclusion from these studies and we conclude that a precise
understanding of the electron energy distribution is presently beyond our scope due
to limited statistics�

A very important question is whether the angle of the electron is stable despite
these problems of the electron energy scale� In �gure ����a we plot the ratio of
the electron energy distribution of the right side of the CAL� x � �� to the energy
distribution of the left side� x � �� Also here we observe the shift of the data
between the right and left distributions� The ratio of the �e distribution on the
right to that on the left side of the CAL is plotted in �gure ����b� This ratio
is consistent with unity and therefore there are no major di�erences in the angle
reconstruction between the right and left sides of the CAL�

��� The hadron system

In the previous section the hadron system was already heavily used to provide the
hadron angle �� The angle � is calculated from the Pt and had as described in
section 	�	� A large fraction of the hadron energy is deposited in the rear direction�
as is seen from �gure ����a� where the � distribution is shown� The low values of
� are rejected with the cut y

JB
� ���
� The MC predictions are in accord with the

observed distribution� The hadron energy F is displayed in the second plot� The
tail of the data is somewhat lower than the MC whereas the peak is narrower� The
mean hadron energy as a function of the hadron angle � is plotted in �gure ����c�
The mean hadron energy is large in the forward and rear direction� We postpone a
more detailed discussion about the hadron scale F to the next section�

One of the characteristics of the DIS events is that the hadron system balance the
electron system in the transverse plane� In �gure ����d we plot "� � �had ��elec�
which indeed has a peak around "� � ���o� In this plot the MC and data are
normalized to one�

����� The hadron energy

We observed that the reconstructed hadron energy F does not match the MC pre�
diction completely ��gure ����b�� Therefore the energy scale of the hadron system
also needs to be investigated� Again we utilize the redundancy between the electron
and hadron system� The hadron energy F �or the energy of the struck quark in the
naive quark�parton model� can either be measured using the �E�Pz� and the Pt of
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Figure ��

� The hadron kinematics� The points are the data� the full his�

togram the DIS Monte Carlo �MTB
 parametrization�� the dashed histogram

the MTB� parametrization� In �a� the reconstructed hadron angle �� In �b�

the energy of the hadron system F � The mean hadronic energy as function of

the hadronic angle is plotted in �c�� The di	erence of the electron and hadron

system in the azimuthal plane in �d��

the hadron �ow� as given in equation 	��� or calculated with the two angles � and
�� as follows�

F ��� �� � �A
sin �

sin � � sin � � sin�� � ��
�

�A yDA
�� � cos ��

���
�

In chapter 	 we showed that the determination of the angle � is insensitive to the
hadron energy in �rst order� Hence we can use the ratio� that we used before to
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Figure ��
�� A hadron scale study� In �gure �a� we plot the ratio Fmeas�F �	� ��

as function of � for the data� ARIADNE and HERWIG MC� In �b� the ratio

F����data��F����MC�� The structure function parametrization on this ratio is

shown explicitly� In �c� we plot the ratio Fmeasured�data��Fmeasured�MC�� In

�d� the same ratio as a function of the azimuthal angle 
had� In plot �d� we

required that � � 
�o�

investigate the electron energy problem� for the hadron scale as well� We therefore
de�ne�

r�F � �
F �measured�

F ��� ��
�

yJB
yDA

� �����

The ratio r�F � is� like the ratio r�E�� not unity due to detector e�ects� Again the
ratio is independent of the structure function parametrization� It is instructive to
plot the ratio r�F � as function of � in �gure ����a� To investigate the dependence
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on the fragmentation of this ratio� we included the HERWIGMC in this plot as well�
The two MC fragmentation models show that r�F � � �� and that they match

reasonably� as we expect for an inclusive measurement� A di�erence of the ratio
between the two models is observed in the very rear direction where the jet ap�
proaches the RCAL beam�pipe� In this region the fragmentation model becomes
important� where it simulates the energy�losses in the beam�pipe� The striking fact
however� is that the ratio r�F � is lower in the data� especially for the hadron �ow
in the rear direction�

This mismatch between the MC and the data can have its origin in either the
determination of the hadron angle � or the measured energy F � It is important
to disentangle these e�ects� Therefore we inspect two alternatively de�ned ratio�s�
that depend either on the hadron angle � or the hadron energy F only� The �rst
one is the ratio r�F���� � F ��� ���data��F ��� ���MC� which is a function of the angles
� and � only� Deviation from unity of this ratio implies that the MC expectation
di�ers from the data� and hence that there is a mismatch between the MC and data
in the determination of �� The disadvantage of this ratio however� is that it depends
on the input structure function� We therefore plot in �gure ����b the ratio for the
two extreme structure function predictions MTB� and MTB�� The �gure shows
that the ratio is unity within the margin that is given by the structure functions�
We conclude from this plot that there is no problem in the determination of the
angle ��

The second ratio� r�Fmeasured� � F �measured��data�� F �measured��MC� de�
pends on the hadron energy only� We plot this ratio in �gure ����c� Also this
ratio depends on the input structure functions� hence we plot the ratio for the two
extreme structure function predictions� The ratio is less than one for hadron angles
in the rear direction and this e�ect cannot be explained by the structure function�
The plot therefore hints at a similar scale problem for the hadrons� In �gure ����d
we plot this ratio r�Fmeasured� as function of the hadron azimuthal angle �had� In
this plot we required � � �	�o� to select hadron energy deposits in the RCAL� We
do not observe a strong dependence of the ratio on the azimuth angle �had� as we
did for the electron energy�

��� Reconstruction of kinematic variables

In the previous sections we have argued that there is some discrepancy between the
energy scale for electrons and hadrons between the MC predictions and data� The
resolution of the angles however show no such discrepancy and therefore we expect
that the reconstruction method of x and Q� that is insensitive to the energy scale
and depends on reconstructed angles only� has the smallest systematic uncertainty�
Together with the fact that the double angle method is accurate for the complete
phase space and almost completely insensitive to photon radiation on the lepton side
�see section ����� we choose it as the nominal �x�Q�� reconstruction method� The
distributions for the reconstructed y

DA
� x

DA
and Q�

DA
are shown in �gure ���	a�b
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Figure ��
� The kinematic variables reconstructed with the double angle

method� In �a� the yDA distribution� In �b� the reconstruction of xDA
and in �c� the distribution of Q�

DA
� The data is compared with the HER�

ACLES�ARIADNE DIS MC with the MTB
 parametrization �full histogram�

and the MTB� parametrization �dashed histogram�� The events in the �x�Q��

phase space are drawn in plot �d�� The isolines y � 
� y � ��
 and y � ���


are drawn�

and c� Figure ����	d� shows the distribution of the ���� DIS events in the �x�Q��
phase space�

The di�erence in the two extreme structure function parametrization vanishes
at high values of x �x � ����� �plot ���	b�� In this part of phase space the data
is in good agreement� in normalization and shape� with the MC predictions� It is
clear that the number of events at low�x� and correspondingly low�Q�� distinguishes
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Figure ��
�� An example of a di	ractive�like event� The ZR�projection�

XY�projection and the transverse CAL energy are plotted� The proton rem�

nant around the FCAL beam�pipe is absent� The reconstructed kinematics

are Q�

DA
� 
� GeV� and xDA � ����
��

between the various structure function predictions�
The Q� distribution has a characteristic cut�o� around �� GeV�� This cor�

responds to the low trigger acceptance for electrons in the vicinity of the RCAL
beam�pipe� At around Q� � �� GeV� the acceptance becomes close to unity� The
high tail of the Q� distribution shows a fall�o� that is almost completely due to the
photon propagator term ��Q� with a small e�ect from logarithmic Q� dependence
of the structure function itself�

��� Events with a large rapidity gap

In the data we observe a substantial number of events with low energy deposit
in the FCAL which are not observed in the two MC predictions �section ����� In
�gure ���
 we show an example of such an event� The event is clear DIS� but it
lacks any energy deposit of the proton remnant�

These events can be separated from standard DIS events by a cut on the max�
imum pseudorapidity �max� Pseudorapidity is de�ned for each hadronic cluster or
condensate as

� � � ln�tan��h����� �����

In this de�nition� �h is the polar angle of the hadronic cluster that has at least an
energy of 
�� MeV� The pseudorapidity ranges from �	�
 in the rear direction at
the edge of the RCAL beam pipe to �	�� at the edge of the FCAL beam pipe� The
measured pseudorapidity however� can exceed these limits due to the fact that the



Figure ��
�� In the left plot we show the �max distribution of the data compared

with the MC prediction� The edges of the R� B� and FCAL are indicated� The

data show an excess of events that have a low value of �max� that is� events with

a large rapidity gap� The right plot shows the correlation between the visible

invariant mass MX and the calculated invariant mass WDA for �max � 
��

and �max � 
��� For this last sample the visible invariant mass remains low�

center of the cluster or condensate is reconstructed in the beam�pipe� We de�ne the
maximum pseudorapidity of an event� �max� as the pseudorapidity of the hadronic
cluster closest to the proton beam axis in the forward direction� In the left plot
of �gure ���� we show the distribution of �max for the DIS events and the MC
expectation� The data show a large number of events with a low value of �max�
which is not expected by the MC� This new type of events possess a large rapidity
gap between the FCAL beam pipe and the hadronic cluster closest to it� They have
been reported in reference �����

We divide our DIS sample into one with �max � ��� and one with �max �
���� With the requirement that Q�

DA � �� GeV�� in the data �� of �

� events
have �max � ��� while only 
 � � events are expected from MC simulations� The
background in the data is estimated at �� 	 events� We present in the right plot of
�gure ���� the correlation between the visible invariant mass of the hadronic system
measured in the detector� MX �see for the determination of MX section 	�
�	�� and
the invariant massWDA of the ��p system� calculated with the double angle method�
The events with a large rapidity gap� i�e� �max � ���� have a small visible invariant
mass MX � typically smaller than �� GeV� compared to WDA which ranges up to
��� GeV� All other characteristics of DIS are similar for the events with a large
rapidity gap�

The fraction of events is roughly independent of the measured Q�
DA� which

implies that the events are produced via a leading twist mechanism� Also� for large
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values of WDA the contribution of the events with a large rapidity gap is constant�
These features are expected from di�ractive scattering�

In normal DIS� the colour �ow of the hard interaction implies that the proton
breaks up� as indicated in �gure ����a� The invariant mass of the ��p system

γ∗

a)

(q)

W

γ∗

a)

electron (k)
electron (k’)

(q)

W

proton (P)

γ∗

b)

proton (P)

Mx

electron (k)
electron (k’)

(q)

W

N (P’)

Figure ��
�� The mechanism of �normal� DIS� �gure �a�� versus the di	ractive

scattering �b��

correlates with the visible mass in this case� In di�ractive scattering the absence
of the proton remnant in DIS is explained by the exchange of a colourless object
between the incident proton and the hard scattering� The proton �or neutron for
charged colourless objects� disappears in the forward beam pipe undetected� The
visible invariant mass equals the mass of system that consists of the �� and the
colourless object� and is small compared to the invariant mass of the ��p system�

Unfortunately� in ���� the Leading Proton Spectrometer �LPS� was not in�
stalled� With this device� it will be possible to detect protons in the very forward
direction and hence con�rm the suggested production mechanism of this class of
events�

The di�ractive events are DIS events which contribute to the cross section and
have to be included in the determination of F�� With a di�ractive Monte Carlo event
generator ���� we checked that the acceptance and detector smearing of kinematic
variables of this class of events is similar to standard DIS events� This gives us
con�dence that we can use the same acceptance corrections� obtained with the
HERACLES	ARIADNE generated events� for the di�ractive events as well�

��	 Summary

After the selection �lters are applied� the sample consists of ���� events� The �rst
concern is to convince ourselves that these events are DIS� In this chapter we showed
two typical examples in which the characteristics of DIS� the �nal state electron and
the jet�like hadron �ow� are present� We compared elementary distributions such
as energy �ow in the di�erent CAL sections� with the MC predictions� The distri�
butions are in accord with DIS� except for an excess of events with very low FCAL
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energy� This new type of events with a large rapidity gap� are characterized by the
absence of the target remnant in the detector and are consistent with di�ractive
scattering�

For the reconstruction of the kinematic variables� understanding of the distri�
butions of fE� �� F� �g is important� We found the two angles � and � in accord
with the MC predictions� This was checked using the redundancy of the �nal state
electron and hadron �ow� A slight discrepancy between data and MC was observed
in the distributions of E and F � For the electron energy a region on the RCAL
face can be distinguished where the scale problem is most pronounced� The origin
of these problems is not well understood� but is believed to be due to an incorrect
con�guration of dead material in front of the RCAL in the MC simulation�

The use of the double angle method to reconstruct the kinematic variables cir�
cumvents the energy scale problems� We show the distributions of x� y and Q� for
data and MC� From these distributions it is clear that they contain information on
the structure of the proton�
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Extraction of F�

In this chapter we present the extraction of the structure function F�� The chapter
is organized as follows� Since the measured cross section includes the longitudinal
structure function FL� and is not corrected for QED radiation and detector smear�
ing� we �rst summarize the unfolding of the structure function F� for these e�ects�
We then choose bins in x and Q�� in which F� will be determined� We discuss
the the acceptances and photo�production background in these bins� The actual
measurement of the structure function F� is followed by a detailed discussion on
the systematic error� The �nal results on the measurement of F� are listed and
presented graphically�

��� Unfolding of F�

The cross�section for inclusive deep�inelastic neutral current ep scattering is written
in terms of the three structure functions F�� FL and F� �see also section ������� The
structure function F� incorporates parity violation and is produced by the weak
interaction only� Since xF� as compared to the structure function F� reaches the
percent level only for Q� � ���� GeV�� we can safely neglect the exchange of
the weak gauge boson Z� at the low values of Q� covered by the data sample�
and consider �� exchange only� With this assumption the di�erential cross section
becomes a sum of contributions from F� and FL� It is convenient to split the
NC di�erential cross section in two terms containing these structure functions� and
de�ne�

��F�� �
����

xQ�
Y	 F� � ��FL� �

����

xQ�
Y	

�
� y�

Y	
FL

�
�����

with Y	 � � � �� � y��� The double di�erential cross section for neutral current
DIS is then written as

d��NC
dx dQ�

�
����

xQ�
Y	

�
F� � y�

Y	
FL

�
� ��F�� � ��FL� �����

���
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With the reconstruction of the kinematic variables of the events and the measured
luminosity� one can measure the visible� uncorrected double di�erential cross section
for the data� d���data��dxdQ�� The aim of the unfolding is to determine from this
quantity the function F��x�Q

��� Therefore the cross section needs to be corrected for
the contribution of FL� the detector smearing and acceptance� and QED radiation
from the electron�

We determine the correction for the longitudinal structure function from the
next�to�leading QCD prediction of FL� Detector smearing� acceptance and QED
radiation are corrected using the Monte Carlo sample�

����� Contribution from d��FL

The longitudinal structure function can only be disentangled from F� experimen�
tally� when DIS events with various center of mass values s are available�� It is
then possible to determine the triple di�erential cross section d���dxdQ�dy as a
function of y at �xed values of both x and Q�� The constant term of this func�
tion is proportional to F��x�Q

��� while a term containing y��Y	 is proportional
to FL�x�Q

��� It is interesting to note that it is possible to obtain di�erent values
of s even without changing the beam energies� The events that radiated collinear
photons from the lepton in the initial state� e�ectively lost electron energy before
the collision� The collision that follows is then equivalent to an ep collision with
degraded electron beam energy and hence has a lower value of the center of mass
energy s� One can therefore argue that radiative events can be used to measure the
longitudinal structure function �����

In this analysis we correct for the longitudinal structure function� without mea�
suring it� To this end we construct the longitudinal structure function from a
parametrization of the parton densities in the part of phase space under considera�
tion� In the absence of weak interactions� FL is given in next to leading order QCD
in the DIS scheme as ����

FL�x�Q
�� �

�s�Q��

��

Z �

x

dz

z

x
z

�� ���
	
F��z�Q

�� � 

X
f

e�f


�� x

z

�
zG�z�Q��

�
�
���	�

with G�z�Q�� the gluon distribution� At low x the term with the gluon distribution
is the dominant term� We neglect contribution to FL stemming from target mass
corrections and higher twist� since both these e�ects are proportional with ��Q�

and decrease with increasing Q��
We present FL as a function of x for various values of Q� in �gure ���� For

this �gure we used the MRSD�� parametrization for F� and the gluon distribution�
In these plots we draw FL and F�� as well as the combination of the two as they
appear in the cross section� F� � �y��Y	�FL� The e�ect of FL is small for to two

�DIS events with �xed x and Q� but di�erent values of s in e�ect have di�erent values of y�
because Q� � sxy�
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Figure ��
� The e	ect of FL on F�� The solid line represents the F� structure

function as a function of x for the various Q� bins� according to the MRSD��

parametrization� The dotted line is the QCD contribution to FL� The dashed

line represents the de�nitive correction of FL to the cross section� which we

write as �K�FL��
�� F� � F� � y��Y�FL� Note that at high values of y the

correction becomes signi�cant�

reasons� Firstly� FL vanishes in leading order QCD� as expressed by the Callan�
Gross relation� So the leading contribution to FL originates from second order
QCD� and secondly the term y��Y	 damps the contribution of FL at low values of
y� Only at high values of y does the contribution of FL becomes appreciable�

We introduce a multiplicative factor K�FL� such that F� is written in terms of
the cross section as�

K�FL�
d��

dxdQ�
� ��F�� � K�FL� �

�
� �

��FL�

��F��

���
���
�

In the expression for K�FL� only the ratio of ��FL� and ��F�� appears� Since both
the parametrizations of F� and FL are obtained via evolution of parton densities
with the Altarelli�Parisi equations �and hence the evolution of the gluon distribution
is coupled to the evolution of F��� the contribution of ��FL� to ��F�� for moderate
and high values of Q� depends only weakly on the parametrization that is used�
This justi�es the fact that we use a parametrization� which we take to be MRSD���
to obtain K�FL� and correct with this factor the measured cross section d��dxdQ�
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Figure ���� The resolution and bias of �x�Q��DA after all selection cuts are

applied� We plot �xDA�xgen��xgen as function of xDA and �Q�
DA�Q�

gen��Q
�
gen

as function of Q�
DA� The resolution is denoted by the error bar�

for the contribution of FL� The calculated factor K�FL� is su�ciently accurate even
if the measured F� does not coincide with the MRSD�� parametrization completely�

The correction of FL in a �nite bin "x"Q� is obtained by the integration of
d��FL� and d��F�� over the bin� Hence for each bin we calculate the correction
factor K�"FL� as�

K�"FL� �

�
��

R
�x�Q� ��FL� dxdQ

�R
�x�Q� ��F�� dxdQ�

���
� �����

The value of K�"FL� for the bins �"x�"Q�� that we choose are listed in the table
with the �nal results on the measurement of F�� table ����

��� De�ning bins in phase space

We determine the structure function in rectangular bins "x and "Q�� In order
to reduce the systematic error on F�� it is important to restrict the measurement
of F� to a region of �x�Q�� that is well measured and where the correction factors
are uniform and not too large� In this section we de�ne the bins� introduce the
correction factors and label bins for which these criteria are ful�lled�

����� De
ning the bins

The bin widths "x and "Q� were chosen in such a way that a large fraction of the
events remain in the bin when detector smearing is applied� Hence the bin widths
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are chosen to be larger than the resolutions of x and Q��

"x 	 ��x� �����
"Q� 	 ��Q���

The resolution and systematic shift of xDA and Q�
DA after the selection cuts is

shown in �gure ���� The values in the plot correspond to the relative systematic
shift and the error bar represents the mean resolution� We show the lines of ���$�
From this plot we conclude that if we select a bin width of ���$� equation ��� is
satis�ed� Although the resolution in Q� allows for a �ner bin grid� the bins in Q�

are chosen logarithmically equidistant to account for the lower statistics at high Q�

values� In x the bins are large at high values of x� where due to the small event
selection acceptance the statistics are also low� In this region of high x� previous
measurements of F� are available and hence the structure function is known� A
ZEUS data point in this region provides a check of the normalization of the data�

The bin edges that we chose are listed in table ���� We draw the bins in the
phase space� together with the data points� in �gure ��	� The structure functions
will be determined at the bin centers �x�Q��cent�

x bin edge xcent Q� bin edge Q�
cent

������� ������� � ���
�����	� �����
� �� ��
������� ������� �� 	�
������� ������� 
� ��
�����
� ����
�� �� ���
������� ���	��� ��� �
�
������� ��	���	 	�� 
��
������� � �
� ����

���� �

Table ��
� De�nition of the bins in �x�Q���

����� Acceptances

In this section we de�ne several quantities that contain information about each bin
�we commence each de�nition with the symbol ��� These items quantify the e�ect of
event selection and migration of events due to radiation and reconstruction errors�

�Number of events in the bin dN � As one expects this is the number of
events in a bin that have the x and Q� value within the limits of the particular
bin� For Monte Carlo events in the bin� denoted by dN �MC�� a further subdivision
is made for generated versus reconstructed kinematics� denoted by dN �true� and
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Figure ��� The binning for the F� measurement in the �x�Q�� phase space�

The bins drawn with the dashed lines� will not survive the criteria on accep�

tance and the F� will be determined for the remaining bins only� We also plot

the data�

dN �reco� respectively� Also the number of events with and without selection cuts�
denoted by dN ��cuts� and dN ��cuts�� generated with radiative corrections or
Born level only �dN �RAD� and dN �Born�� and with a particular structure function
parametrization SF �dN �SF �� are indicated� The number of events in the bin for
the data is denoted by dN �data��

�Bin area� The area "x"Q� is calculated in units of GeV� with the kinematical
constraint y � ��

�Acceptance due to selection� The acceptance due to selection� Acc�sel�� is
de�ned as the fraction of the generated number of DIS Monte Carlo events that
pass the selection cuts�

Acc�sel� ��
dN�MC� true��cuts�RAD� SF �

dN�MC� true��cuts�RAD� SF �
�����

This quantity gives the fraction of events that is lost by applying the selection cuts
on the Monte Carlo�
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�Acceptance for migration� The acceptance for bin migration� due to smear�
ing of the kinematic variables� Acc�mig�� is de�ned as the ratio of the number of
reconstructed and generated events in the bin that pass the selection cuts�

Acc�mig� ��
dN �MC� reco��cuts�RAD� SF �

dN �MC� true��cuts�RAD� SF �
�����

Deviation from unity of this quantity is due to bin to bin migration� Both detector
smearing and photon radiation are at the origin of this migration�

�Total acceptance� The total acceptance of a bin� Acc�tot�� is de�ned as the
ratio of reconstructed events that pass selection and the number of generated events
in that bin�

Acc�tot� ��
dN �MC� reco��cuts�RAD� SF �

dN�MC� true��cuts�RAD� SF �
� Acc�sel� �Acc�mig� �����

The total acceptance is the full correction factor for detector smearing and selection
acceptance�

�Radiative correction� Although the event generator includes emission of pho�
tons� virtual corrections also change the cross section in the bin� This e�ect cannot
be traced event by event and hence a bin dependent multiplicative factor� Radcor�
is introduced to describe this e�ect�

Radcor ��
LRAD
LBorn �

dN�MC� true��cuts� Born� SF �

dN�MC� true��cuts�RAD� SF �
������

where the luminosity L for Monte Carlo events equals Ntot���tot�� In order to
obtain the numerator of equation ���� we generated a sample of ���k HERACLES

DIS events� with the contribution to the cross section from real and virtual QED
radiation turned o�� With this de�nition� the combination Radcor#Acc�tot�� is the
ratio between the measured and corrected Born cross section in the bin�

�Stability� The sensitivity of the acceptance and radiative corrections to the
input structure function is quanti�ed with the stability� �Stab�� The stability� is
de�ned to be the ratio of the correction factors for the cross section in the bin� for
two di�erent structure functions�

Stab�SF� SF �� ��
Radcor�SF ��Acc�tot� SF �

Radcor�SF ���Acc�tot� SF ��
������

Large deviations from unity of this quantity indicate that the correction factors
depend strongly on the input structure function�
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�Purity� Due to bin to bin migration� some of the events are lost in the bin�
while other events migrate into the bin� Whereas the acceptance due to migration�
Acc�mig�� is sensitive to the sum of these two e�ects only �after the selection��
purity is de�ned to be the ratio of the number of events that remain in the bin
when the smearing is applied to the total number of events in that bin�

Purity ��
dN�MC� reco��cuts�RAD� SF � remained�

dN �MC� reco��cuts�RAD� SF �
������

Purity is by de�nition less than one and its value depends strongly on the bin size�
A low purity implies that the bin is unstable and correspondingly the systematic
error will be large�

In table ���� the above de�ned quantities are listed for the DIS Monte Carlo� The
events were distributed in phase space according to the MRSD�� parametrization�
The subscript �cuts indicate that the nominal selection cuts are applied� which are
listed in section 
�� and reco means that the kinematics are reconstructed with the
double angle method� We quote the stability� of the two extreme input structure
function parametrizations� MTB� and MTB�� The number of data events dN �data�
is listed in the last entry�

To reduce the systematic uncertainty on F� we required that the total acceptance
ranges between�

��� � Acc�tot� � � ����	�

This requirement implies that the structure functions are not determined for the
dashed lined bins in �gure ��	� From table ��� we conclude that especially the
acceptance due to selection� Acc�sel�� is low for the rejected bins� At low values of
Q� the selection acceptance is dominated by the �ducial cut of the electron impact
point around the RCAL beam pipe and by the calorimeter First Level Trigger �CAL
FLT�� A source of systematic error is the uncertainty on the value of the hard�wired
thresholds that are used in the CAL FLT� This uncertainty is negligible for events
with Q� � �� GeV�� where the CAL FLT acceptance is very close to unity�

Also bins at low values of y are rejected� The main reason for the low value of
the acceptance is the requirement y

JB
� ���
�

The radiative corrections in the selected bins are below � ��$� The purity is
not very high for the bins with low Q� or high y values� but reaches more than ��$
otherwise� Although we do not use the values of the purity in the determination of
the systematic error� the values correlate with the quoted systematic uncertainty�
which are listed in table ��� at the end of this chapter�
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Table ���� This table contains quantities that are determined from a sam�

ple of ��k generated Monte Carlo DIS events� The bin area is given in the

third column� The acceptances� �radcor� and �purity� are determined with the

MRSD�� parametrization� double angle reconstruction� EF� electron �nder

and standard cuts� We plot Stab�MTB��MTB
� as the most extreme case�

The number of events for the data is listed in the last column�
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��� Background subtraction and energy scale cor�
rection

For a correct measurement of the structure function F�� we have to subtract the re�
maining photoproduction background from the sample� In contrast to the estimate
of the background using the photoproduction Monte Carlo PYTHIA� as described
in section 
��� we determined the photoproduction background from the data itself�
Therefore we investigated the  distribution for data and Monte Carlo without the
selection cut  � 	� GeV� in each �x�Q�� bin� From the shape of  as determined
from the Monte Carlo� the contribution of DIS events in the  distribution of the
data was �tted� The background contribution of photoproduction events to the
distribution� characterized by lower values of � was �tted in the data sample as
well such that contributions from the two event types could be disentangled�

In this method� we took care of the energy scale problem� Since the value of 
is very sensitive to energy deposits in the rear direction� the  distribution of the
data is somewhat broader and shifted with respect to the Monte Carlo distribution�
The fraction of events that is removed with the cut  � 	� GeV can therefore be
di�erent for the data and Monte Carlo� We correct for this e�ect�

We showed the �distribution for Monte Carlo DIS events in �gure 
�
� which
peaks around �A and has a radiative tail� towards lower values of � We �t for each
bin in �"x�"Q�� the  distribution to functional forms "��� which contains six
free parameters� These are the widths ���MC� and ���MC� of a Gaussian shape
on either side of a central value MC

� with two normalization factors C� and C��
We determined the central value MC

� with the �t as well� For the lower side of the
distribution an exponential form� parametrized by �� is added to account for the
radiative tail of the  distribution�

"MC
DIS�� �

���
��

C�e
��	�	MC

� ��������MC�  � MC
�

C�e
���	�	MC

� ��

�C� � C��e
��	�	MC

� ���������MC�	��� �MC��  � MC
�

����
�

The functional form of "MC
DIS�� is chosen purely phenomenologically and it is used

because it describes the asymmetric Monte Carlo shape of  very well�
The contribution to the  distribution from DIS events in the data has� apart

from a di�erent overall normalization� the same functional form "data
DIS��� The

width and the central value of the data distribution� ���data� and data� � are allowed
to di�er from the Monte Carlo distribution� In this way we take into account the
broadening and degrading of the data  distribution as compared to the Monte
Carlo distribution in the �t� In addition to the functional form "data

DIS��� a piece
that describes the photoproduction background is added� "data

BG � The shape of the
photoproduction as a function of  for Monte Carlo events is also drawn in �gure 
�
�
We parametrized this background by a simple Gaussian� The Gaussian shape of the
background part "data

BG �� was found to give an acceptable �t for the minimum bias
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photoproduction events that pass the selection cuts� Hence to �t the  distribution
of the data we used�

"data
DIS�� �

�����
����

C�

h
C�e

��	�	data� ��������data�
i

 � data�

C�

h
C�e

���	�	data� ��

�C� �C��e
��	�	data� ���������data�	�

�
��MC��

i
 � data�

������

"data
BG �� � C�e

��	�	BG� ��������BG�

"data�� � "data
DIS�� � "data

BG ��

The central value of  for the background� BG� � is constrained to be less than 	�
GeV and � � ���BG� � � GeV�

In �gure ��
 we present the results of the �t procedure� The  distribution of
the data is shown for �� �  � �� GeV in each �"x�"Q�� bin� The distributions
"data
DIS�� and "data

BG ��� obtained from the �t� are shown as histograms with di�erent
hatching styles� We conclude that the requirement for the nominal selection�  � 	�
GeV� is chosen perfectly� In all bins this cut optimally divides the DIS events and
photoproduction background and hence the correction is small� From �gure ��
 we
conclude that at low values of y the photoproduction background is almost absent�
but pronounced at high values of y�

The �ts describe the data well� and the corrected number of events in the bins
was estimated as�

�Corrected number of events in bin dN �data� corr�� The number of events in
the bin corrected for photoproduction and energy scale problems� is determined from
the �t results� The contribution of the background �photoproduction�� dN �data�BG��
is calculated as

dN �data�BG� �

Z �� GeV

�� GeV

d "data
BG ��� ������

The correction for the energy mismatch between the data and the Monte Carlo�
characterized by the di�erence of the central value of  for Monte Carlo� MC

� � and
data� data� � is given by�

dN �data� lost� �

Z �� GeV

����	MC
� �	data� �

d "data
DIS��� ������

The number of events in the bin was also corrected for the electron�gas back�
ground� We estimated this fraction from the number of events in the bin stemming
from the electron pilot bunch� dN �data� e�pilot�� see section 
��� The corrected
number of events in the bin� dN �data� corr� is consequently given by

dN �data� corr� � dN �data� ������
�dN �data�BG� � dN �data� lost�� ���	 � dN �data� e�pilot��
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Figure ���� The � distribution in the �x�Q�� bins� The � ranges from 
� to ��

GeV in each bin� and the cut of � � � GeV is represented by the dashed line�

The data is shown with the �tted contributions fromDIS and photoproduction�

The histogram with the light hatching represents the �tted photoproduction

background� the dark hatching the contribution of DIS events�
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Table ��� Estimate of photoproduction background and energy mismatch in

the bins for three di	erent cut values on �� For the three cut values the

dN�data�BG� and dN�data� lost� are listed� For � � � GeV the corrected

number of events in the bins are listed� The ratios Rc�� and Rc���� are

listed as well� For an explanation� see text�

with the factor ���	 obtained from the reweighting of the pilot to the non�pilot
electron beam current� Only one electron�pilot event was found in the bins� which
was in bin �x � �����
�� Q� � ����

In table ��	 we list the number dN �data�BG�� dN �data� lost� and dN �data� corr�
for each bin� The estimated background obtained with this �t is in good agree�
ment with the estimated background as obtained with the PYTHIA photoproduc�
tion Monte Carlo� described in section 
��� Correction for the energy mismatch�
dN �data� lost�� is appreciable in bins where the  distribution is broad and shifted�
This happens at low values of Q�� or small electron scattering angles �e� where the
scale problem is most pronounced due to dead material in front of the RCAL�

Since photoproduction is characterized by low values of � the amount increases
when the cut value on  is lowered� The value for dN �data� lost� decreases in this
case since we move away from the peak �A of the  distribution� We show the values
of these quantities for  � 		 GeV in table ��	� The situation is reversed when we
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increase the cut on  to  � 
� GeV�
To investigate whether the �ts are reasonable� we introduce the ratio Rc�c� as�

Rc�c� �
dN �data� corr�  � 	��

dN �data� corr�  � c�
� dN �MC� reco��cuts�RAD� SF�  � c�

dN �MC� reco��cuts�RAD� SF�  � 	��
� ������

and claim that� apart from statistical �uctuations� Rc is independent of the cut value
on � �denoted by c�� in the case that the �ts describe the background and energy
mismatch perfectly� For then the �ts correct for these e�ects when the value c is
changed� and the fraction of DIS events in the Monte Carlo that is rejected with this
new cut  � c equals the fraction of data events that is rejected� Deviations from
unity of the ratio Rc�c� signals our ignorance of the background events� especially
when c � 	� GeV� and energy mismatch when c � 	� GeV�

We list the values for Rc�		� and Rc�
�� in table ��	 as well� The uncertainty
of the photoproduction is typically a few percent and reaches ��$ for bin �x �
�������� Q� � ����� This is due to a large statistical �uctuation in that bin� see
�gure ��
� The uncertainty of the �t due to the energy scale mismatch is also
typically a few percent� but reached� due to a statistical �uctuation� 
	$ for bin
�x � ������� Q� � ����� We note that the highest Q� bin has too few events for the
�t procedure�

��� Iterative method to obtain F�

The Monte Carlo DIS sample provides the correction factors for event migration
and acceptance used for the F� measurement� The relative event migration and ra�
diation depend on the distribution of the events in phase space� hence the correction
factors depend on the input structure function� Therefore the Monte Carlo input
structure function� FSF

� � should coincide with the unknown� measured and cor�
rected� structure function Fmeas

� � This is the reason that in principle it is necessary
to obtain the corrected measured Fmeas

� via an iterative approach� Note� however�
that the the propagator term of the cross section is dominant for the dependence
of the correction factors on the event migration and therefore the correction factors
are expected to depend only little on the structure function�

To perform the iteration we compare the number of events of the data and Monte
Carlo simulation in each bin� and de�ne the ratio d� as�

d� �
LRAD
Ldata

dN �data� corr�

dN �MC� reco��cuts�RAD� SF �
������

Deviations of this ratio d� from a �at distribution in the �x�Q�� phase space probe
the di�erence between the input structure function of the simulation and the one
which has to be obtained from the data� The normalization is left free to account for
the luminosity measurement uncertainty� In the iteration� the information contained
in d� is used to modify the input structure function FSF

� of the simulation� This
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implies that the distributions of the true �x�Q��h �the non�smeared �x�Q�� from the
hadron vertex� are altered� This change is re�ected in the distribution of events with
respect to the reconstructed �x�Q��DA as well �in equation ���� parametrized with
the label SF �� and hence the ratio d� changes� The iteration stops if the ratio d� is
constant and just a normalization factor� The measured structure function Fmeas

� �
corrected for radiation and detector e�ects� equals the input structure function of
the last iteration after taking into account the normalization d�last iter�

We �rst determine the deviation of the ratio d� from a �at distribution in �x�Q��
phase space�

�� �
X
bins

�
d�� h�i

	�

��

������

where 	� represents the statistical �uctuation of the ratio d�� and � � � the mean
value of d� over the bins� Secondly� we �tted the ratio d� to a function� which we
chose as

f��x�Q
�� � A�� � B logC x�

�
� �D logx log�Q���GeV��

�
������

with A� B� C and D free parameters� This function is used to weight the true
�x�Q��h events in the Monte Carlo simulation� The ratio of the data to the
reweighted Monte Carlo events is determined again� yielding a new ratio d��nd iter�
and the �� was re�evaluated� The new ratio was again �tted to the same functional
form as f�� denoted by f�� The Monte Carlo events were then reweighted with
f� � f��

The procedure was continued until the change of �� between two iterations was
less than one� The measured structure function becomes�

�The measured structure function Fmeas
� is de�ned as

Fmeas
� �xcent� Q

�
cent� � d�last iter � �f� � f� � � �� �K�"FL�F

SF
� �xcent� Q

�
cent� ����	�

Note that we included the correction for the longitudinal structure function as well�

In table ��� we listed the sensitivity of the correction factors to the two extreme
input structure functions� Stab�MTB��MTB��� The values for the stability are
typically on the percent level� and below ��$ for the bins in which we determine
F�� The variation of F� due to the iteration is smaller than these numbers� and is
negligible with the present statistics of the data� If we use only one iteration step
to obtain Fmeas

� � equation ���	 is reduced to

Fmeas
� �xc� Q

�
c� �

LRAD
Ldata

dN �data� corr�

dN �MC� reco��cuts�RAD� SF �
K�"FL�F

SF
� �xc� Q

�
c�

����
�
This is of course only valid if the ratio does not vary appreciably over the bin�
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��� Systematic uncertainties of F�

The systematic uncertainty on the nominal value of the extracted structure func�
tion has been studied extensively� In this section we present the result of this study�
First� as a systematic check� we investigated the variation of F� when we altered the
analysis slightly� Secondly we discuss the possible sources of systematic uncertain�
ties on the measurement of F� and assign errors to each of these sources in order to
obtain a realistic systematic error on the measured F� for each bin�

����� Systematic checks

The study of the systematic checks was performed by extracting the structure func�
tion many times under somewhat di�erent conditions ����� The values for the selec�
tion cuts were modi�ed� the input structure function parametrizations were chosen
di�erently� the EF� electron �nder was used� etcetera� The variations on the ex�
tracted F� indicate the sensitivity of each bin to these modi�cations�

For the nominal extraction of F� all standard selection cuts were applied� the
EF� electron �nding algorithm was used and the kinematics was reconstructed with
the double angle method� The Monte Carlo events were distributed according to
the MRSD�� parametrization� The checks we made were�


 Nominal extraction of F�� No iteration� FL correction or background subtraction�

� The value of the cut on � was lowered from � GeV to  GeV�

 The value of the cut on � was increased from � GeV to �� GeV�

� The identi	ed electron has an minimum energy of � GeV in stead of � GeV�

� The box cut was discarded completely�

� The value of the cut on yJB was lowered to yJB � ���

� The value of the cut on yJB was raised to yJB � ����

� The EF� electron 	nding algorithm was used�

� The analysis was performed with electrons with an impact position x � � cm�


� The same for the other side of the calorimeter� x � � cm�



 The Monte Carlo electron energy was scaled with a factor ����


� The Monte Carlo cell energies which do not belong to the electron were scaled by


�
 � ����
	H � 	H in degrees�


 Only those events were used that have the event vertex position z � � cm�


� The events were used that have the event vertex position z � � cm�


� The event vertex was shifted by � cm�


� The event vertex was shifted by � cm�


� The Monte Carlo events were reweighted to the MTB
 parametrization�


� The Monte Carlo events were reweighted to the MTB� parametrization�


� The Monte Carlo events were reweighted to the MRSD�� parametrization�

�� In stead of the double angle reconstruction method� the y	 method was used�

�
 The electron method was used for reconstruction of kinematic variables� with yelec �

�����
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Table ���� Relative systematic variation of F� in percents for the low Q� bins�

In tables ��
 and ��� we present the results of these systematic checks� In these
tables we list the values for the nominal� F��s with the statistical error in percents�
The percentage variation of this F� for each systematic check is listed thereafter�
The results are also displayed in �gure ���� In this �gure each histogram represents
a bin in which we draw the extracted structure function with its statistical error for
�� systematic checks�

In these variations of the analysis we did not perform the photoproduction back�
ground subtraction and energy scale correction� and we did not consider the mod�
i�cation of the cross section due to the longitudinal structure function� We also
did not extract the structure function iteratively� The purpose of these checks is
to investigate the maximum size of these variations and the sensitivity of F� to
the various selection cuts and kinematic reconstruction uncertainties� We brie�y
discuss the e�ects of these variations�

Changing the cut value on  �� ( 	� has appreciable e�ects on F�� As discussed
before at length� this is due to photoproduction events and the energy scale mis�
match between the Monte Carlo and data events� Without correction� F� varies
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Figure ���� Systematics study on F��x�Q�� in which each histogram represents

a bin in the �x�Q�� phase space� We plot the F� with the statistical error only

under di	erent conditions� Variations of the points indicate the instability of

the extraction of F�� This �gure is the pictorial version of the tables ��� and

����

We plot in each bin the MRSD�� �lower dashed line� and the MRSD�� �upper

dashed line� parametrizations� The normalization of the histograms is taken

with respect to the MRSD�� parametrization�
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Table ���� Relative systematic variation of F��x�Q
�� in percents for the high Q� bins�

predominantly at high values of y� Apart from a bin with large statistical �uc�
tuation� the deviations of F� including the corrections from the �ts become much
smaller� Also requiring a minimum electron energy Ee � � GeV �
� a�ects F�
predominantly at high values of y� It is an alternative way to observe the e�ect of
photoproduction events� since they are characterized by low �and wrongly� identi�
�ed electron energies� This variation of F� is correlated� although smaller� to the
variation of F� due to  � 		 GeV�

Discarding the box cut ��� has a small e�ect in the bins with lowest Q�� As Q�

increases� the electron angles � become smaller and fall outside the �ducial area�

The e�ect of calorimeter noise is most pronounced in the determination of the
kinematic variables at low values of y� By changing the requirement on yJB �� (
��� we investigate the e�ect of calorimeter noise on F�� The variation of F� is small
and� as expected� F� varies only at low values of y

DA
�

Using the alternative electron �nder EF� ��� is also a measure for the photo�
production background� In chapter 
 we argued that this algorithm picks up more
photoproduction events� and hence the F� increases at high values of y� The di�er�
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ences in F� due to the di�erent electron �nders reach ��$ in the low Q� bins�
We also divided the sample into parts� First we considered the right and left

side of the calorimeter separately by selecting events with electron impact position
x � � cm and x � � cm respectively �� ( ���� to investigate asymmetries of the
detector� The e�ect of these selections on F� is rather large� but this is mainly due
to statistical �uctuations� We also scaled the Monte Carlo electron energy by ���
����� without changing the data electron energy� Now the variation of F� did not
exceed 
$� Since the scale problem for hadrons was most pronounced at high values
of �� we introduced a function� which depends on the polar angle ����� to scale each
calorimeter cell that did not belong to the electron� We chose the function of the
form ����������H� �H the polar angle of the cell in degrees� Hence calorimeter cells
in the rear direction were scaled down by a factor ����� In this way we implicitly
distorted the value for the Monte Carlo hadron angle �� as the result of the scale
problem for the hadron side� Its e�ect on F� reaches ��$�

We also divided the sample with positive and negative event vertices ��	 ( �
��
Also here we encountered the problem that the statistical �uctuations are large�
Hence we further investigated the uncertainty on the event vertices by changing the
z vertex position of the Monte Carlo events by �	 cm without changing the data
vertices ��� ( ��� note that the resolution of the event vertex from the tracking
devices is 
�� cm in z�� The e�ect on F� is typically larger than a percent� and
reaches �	$�

With checks ���� �� ( ��� we determined the size of the variation of F� due to
di�erent Monte Carlo input distributions� This is done by reweighting the Monte
Carlo events to the extreme MTB� and MTB� parametrizations and the MRSD��

parametrization� The e�ect is largest when the low MTB� parametrization is used
as input Monte Carlo distribution� and reaches ��$�

For completeness we also measured F� with the y� ���� and the electron method
���� for reconstruction of the kinematic variables� For the electron method we
included the requirement yelec � ���� to reject the badly reconstructed events� Since
we applied no energy scale corrections� these methods show large deviations of F�
with respect to the double angle method� and can not be trusted� However� once
the energy problems have been controlled� these methods will provide a nice way to
investigate the systematic uncertainty on F�� for the electron method especially at
high values of y and for the y� method at low values of y�

����� Determination of the systematic error

In order to obtain the total systematic uncertainty on the measurement of F� in
each bin� we classi�ed the largest possible uncertainties in �ve categories� These
are� the understanding of the photoproduction background� electron and hadron
energy scale� the electron and hadron �ow position� the CAL noise� and the e�ects
of QED radiation and di�erent input structure function parametrizations�

For each category we quote a systematic uncertainty separately� The categories
are chosen such that the uncertainties are independent� To obtain the total system�
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Table ���� The estimated systematic error in percent for the di	erent cate�

gories� The �nal systematic error on the determination of F� is listed in the

last column�

atic error for each bin� we subsequently added the errors of the �ve categories in
quadrature�

Photoproduction In the �nal analysis of the structure function we subtract the
photoproduction background as determined from the �ts �see �gure ��
�� We es�
timated the uncertainty on the corrected F� by shifting the value on  to  � 		
GeV� We presented the results as the ratio Rc�		� in table ��	�

Energy scale We also corrected for the energy scale mismatch between the data
and the Monte Carlo with the �ts� and presented the result as the ratio Rc�
�� of
table ��	� For the total uncertainty of the energy scale problem we took a conser�
vative attitude and quote the maximum deviation of F� for this ratio Rc�
��� the
electron scale ���� and the hadron scale ���� checks�

Electron and hadron position The uncertainties in the angles of the �nal state
electron and hadron �ow were obtained by shifting the vertex by 	 cm ��	 ( �
� and
discarding the box cut ���� Uncertainty on the hadron angle � was parametrized
also by the hadron scale function of the previous category ����� Since we cannot
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make a correction for this e�ect� we quote the systematic uncertainty to be the
largest percentage deviation of these checks from the nominal extraction of F� �third
column of table �����

Calorimeter noise The e�ect of the calorimeter cell noise was investigated by
varying the cut value on y

JB
�� ( ��� Also here we list the largest deviation of

these checks with the nominal extraction as the systematic uncertainty on F� due
to calorimeter noise �fourth column of table �����

Structure function input Via the iteration procedure we correct for the Monte
Carlo input structure function parametrization to obtain the correction factors� We
quote for the systematic uncertainty due to the unknown input structure function
the variation on F� if we take the parametrization MRSD�� ���� as input and do
not perform the iteration� The measured F� data points fall between the MRSD��

and MRSD�� parametrizations �see table ���� and therefore this uncertainty is
estimated conservatively�

The overall systematic uncertainty on the �nal determination of F� is listed in
the last column of table ����

��� Final results on F�

The �nal results for the F� measurement are presented in table ���� In the
table we include the number of events that are observed in the bin� dN �data��
and the number of events in the bin after photoproduction background subtraction
and and energy scale mismatch correction� dN �corr�� We list the correction for
the longitudinal structure function� K�"FL�� in the �fth column� The structure
function F�� obtained from the ZEUS ���� fall data� is listed thereafter� with the
statistical and systematic uncertainties quoted separately� The overall uncertainty
due to the luminosity measurement� �$� is not included�

We compare the measured structure function in table ��� with the parametriza�
tions according to MRSD�� and MRSD��� in the next two columns�

Additionally� we selected the events with a large rapidity gap �see section �����
with the requirement �max � ���� The number of these di�ractive� events in the bins
are listed in the column dNdiff � We assumed identical smearing of the kinematic
variables for these events as well as identical fractional background in the bins�
Hence we obtained the contribution to F� from the di�ractive events by scaling the
measured F� with the fraction of di�ractive events to dN �data�� This contribution
to the structure function� with the statistical error� is listed in the last column of
table ����

In �gure ��� we present the measured structure function F� with the MRSD��

and MRSD�� parametrizations� as a function of x in bins of Q�� In the �gure
the statistical and systematic error are added in quadrature but the normalization
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uncertainty is not included� The same for �gure ���� where we plot F� as function
of x for the di�ractive events�

In �gure ��� we plot F� as function of Q�� Note that the F� values are multiplied
by di�erent factors �shown in parenthesis� for the di�erent x bins� For comparison
we included the NMC data points �����

��	 Summary

In this chapter we presented the measurement of the structure function F� from
the fall ����� ZEUS data sample� In this period the integrated luminosity was
measured to be �
�� nb���

The results on the measurement of F� were preceded by a discussion on the
longitudinal structure function FL� for which we introduced the correction factor
K�"FL�� We then de�ned rectangular bins in x and Q� and introduced various
types of correction factors� These factors were designed such that the e�ects of event
selection� event migration and radiative e�ects were disentangled� The values for
these correction factors were obtained with the Monte Carlo sample� A requirement
on the total acceptance� Acc�tot�� was used to select bins in which the correction
factors are small and uniform� Seventeen bins remained� ranging in x from �����
�
to ���	��� and in Q� from �� GeV� to ���� GeV�� The remaining photo�production
background in the bins was then estimated with a �t procedure on the variable
� The same �ts were used to correct for the energy scale problem� which we
encountered in chapter �� We discussed the iterative method to obtain F��

For the determination of the systematic uncertainty on the extracted F� we
modi�ed the analysis many times to investigate the stability of F�� We then de�ned
�ve categories and quoted the systematic uncertainties for each of those� The total
systematic uncertainty was obtained by adding the uncertainty of each category in
quadrature�

In table ��� we presented the �nal results of the analysis� Graphical representa�
tions of this table are shown in �gures ���� ��� and ����
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Figure ���� The measured F� as a function of x in di	erent Q� bins� The

statistical error is represented by the inner error bar� The systematic error�

represented by the outer error bar� has been added in quadrature� The overall

normalization uncertainty of �� is not shown�

The curves are the F� parametrization of MRSD�� �full line� and MRSD��

�dashed line��
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Figure ���� The measured F� as function of x for the di	ractive events�

Figure ���� The measured F� as function of Q�� To separate the points of

di	erent x bins� the F� for each bin is multiplied by a factor� quoted between

parenthesis� The MRSD�� and MRSD�� parametrizations are drawn� The

open squares are the NMC data points�



Chapter �

Implications of the F�

measurement

With the new measurement of F�� obtained with the ZEUS data� a previously
unexplored region in phase space is entered� Although the statistical and systematic
errors on the F� are large� the measurement irrefutably contains new information
on the structure of the proton� In this chapter we compare the F� of the ZEUS
data with the results of the H� collaboration� We brie�y discuss the comparison
with various parametrizations of F��

To appraise the new measurement in more detail� we develop a new parametriza�
tion of F�� We obtained this parametrization from leading order QCD evolution
of parton distributions� �tted to the NMC data and the new ZEUS results� The
results of the �t show that the gluon and sea quark distributions behave singularly
as x tends towards small values�

	�� The F� measurements compared

We presented the result of the F� measurement for the fall ����� ZEUS data in
table ��� of the previous chapter� Our measurement is comparable with the results
of the H� collaboration ����� In �gure ��� we plot our results and the results of
the H� collaboration for F� as function of x in the two lowest bins of Q�� The H�
results are somewhat higher� but with the present statistics this di�erence is not
signi�cant� In the same �gure we show the previously published values of F� from
the NMC collaboration�

It is very interesting to note that the F� is rising at low values of x� Independent
of any parametrization of F�� the new DIS results from the HERA collider show an
increase of the structure function F� at low values of x for �xed Q�� This increase
of the structure function is not only visible when one compares our measurement
with results of previous �xed target experiments� but is also visible from the ZEUS

���
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Figure ��
� Comparison of the F� measurement for the ZEUS� H
 and NMC col�

laborations� The F� is plotted as function of x for the two lowest Q� bins� We

draw the MRSD�� �straight line�� MRSD�� �dash�dotted line�� MTB
 �dashed

line�� MTB� �straight line� parametrizations� obtained with a next�to�leading

order QCD �t� and the GRV parametrization in leading order QCD �dotted

line��

results themselves� For example� the F� for the lowest x value in the bin Q� � 	�
GeV� �x � �����
�� is approximately ��� times as high as F� for the largest x
value �x � ����
���� This rise of F� is consistent with the measurements of the H�
collaboration�

Especially for the lowest three Q� bins� where the parametrizations diverge�
our measurements of F� contain new information on the structure of the proton�
Already with the present statistics we observe that various parametrizations of the
proton are excluded by our result� For example� the prediction according to the
MRSD�� parametrization is too low and does not describe the data consistently�
The same conclusion holds for the MTB� parametrization� which is even lower� The
parametrizations of MRSD�� and MTB� seem to overshoot the data but� especially
for Q� � �� GeV�� are in reasonable agreement with the data� The parametrization
of GRV is available both for a leading order �LO� and next�to�leading order �NLO�
QCD �t� Whereas the other parametrizations are drawn for the NLO QCD �t� in
�gure ��� we draw the GRV parametrization in LO� for reasons that will become
clear� It provides a reasonable description of the new data�

As a function of Q�� the measured data points show the expected scaling viola�
tions� The statistics of the data are too low and the scaling violations are too weak
to observe possible di�erences in F� as a function of Q� between the present data
and the parametrizations�
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	�� Leading order QCD analysis

The new ZEUS results provide structure function measurements in a hitherto inac�
cessible region of low x� We therefore investigate the implication of these measure�
ments on the gluon and sea quark distributions� To this end� we performed a �rst
order QCD �t to the NMC F p

� data and ZEUS results on the F� measurement�

����� QCD evolution

We performed a LO QCD evolution for six parton distribution functions �PDF�s��
To improve numerical convergence at low values of x we evolved x times the PDF�s�

We determined the evolution of the valence quark distributions� x�uV �dV � and
xdV � separately� These are non�singlet distributions for which the evolution in Q�

is independent of the gluon distribution� Since the singlet strange sea is known to
be roughly half !u and !d sea ����� we assumed !s � �

� !u � �
�
!d� and we did not allow the

!d to be di�erent from !u �hence the Gottfried�Sum rule equals �
� by construction��

For the x�uV �dV �� xdV � xS and xg parton distribution functions at Q� � Q�
� �


 GeV� we used the functional forms of the MRS parametrizations�

x �uV �x� � dV �x�� � Audx

���� x�
��� � 	ud

p
x� �udx� �����

xdV �x� � Adx

� ��� x�
	�� � 	d

p
x� �dx� �����

xS�x� � ASx
	G��� x�
S �� � 	S

p
x� �Sx� ���	�

xG�x� � Agx
	G�� � x�
G�� � �gx� ���
�

The heavy quarks� charm and bottom� are set to zero at Q� � 
 GeV� and are
generated dynamically� Note that we used the same leading x � � behaviour for
the sea quarks and the gluon distribution at Q� � Q�

�� parametrized by G� This
re�ects the assumption that for low values of x the sea is generated by the gluon
distribution already at Q� � Q�

��
In �rst order the Gribov�Lipatov�Altarelli�Parisi equations for the above de�ned

PDF�s can be written as �with t � ln�Q�������

dt fx�uV � dV �� xdV g �
�s
��

�Pqq � fx�uV � dV �� xdV g� �����

dtxS �
�s
��

�Pqq � xS � �PqG � xG�

dt fxc� xbg �
�s
��

�
P h
qq�Q

��� fxc� xbg� �P h
qG�Q

��� xG
�

dtxG �
�s
��

�PGG � xg � PGq � x�uV � dV � S � c� b��

with dt � d�dt and the convolution integral �� de�ned in equation ����� For
the splitting functions Pqq� PqG� PGq and PGG we used the �rst order expressions�
with the plus� prescription to circumvent the divergencies at z � � in the con�
volution integrals� With y � x�z the evolution for the non�singlet distributions
" � fx�uV � dV �� xdV g� singlet ) � xS and the gluon g � xG become

dt"�x� t� �
�s
��

nR �
x
dz �

�


��	z����y�t�����x�t�

��z

�
�
�
� � 

�
ln�� � x�

�
"�x� t�

o
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dt)�x� t� �
�s
��

nR �
x
dz ��


��	z����y�t�����x�t�

��z � 	
�
z� � ��� z��

�
g�y� t�

�
�
�
� � 

� ln��� x�
�
)�x� t�

�
dtg�x� t� �

�s
��

nR �
x
dz

��zg�y�t��g�x�t��

��z � ����z���	z��g�y�t�
z

� �
�
�	���z��

z
�P

f y �qf �y� t� � !qf �y� t��
�
�
�
��
� �

nf
� � � ln��� x�

�
g�x� t�

o
with nf the number of �avours that participate in the evolution at the particular
value for t� The GLAP�equations for the heavy quarks charm and bottom� described
by the heavy quark splitting functions P h

qq�Q
�� and P h

qG�Q
��� are given according

to the prescription of Gl�uck� Ho�man and Reya ��	�� This prescription takes into
account the quark mass thresholds such that the heavy quarks participate in the
evolution only for positive ��� de�ned as

�� � �� 
zM�
q �Q

���� z� �����

E�ectively this means that only for W � � ��Mq�� are these quarks generated dy�
namically�

For the running coupling constant of the strong interactions� �s�Q��� we adopt
the �rst order QCD expression with a prescription to achieve a smooth crossing of
the bottom quark mass threshold�

�

�s�Q��
�

��

���
ln�Q����

���
�

��
��Q� � ��M�

b � ln�Q
����M�

b � �����

with ��x� the step�function� The value for �� is given in �rst order with the number
of �avours nf � 
�

With the PDF�s evolved to all values of Q�� the electromagnetic part of the
structure function F ��

� becomes�

F evo
� �

X
f

e�f �xqf � x!qf � �



�
x�uV � dV � � �

	
xdV �

��


�
xS �




�
xc�

�

�
xb �����

We compare this F evo
� with the experimental ZEUS and NMC data�

We used a N �point grid in x with power P to perform the integrations in x� To
take into account the measurements at small values of x� we start the integration
at xmin � ����� The grid at point xi is de�ned as

xi � xmin � ��� xmin� �
�
i � �

N � �

�P
�����

We typically used N � 
�� P � 	 to reach su�cient accuracy at both very low and
high values of x� We checked that our results are stable against these numbers�
Simpson integration of a function over this grid� used to perform the convolution
integrals� is accurate up to O�"h�� with "h � ���N � ���
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We performed the integration in t on a linear grid with the simple Euler inte�
gration rule�

q�t�"t� x� � q�t� x� � "t dtq�t� x� � "t �
�

Nt � �
ln�Q�

max�Q
�
�� ������

We typically used "t � ���
� We calculated the distributions at all gridpoints
�ti� xi�� and used a linear interpolation of the distributions on the grid to obtain the
PDF�s and F evo

� for continuous points �x�Q���
We made several consistency checks for this evolution� For example� we checked

that the number of valence quarks is independent of Q�� We also evolved the
PDF�s from Q� � Q�

� according to the LO EHLQ parametrizations ����� and found
no signi�cant di�erence between our results and the literature�

����� Fit to the data

We compared the computed structure function F evo
� with the measurements of the

structure function F� for the ZEUS and NMC data� by de�ning the �� function as

�� �
X
i

�
F evo
� � F data

� i

	�
��i �stat� � ��i �sys�

������

We used the MINUIT ���� program with the MIGRAD option to �nd the minimum
�� by varying the parameters at Q� � Q�

� GeV��
In principle all parameters of equations ������
� together with the value of ���

can be varied in the minimization of ��� But there are a number of constraints on
the PDF�s at Q�

� that restrict this freedom�

� The normalizations Aud and Ad are �xed by requiring the correct number of
valence quarks in the proton�Z �

�

dx �uV � dV � � 	 �

Z �

�

dx dV � � ������

� The normalization AG is �xed by the requirement that the sum of momentum
fractions carried by the PDF�s equals one�Z �

�

dx x�uV � dV � S � c � b� � xG � � ����	�

� The PDF�s should be positive in the interval x � f�� �g� which we implemented
by requiring that either both 	 and � are positive or

	 � �� � �
	�



� � � �� 	 � ��� � �� ����
�

for the �uV � dV �� dV and S distributions� The parameter �G is required to
be �G � ���
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Figure ���� On the left plot we show the valence distributions at Q� � Q�
� � �

GeV�� On the right plot we show the integrated distributions from zero as a

function of the integration maximum� for x times the gluon� valence and sea

distributions� The values at x � 
 correspond to the total momentum carried

by the distributions at Q� � Q�
��

In principle we are left with �� free parameters in the minimization of ��� These
are the QCD scale ��� eight parameters that describe the singlet distributions� four
parameters for the sea distribution� and three parameters for the gluon�

The value for �� is �xed in the present analysis to �� � �	� MeV� Although
the slopes of F� as a function of Q� from the ZEUS data points show the expected
scaling violations� they are not measured very accurately with the present statistics�
and hence contain no new information on the value of ��� The sensitivity to ���
without correlation to the gluon distribution� is for the evolution in Q� mainly at
high values of x� By �xing the value of ��� we remove the correlation of �� with
the gluon distribution at low values of x�

We did not include hadron cross�section data� other than the NMC results� In
the left plot of �gure ��� we draw the valence x�uV � dV � and xdV distributions
of the MRS parametrization in the DIS scheme� From this plot we conclude that
the contribution of the valence distributions to the structure function F� is small in
the region of x covered by the new ZEUS data points� Hence the ZEUS data will
provide no new information on the valence distributions� Therefore we took the
MRS results for the valence distributions x�uV � dV � and xdV at Q�

�� This means
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Figure ��� The �� for each data point� plotted as function of x� The ZEUS

data with black circles and NMC data with open squares�

that we �xed all eight parameters of the valence distributions in the �t procedure�
It was found previously ��
� that the total sea distribution at Q� � Q�

� � 

GeV� carries approximately ��$ of the proton momentum� In the right plot of
�gure ��� we show the integrated momentum fraction carried by the gluon� the
valence quarks and the sea quarks at Q� � Q�

�� as a function of the upper boundary
of the integration� Hence at a particular value for x�� the plot shows the momentum
fraction carried by the distributions with x � x�� From this �gure we conclude that
the sea carries only a few percent of the proton momentum fraction for values of
x� � ����� Since this fraction is small� the ZEUS data points contain almost no
information on the normalization of the sea distribution� Therefore we �xed the
parameter As in the present analysis� such that

R �
� dx xS�x�Q

�
�� � �����

Finally� we note that the parameter �G only a�ects the gluon distribution at
high values of x� Since again this is not addressed by the present data� we �xed
this parameters in the �t to the value of the MRS distributions as well�

This leaves the �ve parameters G� �G� �s� 	S and �s as the free parameters in
the �t� with constraint ���
 for the sea distribution� The most important parameter�
which describes the gluon and sea distribution at very low values of x� is G�

����� Results

The �t procedure minimizes the �� for �� ZEUS and �� NMC points� all with
Q� � Q�

� � 
 GeV�� The question whether the di�ractive type of events should be
included in the �t procedure of the PDF�s is not answered yet� Since a theoretical
explanation of the di�ractive type of events is presently lacking� we include the
contribution of this type of events to F� and �t the total inclusive F�� as listed in
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table ����
Typically the minimization of MINUIT converged in approximately ��� itera�

tions� Note that for each iteration the GLAP equations over the full phase space in
�x�Q�� had to be calculated� After the �t procedure was completed� it was found
that

NMC� �� data points
P

�� � ���� � �� �� ���� ������
ZEUS� �� data points

P
�� � ��� � �� �� ��	


The values for � �� � for the NMC data is somewhat low because we included the
systematic error in quadrature� This is also true for the ZEUS data� and the �t
procedure indicates that the systematic error for the ZEUS data may be somewhat
overestimated� The systematic error will decrease in future measurements of F� at
ZEUS� when higher statistics are available and systematic e�ects are better under�
stood� In �gure ��	 we plot the �� value for each data point as function of x� We
observe no structure in the value of �� as a function of x� which indicates that the
�t matches the data uniformly as a function of x�

Aud �� �� 	ud �ud
x�uV � dV � ���� ��
	 	��� ���� ��	�

Ad �� �� 	d �d
xdV ���� ��
	 	��� 
��
 �	���

Aud G �S 	S �S
xS ���� ���
	� ��	
� ����� �	���

AG G �G �G
xG ��	
 ���
	� ���� � �����

Table ��
� The parameters after the �t procedure is completed� Note that we

�tted only the parameters that are marked with an asterix�

In table ��� we present the parameters at Q� � 
 GeV� that minimize the ��

distribution for the ZEUS and NMC data� The parameters that are left free in the
�t procedure are marked with an asterix ���� In �gure ��
 we present the comparison
of the �t result with the data� both as a function of x and of Q�� In the �gure we
compare with the parametrizations of MRSD��� MRSD�� �NLO� and GRV �LO��

We �nd that the gluon distribution is almost singular� with a value of G �
���
	� We present the gluon distribution for two di�erent values of Q� in �gure ����
The gray band is the maximum variation of the gluon distribution due to the ZEUS
luminosity uncertainty of �$�

To set a scale� we draw in the same plots the gluon distribution according to
the MRSD��� MRSD�� and GRV parametrizations� An important remark should
be made when these distributions are compared with the results of the �t� We
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Figure ���� The �tted structure function F��x�Q
��� The ZEUS �black cir�

cles� and NMC �open squares� data points are drawn� together with the NLO

MRSD��� MRSD�� and LO GRV parametrizations� In the upper six plots we

show the F� as a function of x for the various Q� bins� In the lower four plots

we show F� as function of Q��
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Figure ���� The gluon distributions at two values for Q�� The gray band

represents the variation of the gluon distribution due to the uncertainty in the

ZEUS luminosity measurement ������ The gluon distributions from the MRS

�NLO QCD in DIS scheme� and GRV �LO QCD� parametrizations are drawn

also� Note the warning in the text for comparison of the MRS parametrization

with the �t results�

are forced to draw the MRS parametrizations in NLO QCD evolution� whereas the
present �t is in LO� In the �gure� we draw the NLO distributions in the DIS scheme�
since in this scheme the expression for F� in terms of the PDF�s is equal to the LO
expression� But the GLAP evolution equations are not identical for LO and NLO�
There is no problem in comparing the �t�results with the LO GRV parametrization�

In �gure ��� we present the result of the �t for the sea distribution� Here also
we indicate the maximum variation of xS�x� due to the uncertainty of the ZEUS
luminosity measurement� We make the same warning as before in comparing the
�t with the MRS parametrizations�

An important issue is the uncertainty of the parameter that governs the low x
behaviour of the gluon and sea distributions� G� The minimum �� is obtained for
G � ���
	� but there are large correlations of this parameter with the remaining
four �t parameters� In order to investigate the variation of �� as a function of G�
we repeated the �t procedure with G set to a range of values from ���� to zero� For
each value of G we �t the remaining four parameters to estimate the e�ect of the
correlations� In �gure ��� we present the result of this scan in G� The black circles
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Figure ���� The sea distributions at two values for Q�� with the gray band

representing the luminosity uncertainty� The sea distributions from the MRS

�NLO QCD in DIS scheme� and GRV �LO QCD� distributions are included�

Note the warning in the text for comparison of these results�

represent the variation of G with the ZEUS and NMC data� the open squares for
the NMC data only� We indicate a variation of � in ��� which represents the one
standard deviation statistical error� It is very interesting to observe that the NMC
data alone hardly contains information on G� and this parameter ranges from zero
to ���	� within "�� � �� The complete range in G from ���� to zero is covered
within "�� � 
� When the ZEUS data points are included� the one sigma standard
deviation on the value of G covers the interval ���� � G � ���	� The variation of
G within "�� � 
� including the ZEUS data� is in the range ������ � G � �����
A future challenge is to limit this allowed range of G with more statistics and better
understanding of the systematic errors on F��

At a certain value of Q� the proton is composed of valence quarks� light and
heavy sea quarks and gluons� The value of F� is then the charge weighted sum of
the valence and sea quark distribution� The change in F� has three contributions�

�� The change of the valence quark distribution� which becomes softer due to
gluon radiation� This leads to a negative slope contribution to F� at high x�
and a positive slope contribution at low values of x�

�� The change of the sea quark distribution� which also becomes softer through
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Figure ���� Scan of the parameter �g� for the NMC data only �open squares�

and NMC�ZEUS data �black circles�� For each value of �G a �t for the

remaining parameters� �S � �S� �S and �G was performed� We draw the lines

for the minimum ��min �hatched lines� for the two data sets� The dotted line

is for ��min � 
� The values of �G that fall inside ��� � 
 are marked above

the x�axis�

gluon radiation� At high x the slope contribution to F� is negative� At low x
the slope contribution will depend on the exact shape of the sea distribution�
If the sea distribution is �at as x� �� the slope contribution of the sea quarks
to F� vanishes as x � �� A singular sea quark distribution yields a negative
slope contribution as x� ��

	� The splitting of gluons into q!q pairs� As new quarks are created this con�
tribution to the slope of F� is always positive� The exact value of the slope
depends on the shape of the gluon distribution�

In �gure ��� we plot the slope of the structure function� dF��d lnQ
�� as a function of

x for Q� � Q�
�� In the left plot we show the slope for the �tted distributions� in the

right plot the slope for G � �� which is not the result of the �t� Figure ��� shows
that independent of the shape of the gluon� the slope of F� is completely dominated
by contribution �	�� below x � ����� It therefore follows that the slope of F� at a
�xed value of Q� gives a direct measure of the gluon distribution at low values of
x� It should also be noted that process ��� and ���� and the splitting g � gg� also
enhance the gluon distribution� and so process �	� becomes even stronger at higher
values of Q�� This is the prime reason that the Q� evolution of F� at low values of
x is not linear in lnQ� as can be observed in �gure ��
�

The second reason that the slope of F� increases as Q� increases� is the fact
that the heavy quarks are produced dynamically for Q� � Q�

�� via process �	�� In
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Figure ���� The slope of F� in Q�� at the start value Q� � Q�
�� as function

of x� The contributions to the slope from the valence �
�� sea �� and gluon

��� distributions are drawn separately� On the left plot we show the slope for

the �tted structure function F�� on the right plot for �G � �� which is not the

result of the �t procedure�

�gure ��� we present the evolution in Q� for the charm and bottom distributions�
Note that in the GLAP equations we included for the charm and bottom distribu�
tions the heavy quark splitting functions� which realize a smooth mass threshold in
Q�� At very high values of Q� the masses of the charm and bottom can be neglected
and the evolution in Q� becomes comparable to the LO GRV parametrization�

	�� Discussion

The measured structure function F� at ZEUS from the ���� fall data is steeply
rising at low values of x� This behaviour is measured by the H� collaboration as
well�

In order to investigate the implications of this measurement on the parton dis�
tribution functions� we performed the evolution of the PDF�s in Q� according to
the GLAP equations� in leading order perturbation theory� The parametrization of
the PDF�s at the start value Q�

� are copied from the MRS distributions� We de�ned
a �� function� which is minimized by varying the parameters at Q� � Q�

�� Besides
the ZEUS data� the NMC data are included as well to describe the high x behaviour
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Figure ���� The charm and bottom distribution at x � ������� as a function of

Q�� Note that we required xc�x�Q�
�� � xb�x�Q�

�� � � and included a smooth

mass threshold� For high values of Q� the evolution of the GRV and our

parametrizations become equal�

of F�� Since we did not include other hadron cross section measurements� we �xed
the valence distribution in the �t procedure� We also �xed the normalization of the
sea and the high x behaviour of the gluon distribution� In total we were left with
�ve free parameters in the �t procedure�

The result of the �t describes the DIS ZEUS and NMC data satisfactorily� The
ZEUS data is �tted with a steeply rising gluon and sea distribution at low values of
x� The parameter of particular interest which describes this low x singularity� G�
was found to be ���� � G � ���	 within one standard deviation� Although this
region is large� the present measurements of F� indicate that the gluon distribution
is not �at as x � �� A more accurate determination of G is foreseen in the near
future� when more ZEUS DIS data become available� A scan of this variable showed
that the NMC data alone contains hardly any information on this parameter�

The �ve parameters show large correlations in the �t procedure� MINUIT mini�
mizes �� for G � ���
	� but the scan of G showed that the one standard deviation
statistical error on this parameter is in the range ���� � G � ���	� The variations
of the presented gluon and sea distributions in �gures ��� and ��� do not incorpo�
rate this large range in � The true variation of the gluon and sea distributions
with the present data points is much larger due to the parameter correlations� The
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parametrization of the gluon and sea quarks depend on the speci�c incorporation
of the heavy quarks� charm and bottom� in the GLAP equation� The parametriza�
tions also change when a next�to�leading order QCD evolution is performed� More
statistics are needed for an accurate determination of the value of G�

Nevertheless it is interesting to compare our result with the parametrization
of GRV in LO �see also section ��
�	�� For low values of x� at Q� � Q�

�� the
sea distribution of GRV is lower� whereas the gluon density is larger than in our
�t� This results in a steeper Q� evolution of F� with GRV� because the gluon
density determines the slope of F�� Also� the evolution of the charm and bottom
distribution starts at Q� � Q�

� in our parametrization at zero� whereas in the GRV
parametrization the charm already contributes at Q� � Q�

� � 
 GeV�� see �gure ����
Therefore the increase of F� as function ofQ� is smaller in our �t�result as compared
to GRV at low values of Q�� Ultimately� at high values of Q�� the slope of F� for the
GRV parametrization and our �t become comparable� as we observe in �gures ��
�

The gluon distribution is the main source of the evolution in Q� of the structure
function at low x� Its singular behaviour indicates that the gluon density in the
proton is enormous at very low values of x� The �t results showed� however� that
the present data is described satisfactorily by the GLAP evolution equations� When
more statistics are available� recombination of the gluons� which is allowed by QCD
but is not included in the GLAP equations� or speci�c signatures of the BFKL
equation may appear to play a role at these high densities� These new and un�
explored processes may become visible with the center�of�mass energy that HERA
makes available and will inevitably provide exciting times in this �eld of high energy
physics�
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Appendix� Reconstruction

methods

Energy and momentum conservation on the quark level read in our notation�

Energy conservation xP �A � E � F
Longitudinal momentum conservation xP �A � E cos � � F cos ��
Transverse momentum conservation E sin � � F sin �

where we neglected the rest�masses of the quarks and leptons as is done throughout
this thesis�
Now we turn to the de�nition of Q� and y �where we write x in terms of Q� and
y�� The most easy and standard way is to de�ne these quantities in terms of E
and � using the �nal state lepton �where k� k� are the four�vectors of the initial
respectively �nal state lepton and P the four�vector of the proton��

Q� � ��k� k��� � �AE�� � cos ��

y �
P � q
P � k � �� E

�A
��� cos ��

x �
Q�

�P � q �
Q�

sy

It is possible to determine �x�Q�� as functions of any combination of two variables
out of the set �E�F� �� �� ��
�� It is convenient to compute x from Q� and y so we
only have to consider the formulae for Q� and y� We get�

���
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A� Q��E� 	� � �AE�
 � cos 	�

y�E� 	� � 
� E

�A
�
� cos 	�

A� Q��E� �� � �A��y�E� ��� 
� � �AE

y�E� �� �



�

�

� E

�A

�
�
� cos ��� E

A

r



�
�
� cos ��� �

A

E



� A

E

�
sin� �

 

A� Q��	� �� � �A� sin ��
 � cos 	�

sin � � sin 	 � sin�	 � ��

y�	� �� �
sin 	�
� cos ��

sin � � sin 	 � sin�� � 	�

A� Q��E�F � �
�A��A � F �

E � F � �A
� �EA

y�E� F � �
E � A

E � F � �A

A� Q��F� 	� � �A��
� y�F�	��


 � cos 	


� cos 	

�

y�F� 	� � 
� 


�A
�
� cos 	�

�
��A � F ��

r
��A� F �� � �A�A� F �


� cos 	

 

A� Q��F� �� �
F � sin� �


� y�F� ��

y�F� �� �
F �
� cos ��

�A

Apart from the familiar formulae A� and A�� where formula A� is the Jacquet�
Blondel method� we derived four new methods for reconstructing x� y and Q��
Note that in method A� and A� one obtains � solutions� These double solutions
with physically allowed values only occur for x � x� � A�P �
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